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Abstract 
Flooding is an urgent issue in the Mekong Delta, the largest agricultural region of 
Vietnam. However, the claim that flooding completely devastates the Mekong Delta is one-
sided. This natural and social phenomenon has been accepted by residents during the 
settlement and evolution of this area. From passively living with flood, people increasingly 
understand more about the flood, and are able to gradually minimise the harmful impacts 
as well as optimise the benefits from floods. Paradoxically, the recent flood-control 
programs implemented in the whole Mekong Delta are gradually creating conflict, rather 
than harmony, between inhabitants and inundation.  
An integrated methodology is developed in this study based on interpretivism, with 
inductive and abductive research strategies, to investigate social practices of local residents 
in flood-prone Deltaic waterfront communities. Ethnography, phenomenography, and 
urban morphology methodologies were applied to explore the interactions between 
(flooding)water and social practices of locals in shaping their social space using Lefebvre’s 
(1991) conceptual triad. Four months of fieldwork allowed site observation, naturally 
occurring talk, unstructured interviews, and photovoice data to be collected to study locals’ 
daily life and their behaviours before and during flooding.  
The data, related to locals’ everyday activities, are analysed to understand the social 
space including perceived space, lived space, and conceived space of waterfront 
communities as well as social behaviours of residents responding to flooding. The study 
also found that there is potential flood-related stress of individual residents. Flood-related 
stress is considered to be a social vulnerability indicator to assess the vulnerability and 
adaptive capacity of waterfront residents and their housing types during flooding. The 
identification and interpretation of social practices that organise day-to-day life and social 
space form a new concept of resilience as a contemporary Deltaic philosophy in ‘living with 
flooding’. This study will add to our understanding of urbanisation and future flooding 
issues in the Mekong Delta in order to give a voice to local communities in policy making 
that guide urban development in flood-prone areas. Furthermore, in a global context of 
expected increases in sea levels, learning from the practices of those living with floods in 
the Mekong Delta may help other people in the world to survive and adapt to 
unpredictable flood and new urban environments. The major contribution of this study is a 
new concept of urbanism for Deltaic communities, which combines the perspectives of 
Water Urbanism and Everyday Urbanism. Deltaic Urbanism offers an approach for Deltaic 
regions and flood-prone areas in estuarine environment worldwide.   
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
Flooding is a global phenomenon that not only devastates the built environment but 
also threatens human lives worldwide. The loss is followed by a series of intangible impacts 
involving disruption to everyday life and longer-term health issues that include stress-
related illness. In the Mekong Delta, flooding has recently been claimed to be a dominant 
natural hazard that causes huge damage to infrastructure, agricultural productivity, and 
human loss. Many scholars see the Mekong Delta as the flood-prone landscape where 
flood-control programs have been applied to protect agriculture and locals’ normal life 
from flooding. However, it is not only flooding that challenges local people in their home, 
their community, and their businesses, but also the flood-control solutions which are 
challenging people, by adding much stress and trauma to locals’ life. There has been little 
research investigating the nation-building programs of flood-control and their impacts on 
environmental and social systems in the Mekong Delta. There is also little research 
available documenting the social practices of local residents to adapt to flood conditions. 
Meanwhile, the unique water-related features that created the Deltaic environment, 
culture, and lifestyle are not emphasised in finding the appropriate approach to mitigate 
flooding and to develop urbanism in this Deltaic region.  
A better understanding of the water-related characteristics of the Mekong Delta and 
social practices of local residents will fill the gap in responding to Deltaic flooding through 
control or adaptation measures. The insights into flooding characteristics and locals’ 
everyday activities in their living environment should be investigated in order to understand 
how Deltaic people currently live with flooding and interact with impacts of the flood-
control nation-building programs. With the future holding unpredictable impacts from 
climate change, understanding locals’ social practices as well as nation-buildings responses 
to flooding in the Mekong Delta will be essential in designing appropriate flood mitigation 
programs and in obtaining benefits from flooding for that unique water environment. This 
first chapter aims to introduce the challenges in the Mekong Delta in terms of flooding, 
climate change and flood-control nation-building programs; address the rationale of the 
study, research problem, research questions, and objectives. It also outlines the overview 
structure of the thesis. 
 2 Chapter 1:Introduction 
1.1 THE MEKONG DELTA AT RISK 
The Mekong Delta is one of the two largest rice granaries of Vietnam, which has an 
area of approximately 40,000 sq km. It is home to 17.3 million people, with the density of 
435 people per sq km spread across 13 provinces and cities. Since the Doi Moi (Đổi mới) 
period of the mid-1980s, the Mekong Delta has developed as a prosperous economic region 
with a rapid urbanisation process, thanks to agricultural intensification and the abundance 
of seasonal fishery (Ninh, Trung & Niem, 2007). This region is considered as a key 
agricultural production zone namely the ‘rice basket’ of Vietnam with approximately 85% of 
the Mekong Delta population deriving their livelihood from agricultural activities. Annually, 
it produces approximately 18 to 21 million tons of rice and 2 to 2.7 million tons of fish 
(GSOV, 2008). It supplies 90% of national rice exports and nearly 60% of the country's total 
export turnover from fishery products (Ninh et al., 2007). 
With this strong agricultural productivity, there has been significant human 
endeavour to cultivate this land, which is regularly affected by the natural hazard of 
flooding. Flooding is a dominant natural phenomenon of this region. The natural 
characteristics of hydrology, climate, soil, and topography, combined with the population 
habits and livelihoods in areas susceptible to flooding, are considered when negative 
impacts from flooding are being assessed. Flood hazard is defined “as the exceedance 
probability of potentially damaging flood situation in a given area and within a specific 
period of time”, with the prevalent indicators for flood intensity such as inundation depth, 
flow velocity, duration of the flood, and the rate of water rise (Merz, Thieken & Gocht, 
2007). According to the World Bank report (2010b), during the time period from 1985until 
2010, Vietnam has suffered 96 flood events. These occurred in three geographical regions: 
the Red River Delta in the North, the Central Coast, and the Mekong River Delta in the 
South. While flash floods appear and cause much devastation to the coastal, mountainous, 
and highland regions, the Red River Delta and the Mekong Delta are frequently affected by 
regular river floods and inundations in their floodplains.  
The flooding season in the Mekong Delta and its inundation time occurs over five 
months starting from July to November which is claimed as the causes of negative effects 
on economic development, infrastructure and locals’ livelihoods (Ninh et al., 2007). 
According to The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent’s report, as of 16 
October 2011 in the Mekong Delta, floods had affected the lives of some 80,686 families 
and more than 200,000 children were at risk. Forty-six deaths were reported. Up to 1,600 
houses and more than 27,000 hectares of paddy crops were destroyed (IFRC, 2011). Long 
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periods of floods and submergence are less immediately devastating, but, can cause 
impacts to social life such as health problems with unclean water sources and poor 
sanitation, schooling, and livelihood disruptions. 
Flooding in the Mekong Delta is considered to be a more serious issue under 
climate change impacts. Climate change, which now has become one of the most significant 
socio–economic and environmental worldwide problems, is examined as the potential 
factor to extend flooding risks through sea levels rises, heavy rainfall and river flows 
changing (Satterthwaite, Huq, Pelling, Reid & Lankao, 2007).  As a long narrow country with 
an extensive coastline and two major international river deltas, Vietnam is considered to be 
one of five countries worst affected by the weather variability and climate change (WB, 
2010a); and in Southeast Asia, Vietnam is a nation that would suffer the heaviest impact 
from sea level rise with the severe damage caused by climate-related hazards such as 
tropical storms, floods, inundation, drought, salt water intrusion, storm surges, landslides, 
or flash floods(Ninh et al., 2007). The Mekong Delta, as a part of the Mekong River basin 
and the southern coast of Vietnam, is evaluated as a ‘hot spot’ for climate change as one of 
the three most vulnerable deltas in the world (Otto & Pedersen, 2005). It is a vulnerable 
area that is affected by both annual flooding and climate change issues. Yusuf and Francisco 
(2009) indicate the Mekong Delta in Vietnam and Bangkok city are the most vulnerable 
regions in Southeast Asian due to their exposure to sea level rise. 
 Records from research centres and the Mekong Delta provinces show that climate 
change is happening and is real. Data on changes in climate in recent decades has included 
sea level rise, rising temperatures, increased rainfall, and saline intrusion further inland, 
and will be most severe (Hanh & Furukawa, 2007; ICEM, 2009; ISPONRE, 2009; OSA, 2010). 
ICEM (2009) also predicts by 2100, with scenario of a sea level rise of 1.0 metre, 14,520 sq 
km or 4.4% of Vietnam land area will be permanently inundated including 12,376 sq km in 
the Mekong Delta. Twelve provinces in the Mekong Delta, with a population of 4,786,600 
people, are expected to be affected.  
The sea level rise will expand the salinity intrusion affected area, which is already an 
issue in fresh water extraction for irrigation, aquaculture, and drinking water. With a 
scenario of a 30cm sea level rise, the total area affected by salinity intrusion in the Mekong 
Delta will be 1,723,000ha with a net enlargement of 420,000ha (WB, 2010a, p. 16). The 
consequences would comprehensively impact upon people’s livelihoods, agricultural 
production, forest, and aquatic ecosystems, public health, built environment, 
infrastructure, energy, and industry (Hanh & Furukawa, 2007; ICEM, 2009; ISPONRE, 2009). 
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Carew-Reid (2008)summarises the potential impacts from climate change to the whole 
Mekong Delta in the following table:  
Table 1-1: The influences of climate change on the Mekong Delta (Carew-Reid, 2008). 
 Volume of influences 
Geographic 
priorities 
85% of total national sea level rise (SLR) inundation will affect 12 provinces and 
cover 12,376 sq km in the Mekong Delta. 
Populations 
affected 
Six of the Mekong Delta’s 12 provinces would have well over 30% of their 
populations affected. The most densely populated communes are also those 
most affected by SLR inundation - the population density in the inundation areas 
reaches an average of 425 people/sq km. 
Poverty Large poor populations live in areas of high future SLR inundation. 90% of the 
affected poor live in the Mekong Delta. The percentages of poor people living in 
the most affected areas are projected to increase from 21.2% to 30-35% by 
2010. Many more poor people will be exposed to increasingly unfavourable 
conditions, increasing their vulnerability.  
Roads 4.3% or 9,200km of existing national and local roads will be permanently under 
water. 90% of affected road infrastructure is in the Mekong Delta and most in 
Soc Trang, Kien Giang, Bac Lieu and Tra Vinh Provinces. 90% of these are 
provincial rural roads.  
Settlements 73.1% of all inundated settlement area in the Mekong Delta 
Water bodies 82.5% of the affected water bodies are located in the southern lowlands of 
which 71.7% are in the Mekong Delta. The inundation would lead to changed 
salinity patterns, changed habitat conditions and productivity and changed 
species composition. 
 
However, the most potentially significant impact from climate change is the 
exacerbation of flooding in terms of severity, duration, and frequency (ICEM, 2009). 
According to the series of flooding maps in the Mekong Delta, which were developed as 
part of the USAID-funded Mekong Adaptation and Resilience to Climate Change project 
(Mekong ARCC) in 2012, the Mekong Delta average flooding 2050 under projected climate 
change impacts is illustrated. As a result of climate change, there will be a marked increase 
in the flood depth and duration to 2050 in the Mekong Delta. Global predictions and 
climate change scenarios facilitate understanding about the Mekong Delta’s flooding 
future. The new Deltaic water environment with the changes of river flow systems, the 
disturbance of annual floods regime, and the appearance other water disasters is 
considered as the future challenge for developers and locals, beside the recent annual 
impacts flooding hazard. 
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1.2 OVERVIEW OF RECENT FLOOD-CONTROL POLICIES 
The recent nation-building measures to control flooding in the Mekong Delta have 
not only gradually changed local attitudes towards flooding, but also created stress for local 
residents and contributed new risks and environmental consequences. Two such programs 
are described below to illustrate this. 
Agricultural dyke system for flood protection 
Some background of rice cultivation in the Mekong Delta is needed to understand 
clearly how the dyke policy has come about. During the period from 1860 to 1960, the 
Deltaic farmers produced only one winter-spring crop using a rice variety in which was 
resistant to being submerged. In the 1970s, high-yielding rice varieties were introduced 
which allowed two rice crops to be harvested annually. By the 1980s, two rice crops per 
year was standard across the whole Mekong Delta. In the early 1990s, funding from the 
World Bank and technical assistance from the Dutch government supported the 
implementation of a third ‘Autumn – Winter’ crop. It is based on the implementation of 
dyke systems that were built higher than flood peak level to prevent the flooded water 
flows into the infields during flood season. The establishment of dyke systems also 
introduced the new term ‘flooding’ (lũ lụt) into the locals’ vocabulary. Prior to this, the 
Deltaic people used the term ‘floating-water’ (nước nổi) which was familiar in many 
generations. Growing a third crop has started in the Plain of Reeds and Long Xuyen 
Quadrant where the dyke development process in the whole Mekong Delta began.  
According to data from the Vietnam Academy for Water Resources (VRWR), in the 
flood-prone area of the Mekong Delta, there exists a system of dykes and embankments, 
with a total length of about 13,000km, including 7000km of semi-dyke to protect the 
Summer-Autumn rice. In 2008, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
considered the ‘engineered solutions’ with proposed plans to raise around 10.7 trillion 
Vietnamese Dong (US$676 million) to further extend and upgrade dykes in 15 vulnerable 
provinces along the Vietnamese coast, including seven in the Mekong Delta (Biggs, Miller, 
Hoanh & Molle, 2009). Until 2012, total dyked area in the whole Deltaic region reached 
1,312,170ha, or 33% of the total area (Dat, 2013) (table 1-2 and figure 1-1).   
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Table 1-2: Total dyked area in the Mekong Delta provinces in 2012 (Dat, 2013). 
 Province Dyked area in 2012 (ha) 
1 Ca Mau 272,100 
2 An Giang  199,000 
3 Ben Tre 164,700 
4 Dong Thap  144,300 
5 Vinh Long  121,200 
6 Soc Trang  88,000 
7 Bac Lieu 76,220 
8 Tien Giang  73,780 
9 Can Tho  48,130 
10 Kien Giang  46,470 
11 Long An   45,280 
12 Hau Giang  32,990 
13 Tra Vinh  -  
 Total  1,312,170 
 
 
Figure 1-1: Dyke routes and dyked areas in the Mekong Delta (Dat, 2013). 
 
There are three types of agricultural dykes in the Mekong Delta including private 
embankment, August dyke, and full dyke (2005). The first one is a private embankment, 
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which is built manually by local people around their paddy fields to hold water. These 
embankments frequently obtain early inundation in the flooding season that threaten the 
Summer – Autumn crop. The August dyke (or semi-dyke) has high and large bank that 
protects the Summer – Autumn crop and prevents the Winter-Spring crop’s transplantation 
activity from flooded water. After Summer – Autumn rice harvesting in August, the drain 
gate can be opened for flooded water to inundate the fields. High dykes (or full dykes) are 
higher than August dykes, which prevent rice fields from flooded water for year-round 
cultivation. 
These mega structures to control the floodwater and develop agriculture are still 
being expanded despite contrary assessments about the positive and negative impacts of 
the dyke system to social-economic and environmental aspects for the whole Mekong Delta 
region. The World Water Forum identifies large-scale infrastructure (and notably 
hydropower dams) as the single biggest threat to the aquatic biodiversity of the Mekong 
Basin (WWF, 2006). The high dyke not only reduces soil fertility and fish resources, but also 
increases crop disease and water pollution, creates more sedimentation of silt in the river, 
changes the flooding flows to urban settlements, and blocks natural discharge of flooding 
water to the sea. The August dyke causes transportation difficulties during flood periods 
and involve high maintenance costs (Kakonen, 2008; Trung, Tuan, Trieu, Tam & Tin, 2008). 
This increases the spread and threat of the harmful impacts on people and property in 
flooded areas. In Hoa’s research (2008), during the 1996-20012 period, the changing of 
infrastructure such as dredging the canals, raising the embankment systems along canals, 
upgrading roads to protect settlement areas, and protecting crops affected the flood 
regime. It could prevent the rice fields from the floods in the early period of the flood 
season but causes inundations to last between 5 to 10 days longer and at a greater depth of 
0.2 to 0.3m some areas near or between high embankment systems. The roles and impacts 
of the dyke system in the Mekong Delta require further evaluation, particularly in the 
context of a future affected by climate change when the flooding levels continuously 
increased, and may break the highest flood crest in 2000, which used as the worse scenario 
to build the dyke system.  
In addition to the agricultural dyke system, there are river embankments with the 
aim of protecting against erosion and flooding as well as to enhance the urban aesthetic 
along the river. There are some additional purposes to promote the environmental quality, 
local recreational demand, and tourism development as mentioned in the report 
“Landscape design project to Can Tho River embankment in 2010” from the Department of 
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Construction of Can Tho City. The river embankment project is also implemented in other 
provinces in the Mekong Delta with the following common steps: (1) relocate all the 
waterfront communities along rivers to resettlement areas; (2) building high concrete 
embankment in two riverbanks; and (3) creating river parks or open spaces. The 
appearance of a huge concrete structure will replace the unique water-based landscape 
and built environment patterns, insensitive to the traditional characteristic of the river 
facade. There is a concern that the waterfront communities, along with Deltaic identities, 
local livelihoods, and flood adaptation experiences, will no longer exist. Local traditional 
knowledge and experience around how to live with flooding will fade and be lost.  
Resettlement program for population protection 
The concept of developing safe residential areas in the Mekong Delta was introduced 
after the historical flood in 1996 in the Prime Minister’s Decision No 99/1996/QD-TTg. After 
a huge flood in 2000, which caused severe damage to property and human loss, the Prime 
Minister decided to establish the program “Resettlement area for flooding prevention” in 
frequently flooded provinces to ensure the Deltaic people’s safety. It is considered a key 
national program for the Mekong Delta to relocate people in flooding areas to resettlement 
clusters on higher ground. In the Decision No 173/2001/QD-TTg on “Socio-economic 
development in the Mekong Delta in 2001-2005” by the Prime Minister, the resettlement 
clusters and public facilities’ standard is based on in the highest flood crest level of the 1961 
and 2001 floods. The volume of each cluster is approximately 2-3ha for 100-120 
households, which is close to paddy fields and adapted to local livelihood. The program has 
built more than 1000 resettlement clusters for the 200,000 households and one million 
people previously living in the now permanently flooded areas. Total investment capital has 
been about $US 200 million (Danh & Mushtaq, 2011). 
This program is not yet been completed. According to Ministry of Construction’s 
statistic, by the end of 2010, the “Resettlement area for flooding prevention” program built 
982 resettlement clusters for 185,500 flood-prone households. This program has been 
divided in two phases:  phase one (2002-2010) was in eight provinces including Long An, 
Tien Giang, An Giang, Kien Giang, Đong Thap, Vinh Long, Hau Giang and Can Tho city; phase 
two has been continuously proposed from 2009 to 2013 in seven provinces, except in Long 
An, to relocate 57,252 households in total. After more than 10 years, a number of problems 
with the program are evident including the inadequacy in infrastructure and social facilities, 
the inconvenience in farming and livelihoods, and the inability to compensate local people 
for relocating. According to Birkmann’s research, in that commune, although people who 
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live in resettlement clusters or on residential dyke are safe and not affected directly by 
floods, they are confronted with other constraints that change their lifestyles and 
livelihoods, for example, the greater distance between their homes and their crop-lands; or 
the inability of using waterways as transportation routes and new reliance on road 
transportation (Birkmann, Garschagen, Tuan & Binh, 2012).  
1.3 RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The Mekong Delta floods result in both tangible and intangible costs. The tangible 
costs include direct damage to infrastructure and disruption to commercial, residential, and 
agricultural activity, while the intangible costs consist of indirect damage such as human 
stress, ill health, disruption, and loss of cultural relics (Kien, 2006). However, the claim that 
flooding always causes only devastation in the Mekong Delta is one-sided. In contrast to 
the severe and unpredictable floods in the centre region of Vietnam, the water level of the 
Mekong Delta rises slowly and on schedule (IFRC, 2011). Thanks to the reservoir of Tonle 
Sap Great Lake in Cambodia, the water level in the flood season in the Mekong Delta can be 
controlled and managed. Therefore, the flood in this region is considered a ‘peaceful’ flood 
(Danh & Mushtaq, 2011). Along with these issues, the flooding season in the Mekong 
Delta also intensifies economic benefits. It provides natural freshwater fish, other aquatic 
animals and aquatic vegetables for rural livelihoods (Kien, 2006). During flooding season, 
there are 460 billion cubic metres of water discharged through the Delta that contains 
around 200 million tonnes of alluvial, rich sediment for soil enrichment, reduces extreme 
pH levels and prevents salt intrusion. In addition, flooded water contributes to 
environmental flushing to protect local residents from diseases cause by rats, plants, and 
fungi (Ninh et al., 2007).  It is necessary to recognise floods in the Mekong Delta as an 
effective resource which people can live with, mitigate the damages, and achieve benefits. 
According to Danh and Mushtaq (2011), the flood area contributes 67% of the Mekong 
Delta’s GDP, 75% of total agricultural-fishery-forestry production, 79% of total industrial 
output, 80% of total services, and more than 50% of Vietnam’s total agricultural exports. 
The Deltaic people consider a disaster when there is either no flood or a flood of such 
magnitude that it claims human lives and damages economic productivity (Tinh & Hang, 
2003). This natural and social phenomenon have been accepted by residents here since the 
first settlement in 700CE and the Vietnamese settlement in 17th century (Biggs, 2004). The 
flood season is called ‘floating-water’ season (mùa nước nổi), as a gift from nature to 
indicate a sign of bumper harvests. A rich aquatic environment has been generated by 
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flooding that has brought benefits to agriculture and fishing for many generations of local 
Vietnamese.  
Despite international claims of climate change and devastating floods, there are 
numerous local people who still want to inhabit the flood-prone areas. It is home to 8.5 
million people, of whom 17% are urban and 83% are rural. There are 2.5 million people 
living in areas of deep flooding levels (up to 3 metres), while 3 million people inhabit areas 
with medium flooding levels (up to 1.5 metres) of this area (Ninh et al., 2007). They know 
how to live with flooding to gradually minimise its harmful effects, as well as optimise its 
benefits. Their lifestyle combines water and land into a land-and-waterscape that includes 
houses, traffic, trade, transport, fishing activities (Ni, 2011), and a variety of cultural events.  
Through the broad understanding about flooding in the Mekong Delta and flood 
control policies from the government, the research problem context has been generated to 
clarify the research questions and research objective. Under the influences of recent 
nation-building programs to control flooding, Deltaic people seem to be experiencing more 
stress and trauma, beside physical impacts from the flooding season. There is a lack of an 
integrated approach in social enquiry and urbanism to thoroughly understand the locals’ 
contemporary thought and social practices to adapt to flood situations and cope with social 
changes from nation-building programs.  
This study examines how local people carry out their everyday activities to live with 
flooding under external pressures of nation-building processes. The phenomenon ‘living 
with flooding’ has inspired the researcher to make a contribution to knowledge about how 
Deltaic residents in waterfront communities contemporarily adapt to flooding. In the future 
context of threats from sea level rise, floods, and water-related issues, understanding the 
complex ways that local residents can deal with water issues will become increasingly 
important. Future urban development may not be sustainable without a deep 
understanding of how the Deltaic people maintain their distinctive lifestyle.  
The research aims to identify the integration of social practices and social space in 
waterfront settlements, and to characterise the phenomenon of ‘living with flooding’ for 
Deltaic residents in their own built environment. By working with locals in the waterfront 
communities in Can Tho city, this phenomenon will be explored from Deltaic people’s 
viewpoints through the ways they choose their living area, build their houses, earn a living 
and maintain their life under flooded circumstances.  
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1.3.1 Research questions 
Given the complex nature of the research problem, three research questions are the 
focus of this study:  
1. What forms of housing and related land uses occur in waterfront communities on 
Can Tho River?  
2. What local concerns and practices of residents are associated with ‘living with 
flooding’?  
3. What are the relations between social practices and space that suggest changes 
are occurring in the social order of waterfront communities?  
1.3.2 Research objectives 
Understanding the notion of ‘living with flooding’ will be studied according to the 
following research objectives:  
(1) identify the characteristics of physical patterns in urban form and housing types of 
selected waterfront settlements;  
(2) analyse the concerns and behaviours of selected social groups in these waterfront 
settlements related to social spaces and vulnerability to flooding;  
(3) investigate community capacity including housing adaptability and locals’ mobility 
under pressures from flooding and resettlement policy.  
1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
The thesis comprises eight chapters, one appendix, and a list of references as 
following:  
Chapter 1 (Introduction) introduces the research problem with the researcher’s 
motivations to conduct the study, and outlines the research questions and research 
objectives.  
Chapter 2 (Literature Review) addresses the characteristics of the Mekong Delta in 
terms of flood regime, water-based territory, and local floating lifestyle; reviews the flood-
control approach of the Dutch; provides critical discourse about existing urbanism 
movements; explores the knowledge about vulnerability, adaptive capacity, and resilience 
to natural hazards.  
Chapter 3 (Methodology) presents the ontology and epistemology of the research, 
develops a research design based on an interpretivist paradigm with relevant 
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methodologies and methods for exploring everyday practices and living spaces of Deltaic 
people in waterfront communities.  
Chapter 4 (Methods) outlines three stages to collect data from the fieldwork, and 
explains methods applied to select site study, collect and analyse data.  
Chapter 5 (Research Results) outlines findings from the data analysis about physical 
patterns in waterfront communities in terms of housing typology, housing clusters, urban 
patterns, and locals’ mobility within settlement forms.  
Chapter 6 (Research Results) presents findings from the data analysis about social 
practices to reveal the social space as well as vulnerability and adaptive capacity of locals 
and their housing types before and during flooding.  
Chapter 7 (Discussion) firstly discusses the flooding studies in Vietnam as well as the 
water-based urbanity in the Mekong Delta region to recognise the involvement of nation-
building and societal expectation. It then critiques the findings of the vulnerability and 
adaptive capacity of different social groups and housing types in this study to identify social 
resilience to ‘living with flooding’ which produces a theoretical contribution to knowledge 
of social vulnerability. Lastly, the concept of Deltaic Urbanism is proposed as more 
appropriate for urban development in Deltaic regions.  
Chapter 8 (Conclusion) consolidates the thesis by providing the knowledge 
contribution in terms of a new methodological approach to study social resilience, new 
theoretical knowledge about social vulnerability, Deltaic Urbanism as a new concept for 
Deltaic regional development, and directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review 
This chapter begins with describing the transformation of the waterscape of the 
Mekong Delta and its cultural characteristics that relate to water and water issues. It 
outlines the behaviour of both local residents and government agencies with water. The 
second section reviews the movements of urbanism related to nation-building and local 
social practices. The role of water will also be examined in an endeavour to understand the 
relationship of water to urban design and social activities. The final section of this chapter 
explores the concepts of vulnerability, adaptive capacity and resilience, as well as indicators 
to explore these concepts in a social system.  
2.1 THE DELTAIC WATERSCAPE IN VIETNAM 
2.1.1 Peaceful flood regime in the Mekong Delta 
The Mekong River is one of ten world’s greatest rivers (MRC, 2010) and is the world’s 
second richest river basin after the Amazon River region in terms of biodiversity (Tuan & 
Wyseure, 2007). It flows from the Tibetan plateau for 4,909 km through China, Myanmar, 
Lao PDR, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam to the East Sea, where it discharges on average 
475,000 million m3 per year. It is divided into two sub-catchments: the Upper Mekong River 
Basin including China and Myanmar; and the Lower Mekong River Basin (LMRB) comprising 
Lao PDR, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam. The Mekong Delta in Vietnam covers more 
than 4% of total basin area with approximately 36,00km2 area, and 5% of the length of 
mainstream with 225km flowing through Vietnam (Tuan, 2008). It has two major 
distributary channels, the Mekong River and Bassac River (as Tien River and Hau River in 
Vietnamese, respectively), which split into a number of smaller channels to form the nine 
mouths known as Nine Dragons (Cửu Long)(MRC, 2010). The Mekong Delta is the flat low-
lying area located downstream at the end of the Mekong River Basin. As a consequence, 
huge amounts of water from the upstream basin area flows through it, causing exceeding 
water or annual flood to this region (Hoa et al., 2008). The annual flood season in the 
Mekong Delta starts from July to November when the flooded water increasingly discharges 
to the rivers and canals in Plain of Reeds (Đồng Tháp Mười) and Long Xuyen quadrant (Tứ 
giác Long Xuyên). Water flow from December to June has an average discharge of about 
3000 m3/sec while the rainy season from July to November has an average discharge of 
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about 25,400 m3/sec. According to standard of Hydro-Meteorology Department, when 
water level at Tan Chau station is: (1) lower 3.83m: small flood, (2) from 3.83 to 4.33m: 
average flood, and (3) higher than 4.33m: big flood. The peak flood flows normally 
occurring sometime between August and early October (Hashimoto, 2001), in which 
September and October are two months that have high upstream discharge and heavy 
rainfall (Wassmann, Hien, Hoanh & Tuong, 2004). There is a Deltaic folklore idiom that says 
“July, the water jump so high” (Tháng Bảy nước nhảy lên bờ), sometimes the peak time is 
the lunar seventh month or August. During the peak flooding time, the submerged areas 
are estimated approximately 1.2 – 1.8 million hectare at depths between 0.5 and 4m, with 
the inundation time lasting from 2 to 6 months per season (Hoa et al., 2008; Ninh et al., 
2007; Wassmann et al., 2004) (figure 2-1). There have been some exceptional-scale floods 
such as the floods in 1961, 1966, 1978, 1984, 1991, 1995, 1996, and 2000 (WB, 2010b) 
which cause serious devastation to both human life and social properties. 
 
 
Figure 2-1: The fluctuation of inundation area of the Mekong Delta basin from 2000 to 2011 
(Source: Department of Land Resource, Can Tho University, 2013). 
 
The factors that impact the flood characteristics regarding floodwater levels and 
inundation time in the Mekong Delta are:  
- Huge excess water runoffs from upstream throughout the Delta region while the 
Mekong Delta area is only approximately 4% of the total area of the Mekong 
River Basin;   
- Flooding season coincides with the rainy season (June to November each year) 
with waters rising due to heavy rains from typhoons and the southwest monsoon 
(Danh & Mushtaq, 2011). The yearly average rainfall in the Mekong Delta is 1733 
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mm and is mainly falling during the rainy season. The highest average rainfall 
(2200-2500 mm) occurs in Ca Mau and Kien Giang provinces. Provinces with the 
lowest rainfall, ranging from 1300-1500 mm, are Dong Thap, Tien Giang and Ben 
Tre. The difference between highest and lowest annual rainfall amounts up to 
1200 mm. October has the highest rainfall and it is the period of flood peaks in 
the Mekong Delta;  
- This region is affected by two tidal sources, regular, 3.5m semidiurnal tides from 
the East Sea and irregular, 0.8-1m diurnal tides from the Gulf of Thailand (Le, 
Nguyen, Wolanski, Tran & Haruyama, 2007);  
- Infrastructure and hydroelectricity policies from countries along the Mekong 
River Delta basin (MRC, 2011, p. 42; Wassmann et al., 2004). 
The Mekong Delta’s flooding is considered a complicated and unpredictable process 
that is not only influenced by many factors such as rainfall, upstream floods, storm surges, 
and sea tide but also by climate change (Ninh et al., 2007; Otto & Pedersen, 2005; Tuan, 
2008). However, it is still a ‘peaceful flood’ with stable schedule and slow flows thanks to 
the role of Tonle Sap (the Great Lake), which performs as a reservoir to stabilise the flow 
through the lower Mekong (figure 2-2). The Tonle Sap’s role of regulating is essential to 
establish the ‘peaceful’ characteristics of the Deltaic floods. From June, the beginning of the 
rainy season in the Mekong Delta, when the Mekong River is in flood stage, the Mekong 
Delta capacity is unable to carry off that high volume of water. Floodwaters begin to run 
back into the Tonle Sap, causing the expanded inundation of the lake to 10,000 sq. 
kilometres. As the flood subsides, the flow of water reverses to regular direction and 
proceeds from the Tonle Sap to the Mekong Delta, then the sea. This effect contributes to 
reduce significantly the danger of devastating floods in the Mekong Delta and regulate the 
flood regime (Ninh et al., 2007; Trang, 2013). Significant work in this area of broad scale 
water flows has thus been well documented.  
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Figure 2-2: Floodwater flow in the Mekong Delta under the Tonle Sap’s regulating (Trang, 2013). 
2.1.2 A ‘water’ land in Vietnam history 
The Mekong Delta is often referred to as a ‘water’ land. It is a combination of 
riverine, tidal, and inland floods, causing an excess of water (Biggs, 2012; Biggs, 2004; OSA, 
2010; Them, 2013). There are 37 large and small rivers in the whole Mekong Delta region 
within three major river systems: the Mekong River system, Dong Nai River system, and 
river system in the Ca Mau peninsula (figure 2-3). The main natural river branches and 
canals in the Mekong Delta are formed by the two systems of the Tien River and Hau River 
(respectively the lower branches of the Mekong and Bassac rivers). However, near the 
mouth, the river widens and the riverbed is raised by siltation. Within the two rivers 
courses many elongated islands have formed. River processes cause shore erosion and 
sedimentation. Complex flow patterns cause instability of riverbanks. Vam Co River system 
consists of two branches (Vam Co Dong and Vam Co Tay) that originate in Cambodia, and 
flow east through the Mekong Delta. The Cai Lon and Cai Be River are tidal rivers, derived 
from the centre of the Ca Mau peninsula and flow to the sea through the Cai Lon River 
mouth. The estuary is very wide but not deep.   
During the French colonial era, a large number of canals were dug which transformed 
the territory into a highly productive agricultural region and provided links of rural outposts 
to market centres. Over time, the swampy, half-liquid, half-stable area of South Vietnam 
was transformed into fertile plains for wet paddy cultivation. Local people have a long 
history of coping with water to undertake farming. This involved shifting from one flood-
adapted traditional variety to three rice-cropping and orchards (Biggs et al., 2009). Biggs 
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assumes that this transformation is the evolutionary outcome of landscape conversions, 
external policies, and farmer’s knowledge and innovations. Little work has as yet been 
found on day-to-day life of farming communities in the Delta.  
 
 
Figure 2-3: Map of river & canal networks of the Mekong Delta(adapted from Them, 2013). 
(River system in the Mekong Delta: (1) Tien River; (2) Hau (Bassac) River; (3) Vam Co Dong 
River; (4) Vam Co Tay River; (5) My Thanh River; (6) Ganh Hao River; (7) Bạch Nguu River; (8) Cua Lon 
River; (9) Bay Hap River; (10) Dam Cung River; (11) Cai Tau River; (12) Trem River; (13) Ong Doc River; 
(14) Cai Lon River; and (15) Cai Be River). 
 
Throughout history, canals have been built as aim of defence, transport and irrigation 
systems (Biggs, 2004; OSA, 2010).  The built a series of public works started with Bao Dinh, 
Vinh Te and Thoai Ha canals in the 19th century (Nguyen era) which permanently 
reorganised and changed the delta landscape. Bao Dinh canal was the first interference into 
the delta’s waterscape in 1705 involved expanding the existing waterways from Vam Co Tay 
River to My Tho province. Vinh Te canal (1819-1824) is the largest of the three projects in 
the feudal period, which has been dug parallel to the Vietnam-Cambodia border. It starts 
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from the Chau Doc River in An Giang province, connects directly to the Giang Thanh River in 
the Kien Giang province with total length is 87km.  
When the French colonial rule was implemented over Southern Vietnam in 1885, the 
human intervention in the natural environment for water management started to play a 
central role in the Delta region (Evers & Benedikter, 2009). The historical research 
conducted by Biggs revealed that French hydraulic management of the Delta started very 
early with the surveys of the Delta waterways beginning in 1866 (Biggs, 2004). Canals were 
additionally dug to serve primarily the transportation and military purposes, not for 
drainage, irrigation, or flood control. According to Biggs (2004), from 1866 to 1930, a series 
of engineering waterways projects were implemented. This expanded the network of 
waterways throughout the forests and swamps of the lower region of the Delta and 
involved many different players such as engineers and local farmers. An example of a canal 
from this period is Xang Xa No canal, which was the first and the largest project with the 
width up to 60m. 
By 1930, the volume of canals in the Mekong Delta had reached to 155 million m3 
and steadily increased every year. Until 1936, the French dug 1,360 km of major canals, 
2,500km of secondary canals, and thousands of kilometres of primary canals (Loi, 2007). 
Over approximately 80 years, with a huge canal system was dug and expanded in the 
Southern Vietnam, the French have changed the face of the Mekong Delta in terms of 
natural and agricultural structure. The widening of area of arable land has increased rice 
production and formed the commodity market on the agriculture sector. Waterway 
transportation also became the effective traffic system. All were essential prerequisite for 
the development of agriculture, livelihoods, and food security in the process of becoming a 
‘rice basket’ of the Mekong Delta (Loi, 2007). Until now, the canal system has developed 
into a dense network with three levels of major, primary, and secondary canals. The 
primary and secondary canal systems have a high density, with approximately 80-10m/ha, 
and a total of 30,000-40,000 km of canals in all the Mekong Delta (Alliance, 2011, p. 8).  
According to Biggs et al. (2009), the French also started the first projects building 
dykes and saltwater dams. In the 1930s, under colonial rule, hydraulic engineers were sent 
to the area with the aim to open more arable land to increase rice production as well as 
resettle poor locals to the new land. This was greatly influenced by the dike-enclosed 
formula employed in the Red River Delta - that is a distinctly different historically, 
geophysically, and in climatic features. After the 1954, the Republic of Vietnam with US 
technical and financial support continued the ‘Dutch dike’ strategy. And after 1975, the 
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reunified Vietnamese government commenced a ‘rice everywhere’ campaign and 
continued to develop hydraulic systems inherited from the previous periods. Evers and 
Benedikter (2009) described this development process as a shift from a water born 
landscape, in which people lived and adapted to the natural conditions, into a hydraulic 
landscape, in which people have started to strongly interfere with and reshape the natural 
ecology of the Mekong Delta. The mechanisms for how this was done are not clear.  
2.1.3 Vernacular Deltaic urbanity 
Water-based landscape structure  
A network of rivers and canals cover the whole area of the Mekong Delta and 
intertwine a water grid across the flat plane. Water can be seen everywhere and is essential 
for agricultural livelihoods, transportation, communication, fishing and all kind of daily 
domestic activities of the Deltaic people (Kakonen, 2008). Waterways consequently 
structure the landscape with networks of rivers, canals, mangrove forests, and rice fields. 
They create the Mekong Delta’s unique physical form, social activities, and beliefs. Besides 
the physical characteristics of the river itself, its canals, and vast rice fields, the locals add 
vitality to this landscape in bustling movements and trading activities of floating-markets in 
the early morning. Thousands of businesses line the waterways. As a result, the Deltaic 
waterfront communities are focused in this study.  
From the outsider approach, the built-environment could be recognised through 
landscape. John Brinckerhoff Jackson (1909 - 1996), a cultural geographer, and interpreter 
of the American-built environment, who was influential in broadening the perspective on 
the vernacular landscape. In his book “Discovering the vernacular landscape”, landscape, 
like a language, is the field of perpetual conflict and compromise between what is 
established by authority and what the vernacular insists upon preferring (1984, p. 148). He 
recognised two aspects of the landscape: one that is created by some formal legislative act, 
established, maintained and governed by law and political institutions – political landscape. 
The other is vernacular landscape that is identified by local custom adapting with 
unpredictable circumstances and is investigated through vernacular dwellings. The word 
‘vernacular’ is rooted in early 17th century from Latin vernaculus which means ‘domestic, 
native’ (from verna ‘home-born slave’) (Oxford Dictionary), is associated with a local form 
of speech, art and described other aspect of local culture. Vernacular landscape is a term 
first coined by Jackson (1984) to describe a landscape with “the organising and using spaces 
in a local traditional way and living in communities governed by custom, held together by 
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personal relationships”. The vernacular landscape is the product of human living styles and 
local's adaptation to both natural and cultural processes and pattern.  
There is some ambiguity of understanding between concept of vernacular landscape 
and cultural landscape, which is the common academic term in landscape research. In 1908, 
the German cultural geographer Otto Schluter first used the term ‘kulturlandschaft’, which 
means land shaped by human culture. Nassauer (1995) emphasises the status of culture in 
terms of making landscape in the following phrase:  
“We make landscapes according to the political system in which we operate, the 
economic use we see for land, our aesthetic preferences, our social conventions all of 
these are summarised here under the label of culture”(p.230) 
 According to her, culture not only helps to explain landscape structure, but also 
suggests the possible human actions and constructions in the landscape. Aasbo (1999) also 
agrees that cultural landscape is an ambiguous term and just concerned with the questions: 
what culture or cultures the landscape belongs to, and as what. A short definition of 
cultural landscape is provided in Aasbo’s opinion: ‘the landscape of human’ which means 
that all landscape as seen or imagined by someone, held in someone’s structure of concern. 
Jackson (1984, p. 149) defines a vernacular culture that “implies a way of life ruled by 
tradition and custom, entirely remote from the larger world of politics and law; a way of life 
where identity derived not from permanent possession of land but from membership in a 
group or super family”.  Therefore, the vernacular landscape would be considered as the 
narrow term within cultural landscape, which focuses on describing the comprehension of 
three integral parts: the locals as insiders, the relationships between locals and their 
landscape and the landscapes themselves. It provides insight into the living style and 
experience of the local people in private, which is missing in the political landscape. It also 
reveals a distinct way of defining and handling time and space (1984, p. 150). 
There are some messages about vernacular landscape’s characteristics that could be 
revealed follow Jackson’s describing:  
“...its spaces are usually small, irregular in shape, subject to rapid change in use, in 
ownership, in dimensions; that the houses, even the villages themselves, grow, shrink, 
change morphology, change location; that there is always a vast amount of ‘common 
land’ – waste, pasturage, forest, areas where natural resources are exploited in a 
piecemeal manner; that its roads are little more than paths and lanes, never 
maintained and rarely permanent; finally that the vernacular landscape is a 
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scattering of hamlets and clusters of fields, islands in a sea of waste or wilderness 
changing from generation to generation, leaving no monuments, only abandonment 
or signs of renewal” (1984, p. 151) 
The first one is the coherence and harmony of this landscape with nature. “The 
original landscape which the settlers take over is seen as a composition of natural spaces, 
some suited to farming, some suited to grazing, others covered with wood and brush” 
(Jackson, 1984, p. 44). Secondly, it is an inhabited landscape with the emergence of the 
vernacular communities – without political status, without plan, ruled by informal local 
custom, often ingenious adaptations to unlikely site. They are land developers, 
homeowners, farmers, foresters, and others who make vernacular landscapes with 
undersigned standard practices design that are particular to a place. It is also a liveable 
landscape which “show how people try to strike a balance between their need to get along 
with one another and to adjust the environment and service” through an achievement, 
social speaking (Jackson, 1984, p. 39). The last one is the mobility and change 
characteristics which are “the key to the vernacular landscape, but of an involuntary, 
reluctant sort; not the expression of restlessness and search for improvement but an 
unending patient adjustment to circumstances” (Jackson, 1984, p. 151). 
The vernacular landscape could be identified through local dwellings. Vernacular 
landscapes are complexes of land and human habitats on the land including villages, towns, 
cities, and places of spirits. They are designed by craftsman, not architect, and built with 
local technique, local materials within local environment: its climate, its traditions, and its 
economy – predominantly agricultural. This landscape is also the landscape in human scale 
which includes clusters, small villages and farms with narrow roads and modest traditional 
houses. The boundaries can be natural elements such as river, field grass, and bushes, or 
man-made works such as fence or hedge.  
In conclusion, Jackson emphasised again the role of local people and their ideas, 
experiences and cognitions in the generation of vernacular landscape as following:  
“We learn something vernacular landscape by investigating the topo-graphical and 
technological and social factors which determined their economy and their way of 
life, but in the long run I suspect no landscape, vernacular or otherwise, can be 
comprehended unless we perceive it as an organisation of space, unless we ask 
ourselves who owns or uses the spaces, how they were created and how they change” 
(Jackson, 1984, p. 150). 
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In the Mekong Delta, the vernacular landscape is easily visualised through 
settlements patterns of waterfront communities along waterways. Variety types of Deltaic 
settlements are existed: (1) along canal/river/small river (with or without orchard/rice 
field), (2) along canal/river/small river and road; (3) along road and canal/river/small river; 
(4) along road (with or without orchards); (5) inside orchards/rice fields. In the middle of 
the 18th century, the social landscape of this region was divided in two parts – one was 
closed waterways and the other was located in the forests (Biggs, 2004). When moved to 
the Mekong Delta, Vietnamese settlers imported rice and livestock, drew on their Khmer 
farming experiences, and increased the rice production. The emergence of a series of 
settlements and market towns, with the development of water transportation, has 
enlarged this land and developed its characteristics. Little is known from the literature 
about the characteristics of these settlements in the Mekong Delta.  
Local people are mostly concentrated in the forks of rivers and along canals to 
facilitate farming and trading activities. Consequently, there are three main water-related 
settlement locations in the Mekong Delta: (a) settlements at the intersection of waterways; 
(b) settlements along waterways that serve as a hub to exchange agricultural goods of the 
region, which is the most popular settlement type in the Mekong Delta; and (c) settlements 
in the intersection of waterways and roads (figure 2-4). The advantages of these water-
oriented settlements for local people are the farming, fishing and trading opportunities. 
One study suggests that approximately 80% of surface water is used for agriculture, while 
only 5% is used for domestic consumption (White & Programme, 2002). Local patterns of 
land use and water distribution are still under investigation.  
 
a. b. c. 
   
 
Figure 2-4: Settlement locations in the Mekong Delta (Source: author, 2013).  
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Vernacular housing in the Mekong Delta  
Depending on the relationship between land and water in the settlement place, the 
Deltaic traditional housing typology of Vietnamese people was formed in three major types: 
on-land house, half-stilt-house, and stilt-house (figure 2-5). On-land-house appeared 
earliest, in the first period of the quagmire exploring. In the lowland area, Deltaic residents 
regularly created a high ground using soil taken excavated canals or ponds around the site 
before building a house. The ground level depended on the depth of the soil of flood-prone 
areas. The half-stilt-house was generally built along rivers, canals, or roadside with one part 
of the house built on water or low ground. The stilt-house was the popular housing type in 
the Deltaic flood-prone areas such as the Plain of Reeds and Long Xuyen Quadrant. 
Archaeological remains indicate that this housing typology has been commonly used by 
Vietnamese residents since 700 BC. In the North and Central of Vietnam, local people 
frequently built the stilts attached to a housing frame to consolidate the housing structure. 
However, in the stilt-house of the Mekong Delta, the stilts are detached from housing 
structure. This means that the stilts can be easily replaced when they get damaged by a 
long immersion in floodwater (Them, 2013). Ni (2011) describes the atmosphere surround a 
stilt-house as follows:  
“Houses built close to one another along rivers and canals are always within eyesight. 
Where there is less risk of flooding during high-tide season, people build houses on the 
ground; where the water is deep, stilt houses will be built. Boats are parked right beneath 
such houses for the convenience of transport”. 
However, little work is available in the literature on vernacular housing along rivers 
and canals in the Mekong Delta.  
a.  b.  c.  
   
Figure 2-5: Traditional housing typology in the Mekong Delta: (a) on-land-house; (b) half-stilt-house; 
and (c) stilt-house (Photos by author, 2013). 
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2.1.4 Vietnamese water-related Deltaic communities 
‘Community’ is a relatively common term used in Vietnam to indicate a group of 
people sharing a common interest within a spatial feature (Loan & Nga, 2006; Luan, 2004; 
Nga, 2008). Davies and Herbert (1993) point out that ‘community’ may be “developed by 
social network analysts, where it is really used to describe the structure and patterning of 
informal associations” (p. 81) while Jenks and Dempsey (2007) propose ‘community’ as “a 
physical setting for social intercourse” and “as a non-physical concept”. Gusfield (1975) also 
distinguishes two major uses of the term ‘community’ including the territorial and 
geographical notion of community such as neighbourhood, town, or city; and the relation 
concerned with quality of character of human relationship, without reference to location.  
Most of the community definitions above indicate that a community generally shares 
the same social structure and territorial features, although, in some cases, the spatial 
element could overwhelm the social element, and vice versa. In terms of society, members 
in a community are a group of people tending to associate and work together for common 
interests and values. In terms of territory, because of living in a particular spatial setting, 
community members commonly share the awareness and feelings about unification and 
identity, as well as having the ability and willingness to participate in group activities for 
collective benefits. However, the territory is considered as an essential element to unite 
people in communities within which, the territorial aspects are commonly found (Luan, 
2004).  
In this study, the term ‘community’ needs to be clarified to describe a group of local 
residents sharing common interests and characteristics of living within a particular physical 
environment in the Mekong Delta. The understanding of Deltaic community will apply 
equally to a territorial concept (river edge, on river, north, south, etc.) and to a relational 
concept (livelihood, family, etc.).The definition of ‘community’ in the Mekong Delta is 
identified based on three different criteria of a Deltaic settlement including: (1) housing 
types and the relationship between housing clusters and the river; (2) the urban 
morphology features; and (3) social identities of local residents. It is acknowledged that the 
spatial definition of a Deltaic community based on the physical settings of housing types, 
housing clusters, and urban patterns is heavily dependent on social settings. However, the 
social identities of a Deltaic settlement cannot be easily captured through observation. The 
best way to do this, is to look at local practices and local interactions of Deltaic people in 
their everyday activities to reveal local identities, then, to perceive the understanding of a 
Deltaic community comprehensively.  
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In the Mekong Delta, waterfront settlements and floating settlements are two 
unique forms of Deltaic communities, which tend to be visually identified and named by 
their relations to water. However, those communities are also social constructs with close 
social networks, family ties and trading relations under a Deltaic water-related lifestyle. 
There is a small body of research, which examines Deltaic communities as a significant 
socio-spatial entity and identifies natural characteristics and locals’ traditional knowledge 
to define them (Hung, 2009; Luan, 2004; Them, 2013). According to Evers and Benedikter 
(2009), the Mekong Delta’s hydrological development for agriculture started under French 
rule while the Red River Delta had a more traditional Vietnamese cultivated landscape. 
Before that, in large parts of the Delta, people’s livelihoods were, more or less, adapted to 
the surrounding water environment, growing floating, and rain fed rice, as well as engaging 
in fishing. They have developed traditional knowledge and local culture over hundreds of 
years and this has helped many generations to survive in such a severe environment (Them, 
2013).From their early years, water has cultivated locals’ daily life bringing numerous 
economic and social values. as well as facilitating spiritual and traditional knowledge of 
Deltaic peoples to create a ‘water culture’ (Evers & Benedikter, 2009; Them, 2013). This can 
now be observed via the way locals build their houses, carry out their farming practices, 
develop river trading, and practice their daily lives along waterways.  
One characteristic of the local practices in the Mekong Delta is the floating lifestyle 
(Them, 2013). Deltaic people have cultivated floating rice farms, lived in floating houses and 
floating villages, and used floating facilities such as floating clinics, floating restaurants, and 
floating fuel stations to adapt with their water environment and their ‘floating-water 
season’. Particularly, they have generated the local floating market as an distinctive feature 
of mercantile life in the Mekong Delta (Dieu, 2004; Hung, 2009; Them, 2013). The 
intertwinement of rivers, river tributaries and canals system form the junctions, crossroads, 
four-ways, five-ways, six-ways, even seven-way intersections that are important factors in 
contributing to the formation of floating markets. Derived from the need to exchange and 
trade agricultural products, the first floating market was initiated in the northern region of 
the Hau River in the 18th century. Floating markets then developed across the Mekong 
Delta region along with the expansion of irrigation canals, and the establishment of villages 
and settlement clusters (Nhan, 2012). According to Hung (2009, p. 19), “the floating market 
is a style of on-river market. The customers and merchants are trading on boats within a 
certain time of a day”. All goods and services could be found in the floating market such as 
fruits, vegetables, fish, groceries, food, drinks and fuel, but agricultural products are the 
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major commodity(Hung, 2009; Them, 2013). Most of the floating markets are wholesale 
markets serving both merchants and locals. It could be seen that the floating market is the 
core element to promote the trading activities and the formation of residential clusters 
along waterways as well as to create the identity of the waterscape of the Mekong Delta 
region. Recently, there still exist ten floating markets in the whole Mekong Delta but little 
research has been undertaken to study them (figure 2-6). 
 
 
Figure 2-6: The floating market network in the Mekong Delta (Them, 2013). 
 (1) Chau Doc; (2) Long Xuyen; (3) Phong Dien; (4) Cai Rang; (5) Phung Hiep (Nga Bay); (6) Tra 
On; (7) Cai Be; (8) Miet Thu (9) Nga Nam; and (10) Ca Mau floating market.  
 
The establishment and development of on-river trading activities has contributed to 
form a new kind of settlement: on-water settlement. Different from distributed patterns of 
on-land settlement, the structure of on-water settlements are concentrated densely on 
waterways as floating villages or floating clusters (Them, 2013). The highest density floating 
clusters can be found a commonly concentrate around the floating market which create 
floating communities of merchants and locals(Hung, 2009).This kind of community is 
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frequently surrounded by waterfront communities where locals have their livelihoods 
attached to the market and the river. Merchants, who participate in agricultural trade by 
waterways transport, have reformed their boats to be a boat-house added more living 
space and storage space. In addition, an other kind of on-water housing type which is 
floating-house has been created to serve the needs of farming and fishing along waterways, 
or living around the floating markets(Them, 2013). Thus, systemic studies of the urban form 
and housing types are needed in Deltaic waterfront communities.  
2.2 URBANISM FOR A DELTA REGION 
2.2.1 Changes from flood defence to water management in the Netherlands 
Around 25 percent of the Netherland lies below mean sea level. Geographically this 
area consists of the combined deltas of the rivers Rhine and Meuse and the smaller Scheldt 
and Ems (Wesselink, Bijker, de Vriend & Krol, 2007).  After the huge devastation from the 
North Sea flooded in 1953 where2,000 sq km of land was inundated and 750,000 people 
were affected, a programme called Delta Works with an ingenious network of 
dams, sluices, locks, dykes, levees, and storm surge barriers was built and successfully 
controlled the water levels and flooding (Wesselink et al., 2007).  Delta Works ended in 
1997 with high-tech engineering in flood control was exported worldwide. According to 
Meyer et al. (2010), the Dutch approach of ‘drain, dredge, reclaim’ has been a model for 
other countries as well as Dutch hydraulic engineering has applied to Deltas worldwide. 
Additionally, the quality of Dutch urbanism in terms of spatial planning, urban design, and 
land-use policy is regarded as an international standard.  
In 1993 and 1995, two major floods of the rivers Meuse and Rhine raised questions 
regarding the current water management practices. It is an alert that Dutch water 
management is not sufficiently prepared to meet the challenges of climate change effects 
in the next century as well as the engineering wisdom turning to the ecology (Meyer et al., 
2010; Van der Brugge, Rotmans & Loorbach, 2005; Wesselink et al., 2007). They realised 
that the reality of rising seas and rivers leaves no choice for residents. Sea barriers were 
sufficient half a century ago, but they are disruptive to the ecology and are built only so 
high, while the waters keep rising. New thinking and serious debates generated a 
fundamental reconsideration of flood defence, water management, and urban 
development policies (Meyer et al., 2010).   
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In 1997, the Delta Committee was established by the Dutch government as the 
attempts for the long-term vision for the protection and sustainable development of the 
Delta.  A serious paradigm shift is now taking place. Instead of the adage “fighting against 
the water,” a new one, “working with nature,” is appearing (Meyer et al., 2010, p. 7). In the 
early 2000s, the slogan “The Netherlands lives with water” was coined, reinforcing the idea 
that the population might enjoy living near or in water instead of foremost considering it an 
enemy. The Dutch are starting to let the water in with the major concept “Room for the 
River” which allows for periodic flooding of indefensible lands while relocating residents to 
higher ground. The report of the second National Delta Committee in 2008 brought a 
message “Working together with water,” to supports this approach but without details how 
to implement it (Meyer et al., 2010, p. 8). It considers how to relate new methods of flood 
defence and water management to issues such as urbanisation, economic development, 
and changing land use in agricultural areas. According to Wesselink et al. (2007), it seems to 
support a flexibility in the characteristics of the recent flood defence projects, that 
increases resilience with respect to flood risks. However, in reality the control paradigm is 
still dominant. He concerns about the way ‘resilience’ is implemented either on paper 
(Room for the River) or in reality (building in floodplains), but neither may in fact increase 
resilience. This study proposes the Mekong Delta communities as places that offer other 
flood-prone communities lessons in ‘living with flooding’. 
2.2.2 From New Urbanism to Water Urbanism 
In the history of urban design theory, each period, with its urban issues, requires a 
different approach. The urban crises under the influence of modernism led to the 
emergence of a New Urbanism movement, while Landscape Urbanism responded to the 
urban environment demands of the natural landscape in terms of rapid population growth, 
urban decay, and ecological issues (Beilharz, 2004). In contemporary urbanism, there exist 
different ways to theorise, frame, and practice urban planning with endless debates of 
defining all urbanism movements. According to Wirth’s viewpoint (1938), "urbanism as a 
way of life” which is necessary to stop identifying urbanism with the physical entity of the 
city. Urbanism could be approached empirically from three interrelated perspectives: 
- as “a physical structure comprising a population base, a technology, and an 
ecological order”; 
- as “a system of social organisation involving a characteristic social structure, 
series of social institutions and a typical pattern of social relationship”;  
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- and “as a set of attitudes and ideas, and a constellation of personalities engaging 
in typical forms of collective behaviour and subject to characteristic mechanisms 
of social control” (Wirth, 1938, p. 19).  
The following sections provide a review of New Urbanism, Landscape Urbanism, 
Water Urbanism, and Everyday Urbanism movements which could be applied to the urban 
planning process in the Mekong Delta. In the context of climate change, the Deltaic flood-
prone areas are threatened not only by flooding but also by rising sea levels. This requires a 
flexible urbanism approach to new settlements with an understanding of the complex 
relationships between land and water, as well as the collaborative efforts between nation-
building and social practices. This study aims to seek an appropriate approach to urbanism 
for the Delta’s sustainable development.  
New Urbanism as Utopia  
In the early 20th century, the impact of modernism was felt in terms of urban 
planning and urban construction, with high-rise buildings and highways disassembling and 
replacing traditional communities. It promoted a call by citizens and academics to return to 
more humane living environments. The 1960s’ urban crisis inspired more analytical 
approaches to urban form. Lynch (1981), Jacobs (1961), and Alexander (1965, 1977) are the 
most dominant urban thinkers who argued for a more humane approach to city planning, 
based on observation of what actually works in existing cities. 
Jane Jacobs wrote “The Death and Life of Great American Cities” (1961) to fight the 
urban upgrading and transportation projects without regard to the existing life of citizens. 
Through that book, she introduces it as an attack “on the principles and aims that have 
shaped modern, orthodox city planning and rebuilding.” She praised the vibrant life of the 
urban street, the mix of land uses that had been under assault since the 1920s through the 
rise of the private vehicle paradigm of urban transportation, and the emergence of grand 
international style architectural designs and automobile – oriented planning. Before Jane 
Jacobs also had many critics of modern urban design from a sociological perspectives which 
particularly object to ‘neighbourhood unit’ concept, because its characteristics tend to 
shrink locally, misconception of the nature of city growth and paved the way for the 
distinction of class and race. 
In the 1980s, taking up this cause, the New Urbanists claimed that well-ordered 
streetscapes were essential for walk ability and new urbanism soon became the major 
influence on the theory and practice of urban planning. Constructed upon Jane Jacobs’s 
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idea of ‘organised complexity’ which means that a city or a neighbourhood is a complex 
organisation of interconnected parts, the new urbanism theories focus on ‘community’ as 
mainstream object in planning practice (Kelbaugh & McCullough, 2008). New urbanism, as 
an urban reform movement, “seeks to promote qualities that urban reformers have always 
sought: vital, beautiful just, environmentally benign human settlements” (Talen, 2005) with 
the design – oriented approach to planned urban development (Greider & Garkovich, 
1994). They emphasised pedestrian friendly neighbourhoods in which, the model of those 
neighbourhoods has smaller single-family lots and key community facilities such as schools 
and churches to make a ‘real town centre’, all geared to recreating, through physical 
means, a ‘traditional sense of community’ for the residents (Marcuse, 2000).  
As stated by Kelbaugh (2002), New Urbanism is idealistic, even utopian. It desires to 
build new communities and repairs old communities in attempting to equitably mix people 
of different income, ethnicity, race, and age; within mixes land of different uses and 
buildings. It emphasises public places as an attempt to gather citizens, which make they feel 
they are part, even proud, of a culture that is more significant than their individual or their 
private worlds. A new structure between physical form and social behaviours is envisioned 
which produce a good urban design with positive effects to sense of place and community 
(Kelbaugh & McCullough, 2008; Kelbaugh, 2002).  
There exist a number of criticisms to new urbanism. According Harvey (cited in 
Greider & Garkovich, 1994, p. 183), new urbanism focuses on different form of suburbia 
rather than overcoming metropolitan social segregation. It could cause the same error as 
modernism - the changing of people’s physical environment will somehow regards the 
social inequalities. Secondly, Harvey claims that community, which is emphasised by new 
urbanists, consequently has been a barrier to rather than facilitator of progressive social 
change. The enforced conformity of community blocks the creativity emerging from 
diversity and conflict of society (Fainstein & Campbell, 1996, p. 183). He also concerns 
about the less convincing of new urbanism approach to social justice, which could commits 
the same errors as modernism - as a consequence of spatial determinism:  
“A utopianism of process looks very different from a utopianism of spatial form. The 
problem is then to enlist in the struggle to advance a more socially just, politically 
emancipatory, and ecologically sane mix of spatiotemporal production processes 
rather than to acquiesce to those imposed by uncontrolled capital accumulation, 
backed by class privilege and gross inequalities of political-economic power. Building 
something called community coupled with the politics of place can provide some sort 
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of empowering basis for such a struggle. But the New Urbanism pays no mind to that: 
it builds an image of community and a rhetoric of place-based civic pride and 
consciousness for those who do not need it, while abandoning those that do to their 
‘underclass’ fate” (Harvey, 1997, p. 3).  
Relying heavily on top-down formal templates, form-based design codes, design 
principles, outdated techniques, and moral mandates, will new urbanism be flexible enough 
to engage with the emerging forces of global economy and other environmental issues 
(Kelbaugh & McCullough, 2008, p. 113). Ellis (2002) also questions about the equitable 
landscape of New Urbanism community in which New Urbanists have been criticised for 
building new communities on the urban fringe.  
In the study about the influence of New Urbanism in creating disaster-resilient 
communities, Stevens et al. (2010) states that conventional low-density development 
patterns as New Urbanism design have been cited as a partial explanation for increasing per 
capita losses from natural hazards in the United States. With the day-to-day increase of 
New Urbanism developments relatively high densities, it is concerned that the design might 
not incorporate sufficient hazard mitigation techniques to mitigate the hazard risk. A 
comparative evaluation between New Urbanism design and other conventional 
developments located in floodplains in order to incorporate hazard mitigation techniques 
was conducted. The findings show that there is no difference in engaging hazard mitigation 
techniques embed in those urban designs. The efforts in using risk-reduced techniques of 
New Urbanism developments are more from local government technical assistance, not 
from design themselves. This highlights one of challenges which needs to be considered in 
applying New Urbanism project site designs in susceptibility areas like flood-prone areas 
(Stevens et al., 2010). 
Landscape Urbanism for urban ecology  
At the beginning of the 21st century, the rapid growth in the urban population, the 
disappearance of natural factors in urban spaces, and the decay of post-industrial cities 
have raised the urban designer’s interest in dealing with urban environment issues and 
protecting important ecological systems (Beilharz, 2004). To continue the search for a new 
approach of a performative urbanism, emerging in the 1990s, Landscape Urbanism has 
become a prominent term in North America and Europe. After the first conference of 
Landscape Urbanism in Chicago in April 1997, Landscape Urbanism became a popular 
subject in academic design courses in numerous European and North American institutions 
including the Harvard Graduate School of Design. Before that, in design field, landscape is 
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concerned in two departments of Landscape Architecture and Landscape design, and in 
many disciplines including geography, ecology, archaeology, and art history (Howard, 
2011).  
The term ‘Landscape Urbanism’ was firstly coined in 1996 by Charles Waldheim to 
describe emerging design practices in the context of North American urbanism. In the book 
”Landscape Urbanism Reader”, Charles Waldheim states that “the landscape is the model 
for contemporary urbanism…describing the conditions for radically decentralised 
urbanisation, especially in the context of complex natural environments” (2006, p. 37). 
Landscape Urbanism describes “a disciplinary realignment currently underway, in which 
landscape is usurping architecture’s historical role as the basic building block of city 
making” (Waldheim, 2002) and “for many, across a range of disciplines, landscape has 
become both the lens through which the contemporary city is represented and the medium 
through which it is constructed” (Waldheim, 2006). Its key concerns are water systems, 
planted ecological patches and vegetation corridors, biodiversity, the consideration of 
orientation and aspect, the introduction of urban agriculture, and the multiple uses of 
infrastructural utility corridors (Gray, Reader & Jones, 2005). Landscape Urbanism is a 
response to the renewed focus on the urban environment in which landscape is the major 
manifestation. However, there were early ancient traditions of Landscape Urbanism long 
before it was named as such.  
With the ambition of using landscape replace architectural form, Landscape 
Urbanism as an interstitial design discipline regards the spaces between buildings, 
infrastructure systems, and natural ecologies. Through a project-based approach, it 
produces the conflation, integration, and fluid exchange between (natural) environmental 
and (engineered) infrastructural systems (Waldheim, 2006). The underlying landscape as 
the geology, topography, rivers, harbours, and climate is recognised as the most permanent 
and enduring elements of cities in relation to the major structuring elements of urban form 
(Mossop, 2006).  
As summarised by Weller (2008, p. 256), Landscape Urbanism claims to do the 
following: 
- include within the purview of design all that is in the landscape—infrastructure 
and buildings, etc., and shuffle across scales so as to bridge the divides between 
landscape design, landscape ecology, and landscape planning;  
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- bring greater creativity to planning operations and greater rationality to design 
operations;  
- conceptualise and then directly engage the city and its landscape as a hybridised, 
natural, chaotic ecology;  
- emphasise the creative and temporal agency of ecology in the formation of urban 
life as opposed to envisaging an ideal equilibrium between two entities formerly 
known as culture and nature;  
- understand and manipulate the forces at work behind things and less with the 
resultant aesthetic qualities of things;  
- interpret and then represent landscape systems so that these systems can in turn 
influence urban forms, processes, and patterns;  
- prefer open- ended (indeterminate and catalytic) design strategies as opposed to 
formal compositions and master plans.  
Today Landscape Urbanism, as outlined above, increasingly emphasises 
diagrammatic processes and organisations over pictorial representations which is viable, 
less formulaic, and more site-specific in comparison with New Urbanism (M' Closkey, 2008). 
Although with only a small amount of completed projects and these mostly parks, and with 
the absentation in dealing with the problems of broad metropolitan areas where the field-
work of New Urbanists, Landscape Urbanism is still considered as an approach to 
communicate the natural landscape with urban environment.  
 In the transition from the 17th to the 18th century, the ‘landscape’ as a term was 
introduced into science, and revitalised as a scientific concept at the turn of the 20th 
century (Tress & Tress, 2001). Landscape was no more a ‘picture’ or ‘natural frame’ but a 
product of human acts (Greider & Garkovich, 1994; Howard, 2011; Jackson, 1984; Tress & 
Tress, 2001), as mentioned in Jackson’s contemporary definition: “landscape is a 
composition of man-made or man-modified spaces to serve as infrastructure or background 
for our collective existence” (1984, p. 8).  Tress considers landscape as a human idea, 
historical and cultural invention, social and aesthetic object (Tress & Tress, 2001) while 
Greider (1994) regards landscape as “the symbolic environment created by human acts” 
that conferring meaning to nature and the environment. Greider (1994) emphasises the 
transformation of the physical environment into landscape through cultural symbols and 
the ways that landscapes reflect our definitions of ourselves. It is integrated in scientific 
disciplines that oriented the researchers investigate landscape not only in natural sciences 
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with its physical parts but also in social sciences, humanities and art. Over the last three 
decades, the concern with landscape remerges and increases in research interest across the 
social sciences and humanities that has been spread in reconceptualisation (Hanlon, 
Hostetter & Post, 2011; Winchester, Kong & Dunn, 2003). Landscape is identified as 
dynamic, continual and creative process which reflects the changing of historical, political, 
cultural and social life (Crouch, 2010; Winchester et al., 2003). Crough (2010) regards 
landscape as “practice or art practice is forwarded into process, as dynamic rather than 
either outside experience or only focused through the physical character of encounters”.  It 
is seemingly effortlessly recognised through mass monuments, built environments, 
manifestations of excessive wealth and poverty, or significant spectacles of landscape. 
However, from the point of view of social science, most important landscapes are those in 
and through which daily life unfolds (Aasbø, 1999). Consequently, the urban landscape, in 
the first sense, means a landscape, which owes its appearance significantly to urban built 
environment and human action. It is practically omnipresent experience, that potential 
requires appreciating social activities in ground observation under uncovering of historical 
and geographical order (Whitehand, 2005). In most of Landscape Urbanism’s projects, the 
landscape urbanists try to address the relationship between natural and social layers with 
their respective cities and regions at multiple scales (Meulder & Shannon, 2008).  
Water Urbanism for climate change 
Landscape Urbanism, which emphasises landscape as the backbone of urban 
structure, inspires the emergence of Water Urbanism. Water is the natural key urbanism 
factors that is mentioned in “Design with Nature” of McHarg (1992), a common issue for 
the Landscape Urbanism movement (Gray et al., 2005), and an essential pattern in design 
archetype (Alexander, Ishikawa & Silverstein, 1977). The term ‘Water Urbanism’ was firstly 
coined by Shannon, a Landscape Urbanist (2008), which was used in a series of Landscape 
Urbanism projects for urbanised areas that were related to water such as case studies in 
Antwerp (Belgium); Veneto region (Italy); projects in Netherlands, China, Argentina, and 
Vietnam (Shannon & Meulder, 2008). These projects focused on the integration of water 
and space in nature, built environment, technique, and cultural aspects, particularly in the 
context of climate change, with the inspiration for new water-related urbanism. According 
to Shannon (2008), the water landscape can be designed to structure urbanism and thereby 
operate at the level of (infra)structural and strategic planning.  
Historically, the key role of water in structuring the urban form was illustrated in the 
plan of Dinocrates for Alexandria (331 BC) and L’Enfant for Washington (1791) (Shannon & 
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Meulder, 2008). Jumsai (2008) divides water towns into two types –  ‘hydraulic’ and 
‘aquatic’ towns. ‘Hydraulic’ towns are characterised by dykes, sluices, locks, and 
underground pipes such as Dutch towns in the Netherlands and the intricate system of 
hydraulic compartments around the Mexico of the Aztecs. ‘Aquatic’ towns contrast to their 
hydraulic counterparts in that they exist with, and not against, the forces of nature, for 
example Venice or Kampong Ayer, the old part of Brunei’s capital and floating villages in 
Inle Lake in Burma. Two attitudes correspond to these two approaches to a water town: 
one is to control water and the other is to live with water.  
In the 19th and 20th centuries, water was largely neglected in urbanism (Shannon & 
Meulder, 2008). Natural waterways were replaced by sanitised, canalised, covered, 
cleaned, and piped; and water landscapes were obstructed by huge man-made structures 
such as dykes and dams. However, in the contemporary agenda of urbanism, water is 
returning and reconquering design in both urban and rural areas. Shannon (2008) outlines  
three Water Urbanism case studies in Vietnam including: (1) new water topographies in 
Vinh, (2) water purification structuring urbanisation in Hiep Phuoc, and (3) aerated lagoon 
as land bank in Ho Chi Minh City.  The alternative buildings of water-related structures in 
different scales and argument for a water urbanism are presented. In the first project, Vinh 
City is proposed as “City as Sponge” which embeds a system of alternating low-land and 
high-land strips could allow seasonal floods of the Lam River and Vinh River to penetrate 
the territory, yet not destroy urbanity. Within which, the existing waterways is developed 
to be a completely open and interconnected network in order to maintain their irrigation 
and drainage functions as well as to become a local transportation system. While Vinh 
City’s project focuses on requalification of the existing territory, the proposal for a 
land_structure / infra_scape development in a variety of scales is generated for the new 
port area of Hiep Phuoc, south of Ho Chi Minh City which frames urban development 
through manipulation of the ground plane, an artificial topography (of roads/rails/dykes, 
water purification and retention basins and platforms of various heights), and process of 
evolutionary transformation. The last project is aerated lagoon as land bank in Ho Chi Minh 
City, which explore an alternative solution to wastewater treatment of a polluted canal of 
the city while to produce a large plot of land for future urban uses. Three presented cases 
states that “a fundamental lesson resides in the notion that the primary morphology of the 
landscape can be manipulated at the infrastructural level of reasoning.” It is proved that 
“the (water)landscape can be designed to structure urbanism and thereby operate at the 
level of (infra)structural and strategic planning” (Shannon, 2008, p. 65).  
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A series of worldwide projects on Water Urbanism are also presented in the book 
“Water Urbanism” of Bruno De Meuller and Kelly Shannon (2008) which produces different 
engagement of urbanism and water-related issues in different cultures, scale levels and 
aspects. The context of climate change, flood disasters, urbanisation processes, the 
inadequacy of open space, and the disappearance of waterways have all raised the 
concerns about how to deal with water in more intelligent ways than simply as an 
engineering solution. For flood-prone areas like the Mekong Delta, water is the key 
factor that dominates many aspects of human activities and creates the hydric landscapes. 
In many ways, Water Urbanism is an evolution of, and a critique of Landscape Urbanism for 
a more specific approach to the understanding and design of this region. 
Everyday Urbanism for giving voice to citizens  
A city is formed more by the practices of everyday life than by formal design and 
planning (Crawford & Speaks, 2005). It celebrates and builds on everyday, ordinary, and 
reality life (Kelbaugh, 2002). In landscape study, the everyday and ordinary are emphasised 
in ‘everyday landscapes’ which are “part of people’s immediate life world and 
surroundings, without any particular spectacularity or pretensions” (Aasbø, 1999, p. 145). 
Local residents’ everyday landscape is their residential community under the increasing 
urbanisation and the replacing of urban landscape to traditional rural structures 
(Buchecker, Hunziker & Kienast, 2003).  Landscape can be seen as a process (Crouch, 2010; 
Winchester et al., 2003), so the everyday landscape features are dynamic and flexibility that 
used to re-construct culture and identity (Winchester et al., 2003).  Practices and 
landscapes operate at local level and suggest the opportunities to build up local identities 
and communities. In the book “Discovering the Vernacular Landscape”, Jackson suggests a 
third landscape as a kinetic landscape which is a deeper-layered relationship between 
people and urban spaces (1984). Jackson believes that the community events and festivals 
are essential factors, which enhance the interaction between people with people as well as 
with city. It becomes one more dimension to Everyday Urbanism’s theory.  
The term ‘Everyday Urbanism’ was popularised and valorised by Margaret Crawford 
and John Kaliski in the same title book in 1999. Everyday Urbanism is consistent with a 
number of academic discourses emerged in the late 1980s which focused on Henri 
Lefebvre’s perceptions of everyday life and their relevance to urban spaces (Crawford & 
Speaks, 2005). Everyday Urbanism is argued not as utopian as New Urbanism. It is 
downplays the relationship between physical design and social behaviour. For instance, 
Everyday Urbanism focuses on the citizen’s everyday activities rather than built 
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environment, public markets rather than stores, street murals rather than civic art 
(Kelbaugh, 2002). The vernacular cultures and architectures are celebrated and developed 
in every appropriate urban space, such as the way indigenous and migrant groups 
informally respond in their conditions and marginal spaces. The large urban spaces such as 
parking and vacant lots as well as private driveways and yards are utilised for street music, 
street art, public markets, weekend markets, or garage sales. As stated by Kelbaugh (2001, 
p. 1), it is “urban design by default rather than by design”.  
What is Everyday Urbanism? Crawford considers “Everyday Urbanism is an attitude 
toward the city… an approach to urbanism that find it is meaning in everyday life…not an 
overarching design philosophy” (Crawford & Speaks, 2005, p. 18), also Michael Speaks 
states Everyday Urbanism as “commentator on the city, an interpreter rather than a force 
of transformation (Crawford & Speaks, 2005, p. 36). According to Crawford, everyday 
urbanism is a shape-shifting type of activity that changes in response to different 
circumstances so it doesn’t produce a singular product which its point is it multiplicity and 
heterogeneity, radically empirical and highly specific rather than normative. Everyday 
urbanism is considered that make sense in developing countries with the developing of 
informal settlements under densely population (Kelbaugh & McCullough, 2008).  
The Everyday Urbanism movement is still undercurrent discourses of American 
urbanists. However, it inspires a perception of adaptive urbanism which views urban 
planning as a process of conversations and interactions among citizens from the street 
level. The city is viewed and formed by dynamic flows of human motilities, activities, and 
creativities through their everyday interactions. Approaching through residents’ actions, 
but Everyday Urbanism isn’t simply a bottom-up, grass roots approach but it rather like a 
convergence process of residents’ expressions and top-down policies making (Crawford & 
Speaks, 2005; Kelbaugh & McCullough, 2008). Exploring the city as a social entity that 
encourages developers and policy makers respond to daily routines and neighbourhood 
concerns as encourages the urban vibrancy. Everyday Urbanism offers a method for 
working within the social and political urban framework.  
2.3 VULNERABILITY, ADAPTIVE CAPACITY, AND RESILIENCE 
2.3.1 Divergent approaches to vulnerability 
The word ‘vulnerability’ is initially and frequently used in geography and natural 
hazards literature to refer to the capacity to be wounded of the system to a hazard (Cutter, 
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1996; Füssel, 2007). The discrepancies in the meanings of vulnerability emerge from 
different epistemology orientations such as political ecology, human ecology, physical 
science, and spatial analysis with the subsequent methodological practices (Cutter, 1996). 
The term ‘vulnerability’ could be found as the central research concept in many disciplines 
such as global environmental change, climate change, natural hazards, risks, food 
insecurity, famine, secure livelihoods, poverty, public health, social-ecological systems 
(Adger, 2006; Brooks, 2003; Füssel, 2007). Eventually, the term ‘vulnerability’ is approached 
and conceptualised in very different ways, in a variety of research contexts, by scholars 
from different knowledge domains, even within the same domain (Adger, 2006; Cutter, 
1996; Füssel, 2007), therefore, there exist many definitions of vulnerability after more than 
a decade’s worth of research experience (Cutter, 1996) (table 2-1).  
Table 2-1: Vulnerability definition from various sources (1989 – 2003). 
Scholars Definition  Sphere  
Cutter (1996) Vulnerability is broadly defined a potential for loss.  Risks/Hazards 
Chambers (1989) 
  
Vulnerability refers to exposure to contingencies and 
stress, and difficulty in coping with them. 
Vulnerability has thus two sides: an external side of 
risks, shocks and stress to which an individual or 
householder is subject; and an internal side which is 
defencelessness, meaning a lack of means to cope 
without damaging loss  
Poverty  
Intergovernmental 
panel on climate 
change (IPCC) - 
Third Assessment 
Report (McCarthy, 
2001) 
Vulnerability is the degree to which a system is 
susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects 
of climate change, including climate variability and 
extremes. Vulnerability is a function of the character, 
magnitude and rate of climate change and variation 
to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its 
adaptive capacity.  
Climate 
change  
Allen (2003) (cited 
in (Brooks, 2003) 
Vulnerability as representing the set of socio-
economic factors that determine people’s ability to 
cope with stress or change 
Social study  
Bohle et al. (1994) Vulnerability is defined in terms of exposure, 
capacity, and potentiality. Accordingly, the 
prescriptive and normative response to vulnerability 
is to reduce exposure, enhance coping capacity, 
strengthen recovery potential, and bolster damage 
control (i.e., minimise destructive consequences) via 
private and public means. 
Climate 
change 
Food 
insecurity  
 
There is no ‘correct’ of ‘best’ conceptual definition of vulnerability that could be 
referred in a variety of consequences of different pressure contexts. From above 
definitions, several terms could be highlighted to be key concerns when studying 
vulnerability such as ‘exposure’, ‘sensitivity’, ‘damage control’, and ‘recovery potential’. 
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Despite of the different conceptualisations of the term vulnerability, the points of 
convergence are more numerous and more fundamental than the points of divergence 
(Adger, 2006). It is needed a consistent framework and approach for vulnerability research. 
O’Brien at al. propose two interpretations as two approaches of vulnerability in climate 
change literature to clarify the vulnerability concept which is essential to designing and 
implementing research, to presenting the issues, and to addressing it through policies and 
responses (O'Brien, Eriksen, Schjolden & Nygaard, 2004).  The first interpretation, which 
can be considered to as the ‘end point’ approach, views vulnerability as “a residual of 
climate change impacts minus adaptation", whereby, “assessment of vulnerability is the 
end point of a sequence of analyses beginning with projections of future emission trends, 
moving on to the development of climate scenarios, thence to biophysical impact studies 
and the identification of adaptive options” (p.2). This end-point approach to vulnerability 
has origins with the purpose of quantifying vulnerability to climate change, and the focuses 
on biophysical vulnerability. On the other hand, the second approach, which refers 
vulnerability as a ‘starting point’ that represents a present inability to cope with external 
pressures or changes. It is originated to identify the characters, distributions, and causes of 
vulnerability by answering research questions, such as, “who is vulnerable to climate 
change and why?” and “how can vulnerability be reduced?” (p.3).  The ‘starting-point’ 
approach requires the understanding the contexts of biophysical, social, political and 
cultural factors as the prerequisite for understanding the underlying causes and structures 
that shape vulnerability, and for taking actions to reduce the vulnerability (O'Brien et al., 
2004).   
Cutter’s (1996) divides vulnerability studies into three theoretical approaches. Firstly, 
vulnerability is traditionally considered as the pre-existing condition within which the 
studies examine the potential exposure of risks or hazards. Secondly, vulnerability is viewed 
as tempered response, which highlights the social perspective of vulnerability by the ability 
to cope and respond to hazards of individual and society. It is called social vulnerability. 
Lastly, vulnerability is perceived as hazard of place, which is conceived as both a biophysical 
risk as well as social response, and focuses much on a specific areal or geographic domain in 
a wide range of spatial contexts (local, regional, national). Cutter (1996) emphasises that 
the last integrative approach within the considering vulnerability as hazard of place is a 
useful approach for both biophysical and social vulnerability examining and assessment. It 
could provide the outcomes of where vulnerable people and place are located or who in 
those places are most vulnerable.  
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Social vulnerability 
Analysis of vulnerability as a social phenomenon also has a long tradition within 
cultural geography and the critical questions of food security and famine (Adger, 2000; 
Watts & Bohle, 1993). The studies of vulnerability have come to different conclusions on 
intellectual traditions with recognising that vulnerability cannot be well identified and 
quantified based on biophysical factors alone, social factors have increasingly been 
emphasised (Adger, 1999; Brooks, 2003; Cutter, 1996; Cutter, 2003; O'Brien et al., 2004). In 
three distinct approaches in vulnerability studies within the juncture of theoretical and 
practical understanding of people vulnerability to environmental hazards, Cutter (1996; 
2003) emphasises the social construction of vulnerability which is rooted in historical, 
cultural social, and economic process that affect to the individuals’ or society’s ability to 
cope and respond to disasters. Balica (2010) and Srikantaiah (2008) categorise the 
vulnerable system that are relevant in the context of hazards to four main components: 
social, economic, environmental, and physical factor. Brooks (2003) then views vulnerability 
into two categories: biophysical vulnerability and social vulnerability. Biophysical 
vulnerability is assumed with the ultimate impacts of hazards, and viewed in terms of the 
amount of damage experienced by a system as a result of an encounter with a hazard. 
While social vulnerability viewed as “an inherent property of a system arising from its 
internal characteristics” of human systems (Brooks, 2003, p. 4).  O’Brien et al. agree that 
vulnerability is a dynamic phenomenon of flux both the biophysical and social process that 
shape local conditions and the ability to cope (O'Brien et al., 2004).   
In the study of vulnerability to climate change, Adger (1999) considers social 
vulnerability as the centre ideal to external change and stress of much research into human 
adaptation and interaction with the physical environment. He defines that social 
vulnerability is the “exposure of groups or individuals to stress as a result of social and 
environmental change, where stress refers to unexpected changes and disruption to 
livelihood”.  Stress, within the scope of this definition, is associated with disruption to 
groups or individuals’ livelihoods and can incorporate the coping and recovery aspects of 
vulnerability to adapt to the changing physical environment.  
As suggested by Adger et al., social vulnerability is split into two aspects of individual 
and collective vulnerability (Adger, 1999; Adger, Kelly & Ninh, 2012). The exposure of 
individuals and groups depends on where people choose to (or are forced) to live, their 
settlement construction, their communities, and their livelihoods that forces the adaptation 
to the changing of physical environment (Adger, 2000; Brooks, 2003). Cutter (1996) 
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assumes that social vulnerability includes the susceptibility of social groups or society a 
large to potential losses from hazard events and disasters, which has distinct spatial 
outcomes. In term of this research, social vulnerability is the key to an understanding of 
risks that have characterised relationship between human societies and their environment 
(Bankoff, Frerks & Hilhorst, 2004). Both vulnerability of different individuals and social 
groups within the institutional physical settings are considered as the research issues, 
which essentially affect the resilience of a social system to living with flooding in a 
waterfront community in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam.   
In vulnerability assessment, identification of suitable vulnerability indicators and 
development an overall vulnerability index from those indicators are important tasks 
(Rygel, O' sullivan & Yarnal, 2006). According to Rygel et al. (2006, p. 741), vulnerability 
indicators are “potentially useful tools for identifying and monitoring vulnerability over 
time and space, for developing an improved understanding of the processes underlying 
vulnerability, for developing and prioritising strategies to reduce vulnerability, and for 
determining the effectiveness of those strategies”. However, different context and scale 
determines the appropriate indicators for assessing vulnerability within an appropriated 
conceptual approach framework. For example, derived from two vulnerability categories of 
Brooks (2003), Fussel (2005) develops two domains and two scales in vulnerability studies 
into four main groups: response capacity,  external social factors, sensitivity, exposure; 
within which the broad indicators of each group are indicated (table 2-2).  
Table 2-2: Classification of vulnerability factors according to scale and disciplinary domain (Füssel, 
2005, p. 9). 
 Socio-economic domain  Biophysical domain  
Internal  Response capacity 
e.g., household income, social 
networks, access to information 
Sensitivity 
e.g., topography, environmental 
conditions, current climate 
External  External social factors 
e.g., national policies, 
international aid, economic 
globalisation 
Exposure 
e.g., severe storms, earthquakes, 
sea-level change 
 
In social vulnerability assessments and analyses, some broad indicators are 
repeatedly appeared and are used such as poverty, inequality, food entitlement, gender, 
race and ethnicity, age, disabilities, access to insurance, and housing quality (Adger, 1999; 
Brooks, 2003; Rygel et al., 2006). The individual vulnerability is designated by a variety of 
income sources, the ability to approach resources, and the social status of individuals or 
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households in a community (Adger et al., 2012). The collective aspect of social vulnerability 
involves the interaction at various scales, from single community level to national level 
(Adger et al., 2012). For example, in the context of climate change impact at national level, 
Adger et al.’s (2004) assumes nine indices of vulnerability indicator including economic 
well-being; health and nutrition; education; physical infrastructure; institutions, 
governance, conflict, and social capital; geographic and demographic factors; dependence 
on agriculture, natural resource and ecosystems; and technological capacity within which 
the potential variables of each indices are indicated.  
The broad indicators frequently develop into quantitative metrics (Alwang, Siegel & 
Jorgensen, 2001; Cutter, 2003). For example, much of research concerned with vulnerability 
to poverty, regularly focuses on consumption of the poor as the key parameter (Alwang et 
al., 2001). The indicators in previous social vulnerability studies are considered using in size 
or composition to determine vulnerability (Cutter & Finch, 2008; Rygel et al., 2006). Rygel 
et al. (2006) use both percentages and areal densities of vulnerable people and households 
to indicate and analyse vulnerability through indicators of poverty, gender, race and 
ethnicity, age, and disabilities. However, since social- ecological systems are exposure to 
multiple risks and vulnerability is presented in diverse outcomes, consequently, different 
thresholds on vulnerability are informed by values and social context (Alwang et al., 2001). 
In all assessment formulations, Adger (2006) assumes, the key parameter of vulnerability is 
the stress to which a system is exposed its sensitivity and its adaptive capacity. 
Vulnerability and adaptive capacity 
The research stresses the importance of looking at vulnerability and adaptive 
capacity simultaneously. Adaptive capacity is the ability of a system to adjust to risks, to 
moderate the potential damage from it, to take advantage of its opportunities, or to cope 
with its consequences (Cutter et al., 2008; Yusuf & Francisco, 2009). It includes adjustments 
in local communities’ behaviours, and in resources and technologies. Adaptive capacity is 
an important concept to address when thinking about community vulnerability with a wide 
range of resources that might be relevant such as financial resources, ecological resources 
and flexibility of ecological systems and social networks. Since human actions dominate 
social–ecological systems, adaptive capacity refers to the actors’ ability in a system to 
influence or manage resilience which emphasise the role of individuals, leaders and 
institutions, is important and influences outcomes (Berkes, 2007). 
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However, it is important to view vulnerability in how it stands in relation to adaptive 
capacity. As proposed by O’ Brien et al. (2004), two approaches of vulnerability  including 
end-point interpretation and starting-point interpretation are used to clarify the 
vulnerability concept. O’Brien assumes that the different vulnerability approaches 
determine the involving position of adaptive capacity, then, the reversion of entire causal 
direction, which produces the influence on viewing both the problems and the solutions. 
Viewing vulnerability as an end-point assumes that adaptive capacity determine 
vulnerability, whereas viewing vulnerability as a starting-point says that vulnerability 
determines adaptive capacity (O'Brien et al., 2004). In using the end-point approach, 
adaptive capacity is indicated as a measure of whether technological adaptations can be 
successfully adopted or implemented, which refers to future vulnerability. While in the 
starting-point interpretation, adaptive capacity pertains to the present abilities to cope with 
external stresses which involves to present-day vulnerability (Brooks, 2003; O'Brien et al., 
2004). 
2.3.2 Resilience of social system 
Researches on vulnerability contribute to wider debates on adaptive capacity and 
resilience facing significant challenges in measurement, in handling perceptions of risk, and 
in governance (Adger, 2006). Vulnerability fundamentally relates to resilience of the 
ecosystems and social system on which human well-being ultimately depends (Adger, 2006; 
Adger et al., 2012). As resumed by (Cutter et al., 2008), the resilience of ecological system is 
influenced by factors like biodiversity, redundancies, response diversity, spatiality, and 
governance and management plans while social resilience can be increased through 
improvements in communications, risk awareness, and preparedness. Ecological and social 
systems are linked each other, thus, the resilience of social system is related to the 
resilience of ecological system on which it depends, in some undefined ways (Adger et al., 
2012).  Resilience to flood damage can be focused on the knowledge of past events and the 
experiences encountered during and after flood (Balica, 2010). Or it could be viewed as two 
events: the pre-event to prevent hazard-related damage and losses, and the post-event 
strategies to help cope with and mitigate disaster impacts (Cutter et al., 2008).  
Resilience, in fact, could be defined in many scales. Resilience of a social system 
could be defined as “the ability of a social system to respond and recover from disasters” 
and “an adaptive processes that facilitate the ability of the social system to re-organise, 
change, and learn in response to a threat” (Cutter et al., 2008). This concept is defined at 
the community level rather than being an individual phenomenon as the ability of 
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communities to cope with external stress to their social infrastructure. It includes 
economic, spatial and social dimensions which require interdisciplinary understanding and 
analysis at various scales (Adger, 2000). In the individual and household level, resilience is 
viewed as the ability to resist external stress and ability to recover from a shock which 
depends on the effectiveness of the risk response and the capability to respond in the 
future (Alwang et al., 2001). Thus, the research of vulnerability and resilience share 
common interests: the shocks and stresses experienced by the social and ecological system, 
the response of the system, and the adaptive capacity action (Adger, 2006; Adger et al., 
2012).  
The concept of resilience is related to other configurations of environment society 
relationships including vulnerability and adaptive capacity (Adger, 2006; Adger et al., 2012; 
Cutter et al., 2008; Vogel, Moser, Kasperson & Dabelko, 2007; Walker, Holling, Carpenter & 
Kinzig, 2004) . However, it is hard to measure well the relationship between vulnerability, 
adaptive capacity, and resilience. According to number of natural hazard and global 
environmental change studies, Cutter (2008) provide a summary about the formula  
between vulnerability, adaptive capacity, and resilience (figure 2-7). The resilience is 
considered in: (a) an integral part of adaptive capacity (b) adaptive capacity as the main 
component of vulnerability; (c) a complex concept within vulnerability structure, (d) an 
outcome of ability to cope with hazards and within vulnerability; (e) adaptive capacity 
embed within resilience; (f) separation with vulnerability. Within (f) model or Cutter’s 
model, vulnerability is viewed as the pre-event, inherent characteristics or quality of social 
system, that create the potential for harm, while the resilience is the post-event that 
facilitate the ability of the social system to respond with the threat. It is important to 
determine in this study that resilience is viewed as the post-event, the outcome of an 
exposure and response process to natural hazards, the separated but linked concept with 
vulnerability concept (d and f model). 
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Figure 2-7: Conceptual linkages between vulnerability, resilience, and adaptive 
capacity(Cutter et al., 2008). 
2.4 SUMMARY 
The Mekong Delta is currently facing substantial problems from the global to local 
level in which flooding acts as the cause and consequence of a phenomenon that most 
influence to socio-economic aspects of the Delta. The review showed that limited detailed 
studies have been found in assessing flood-related actions implemented by both 
government agencies and local residents. In particular, top-down policies such as dyke 
system and resettlement program are considered to cause confusion in local adaptation to 
climate change, flooding, and urbanisation context. This affects any significant changes in 
infrastructure, agriculture urban and rural development. The role of residents’ experience 
and traditional knowledge has not been considered as an important resource in those 
contexts where macroeconomic policies have been implemented. Most of the studies in the 
Mekong Delta have focused on hydraulic systems, agriculture and flood disaster (Biggs et 
al., 2009; Biggs, 2004; Kakonen, 2008; Kien, 2006; Molle, Foran & Kakonen, 2009; 
Weichselgartner, 2005). In addition, there has been a wide range of research on climate 
change impacts and climate change responses in this region. Those studies are mainly 
quantitative studies that focus on the interaction between socio-economic factors and 
natural hazards. Little has been found so far on the local built environment within which 
Deltaic residents cope with the water environment and flooding circumstances. This study 
then asks: what forms of housing and related land uses occur in waterfront communities?  
a. b. c. 
d. e. f. 
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The review of urbanism movements including New Urbanism, Landscape Urbanism, 
Water Urbanism, and Everyday Urbanism provided different views of the role of social 
aspects and water in re-shaping the urban structure and in adapting to unpredictable 
changes in the environment. In fact, the built environment in this region is not known for its 
unique form or architectural characteristics. However, it is developing and changing the 
water environment of many generations in its transformation. Under the rapid urbanisation 
process of this region, the changing of transportation, built environment, livelihood 
manners, and Deltaic culture that is caused by the shift from the water-based space to the 
road-based urbanity also need to be studied. This region lacks a comprehensive strategy for 
the spatial structure planning and less interest in the constructed spaces that were built 
spontaneously by individual residents over decades. There have been problems with living 
conditions and architecture styles, but the advantages of informal settlement are their 
resilience in the water and flooding context. This study aims to explore social practices of 
Deltaic residents under pressures of flooding and flood-control urbanism polices with this 
question: What local concerns and practices of residents are associated with ‘living with 
flooding’? 
Vulnerability, adaptive capacity, and resilience provide the theoretical foundation for 
this study to investigate local community capacity to ‘living with flooding’. Little qualitative 
research has been found so far on the vulnerability, adaptive capacity, and resilience of 
Deltaic waterfront community in flooding circumstances. This study begins with a common 
sense understanding of vulnerability, social vulnerability, and adaptive capacity to hazards 
to explore the relationship between these concepts in order to reveal the potential 
community capacity to live with flooding via locals’ everyday practices and their built 
environment. Therefore, this study asks: What are the relations between social practices 
and space that suggest changes are occurring in the social order of waterfront 
communities?  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
The previous chapter outlined the characteristics of the Mekong Delta where recent 
transformations have been less responsive in coping with the natural environment and 
floods. This chapter aims to establish a conceptual and philosophical research framework to 
produce valuable knowledge for generalising and interpreting social practices in flooding 
context. Based on the ontology and epistemology of the researcher, which are influenced 
by Vietnamese traditional thoughts, the research framework is based on producing 
appropriate research strategies, methodology, and relevant methods. It considers how this 
research about ‘living with flooding’ in the Mekong Delta links to an interpretivism 
paradigm, ethnography, phenomenography, and urban morphology. The contents of this 
chapter are as follows: 
- beliefs about how to study social practices in the real world;  
- selection of the abductive and inductive approaches in generalising 
patterns and theory from social practices data;  
- critically evaluating appropriate methodologies to understand physical and 
social patterns, and describing the phenomenon of ‘living with flooding’ 
from an insider’s viewpoint; 
- providing the integration of methodologies and the conceptual framework 
into a  hierarchy of research concepts and social actors. 
Finally this chapter will provide an explanation of the integration between 
methodologies and methods to address the research questions in Chapter One. 
3.1 APPROACHING SOCIAL THEORY 
3.1.1 World of social practices 
The aim of this research inquiry is to understand the phenomenon of ‘living with 
flooding’ of Deltaic people though social practices in multidimensional aspects of physicality 
and sociality, space and everyday practices. The ontological assumption of this study is 
based on the belief of the researcher that the world is a complex of social construction by 
its inhabitants; and the reality is constructed, maintained, and made sense by the insiders 
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as social actors by means of their social practices. The researcher also believes that social 
practice is the central element of social world or social life. According to Tuomela (2002), 
social life centrally contains a variety of social practices that are part of the domain of 
investigation of social science to capture the aspects of the social world. He (2002, p. 80) 
agrees that social practices are central to entire conceptual thinking and acting to regard 
the ‘form of life’. It is conceptualised from the core sense is that social practices are 
activities performed for social reasons through the repeated collective social actions. He 
also emphasises the status of social group and individual which involve serving to 
“constitute one’s social world” by two types of account: ‘g-sociality’ and ‘i-sociality’ 
(Tumela, 2002, p.86). ‘I-sociality’ or individual-based sociality takes part in a collective social 
action, which might be socially connected in a sense of acting for the same i-social reason. 
From thoughts of ‘G-sociality’ or group-based sociality, we can mean thoughts and actions 
conceptually and causally such as norms or general behaviour expectations of social 
institution – affected by social groups with sense of acting for the similar g-social reason. He 
suggests that the collective social actions are performed through representationally 
meaningful elements of collective pattern-governed behaviours. The concept of pattern-
governed behaviour is roughly provided by Sellars (1974) as the concept of behaviour which 
exhibits a pattern. Pattern is also considered as the representation way to observe the 
natural world with belief that real world patterns are complex (Grenander & Miller, 2007). 
The researcher’s epistemological assumption is that patterns of the social world can be 
derived from everyday social practices in order to understand socially constructed 
meanings, and the researcher will be an observer in these circumstances. This view 
influenced the researcher’s belief that the social phenomenon of ‘living with flooding’ in 
the Mekong Delta could be acquired through studying the physical and social patterns of 
everyday practices in particular waterfront communities (see research objectives 1 and 2).   
3.1.2 Reflective paradigm using interpretivism 
The ontological and epistemological starting points of the researcher engage with 
interpretivism paradigm which assumes that  “people create and maintain meaningful 
worlds through dialectical processes of conferring meaning on their realities and acting 
within them” (Charmaz is cited in Ong, 2012). Ontologically, interpretivism research 
believes that the social world is not ‘given’ but is produced and reinforced by humans 
through their actions and interactions (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Epistemologically, 
interpretivism paradigm emphasises that knowledge is intentionally constituted and gained 
through individual experiences (Weber, 2004) and acquired from daily meanings and 
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interpreting (Blaikie, 1991). The key aim of interpretivism research is to understand the 
phenomenon, rather than explaining or predicting it (Blaikie, 2010; Hudson & Ozanne, 
1988; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; QEldabi, Irani, Paul & Love, 2002). Interpretivism 
contrasts with positivism, which the ontology believes in “a single identifiable reality” 
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p. 102). The positivists epistemologically believe in total objectivity 
which values only the scientific rigor without its impacts on society or research subjects 
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Positivism focuses on measuring and studying single truth (Denzin 
& Lincoln, 2011) which assumes to test prior hypothesis or theory by the ‘objective’ data 
collected, then explain the phenomenon (Creswell, 2008; QEldabi et al., 2002; Walsham, 
1995).   
According to Hudson and Ozanne (1988), interpretivist approach a study site with 
some sort of pre-knowledge about the research problem but assume that the reality will be 
perceived through the locals’ acts and behaviours. During the data collection phase, the 
researchers will interact with informants by reciprocal dialogues to construct the perceived 
reality accounts. The patterns, or, theory could be generated throughout the study with the 
cooperation of informants. Hudson and Ozanne (1988) also contend that interpretivists 
cannot have a priori knowledge of many socially-constructed realities and interprevitism 
research is actually a process adapted with the change of perceived realities. Aiming at 
understanding a contemporary hidden phenomenon ‘living with flooding’ in the Mekong 
Delta from the participant’s point of view and everyday practices, whom directly involves 
the phenomenon, the interpretivist approach will be adopted as the appropriate approach 
for this study.  
3.1.3 Influences from Vietnamese culture of water 
In this study, relevant Vietnamese thoughts are identified in response to the 
researcher’s epistemological assumptions of how the phenomenon ‘living with flooding’ in 
the Mekong Delta can be understood and described. They involve the thought of water in 
Vietnamese philosophy and the different approaches to cope with flooding in Vietnam, 
which characterise the specificity of social practices to flooding in Vietnam. In Vietnamese 
thinking, ‘water’ is an essential concept, which symbolises fortune and wisdom. The term 
‘country’ in Vietnamese is literally presented as ‘đất nước’ which is the combination of two 
components ‘đất’ (land) and ‘nước’ (water). Shortly and popularly, ‘country’ is called ‘nước’ 
in everyday language. Historically, the Vietnamese landscape has had strong connection 
with lakes, rivers, long coastline, and wet-rice fields, which has generated a 4000 years 
history of water – related culture and civilisation (‘văn minh lúa nước’ – wet-rice 
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civilisation). In two ancient maps of Vietnam in 1490 and 1840, water element was 
illustrated dominantly with land in the interweaving of waterways and mountain peaks. 
There have taken two regionally different approaches to water in the Northern and 
the Southern regions of Vietnam. The Northern approach regarding water is also influenced 
by Feng Shui, a traditional Chinese philosophy and technology of site selection which has 
more than 3,000 years of history (Han, 2001). That is a well-known theory in Vietnam with 
the Vietnamese name ‘Phong Thuỷ’. It is literally meant as ‘wind – water’ with the 
philosophical base intended to achieve a harmonisation amongst heaven, earth and 
humanity, furthermore, to express the oriental human sensibleness and attitude toward 
nature (Han, 2001; Hong, Song & Wu, 2007; Mak & Thomas Ng, 2005; Wu, 2011). Feng Shui 
theory is not a scientific theory; rather, it is a set of empirical principles that strongly 
influence place making (Hong et al., 2007; Mak & Thomas Ng, 2005; Wu, 2011). It provides 
an understanding about geophysics and land morphology to evaluate land and select a 
harmonised location for human settlements, which places special reverence on water and 
the relation of settlement to it (Hong et al., 2007).  In the Form school, which is one of two 
Feng Shui’s schools, water flows are allowed through or to bypass the site. Water is the 
most preferable feature in the practice with the interpretation of flow of water, 
recommended to have water on the South of the site, and the watercourse should be calm 
and smooth and not be fast or straight. Water is also an important indicator of good Feng 
Shui through the concept Ch’i – an energy that cannot be seen, touched, tasted, or smelled 
– which requires strict principles in order to identify, control, and create. The ancient 
Chinese believed that Ch'i is accumulated by water that pervades every element in the 
cosmos and is the beginning of all life (Han, 2001). The thought of Feng Shui contributes to 
constitute the water-related perception of Northern people in site selection, interior 
arrangement, and landscaping principles, and also provides rigorous view assumed as 
‘controlling not adapting’ in coping with water in general.  
However, Feng Shui has not played a strict role in everyday practices of local 
residents, particularly the Southern people who live in the Mekong Delta. Unlike other 
areas in Vietnam, the Mekong Delta territory is intertwined by a dense grid of rivers and 
canals. ‘Thủy chân lạp’ (Water Chenla) is the ancient name of the Mekong Delta, which 
sketched a historical image about a swampy and flooded land (Them, 2013). Under the 
influences of annual flooding season during approximately five months, the boundary 
between two concepts ‘water’ and ‘land’ is blurred, even becoming non- existent. As 
described in the memoirs of a French historian Fourniau Charles in his visit to Ca Mau 
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province in 1978, the Mekong Delta is always outlined by those utterances: “half land half 
water region”, “where land and water blending”, or “where the frontier between land and 
water is undistinguished” (Them, 2013, p. 3921). Therefore, it is hard to apply any rigorous 
principles to deal with this kind of environment. The local residents prefer to live near 
waterways where they cultivate their everyday practices, experience, knowledge, and 
culture. There is a ‘floating approach’ existing in everyday life of Deltaic people which 
applies in a variety of aspects of social life with floating-water season, floating rice, floating 
breeding, floating village, floating house, floating restaurant, floating clinic, and floating 
market (Them, 2013). The understanding about water in the Mekong Delta consequently is 
not only about water itself but also is the interplay and interchange between water and 
land under the thought ‘land and water as one’. The local philosophy ‘living with flooding’ 
has been experienced and practiced by Deltaic people for many generations. It influences 
the ontology and epistemology of the researcher in understanding and exploring the 
contemporary phenomenon ‘living with flooding’ in a Deltaic waterfront community in this 
study with its complexity of current issues of flooding, climate change, and flood-control 
policies. This then constitutes the reasons for specifically addressing a Deltaic approach in 
this study. 
3.2 RESEARCH STRATEGY FOR STUDY 
This work is primarily about community capacity in everyday life that various social 
actors construct the phenomenon of ‘living with flooding’ in a waterfront community in the 
Mekong Delta. At the same time, the meanings of patterns about social space are the 
researcher’s initial assumption of what everyday practices might mean within places in the 
flooding context. For guiding a social research to constitute the nature of the research 
ontology to the research outcomes, Blaikie (2010) four research strategies including 
inductive, deductive, retroductive and abductive. In general, inductive and abductive 
research strategies are aimed at answering ‘what’ questions in order to understand and 
describe physical and social patterns. ‘What’ question is appropriate to this study because 
so little works have been done in Deltaic landscape research. According to Yu (1994), 
abductive research strategy is the conceptual understanding of a phenomenon,  inductive 
approach is the quantitative verification, and deductive approach develops a testable 
hypothesis. Shortly, “abduction creates, deduction explicates, and induction verifies”.  
Abductive research is the process to observe the world with appropriate categories 
that emerge from the internal structure of meanings such as ‘living with flooding’. 
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According to Blaikie (2010), the abductive approach investigates the social world of the 
social actors engaging their construction of reality, their own ways to conceptualise and 
give meaning to their social world, and their tacit knowledge which could be discovered 
from social actor accounts. In this study, the abductive strategy involves constructing 
patterns that are grounded in everyday activities and the language of participants. Yu 
(1994) also agrees that abductive research looks for patterns in a phenomenon and suggest 
a research concept.  As the goal of the abductive approach is to investigate the data, 
perceive a pattern, and examine a plausible concept based on categories, data will be 
collected in an iterative manner to answer the theoretical questions, and then the research 
question’s answer will be achieved (Blaikie, 2010). It is a hermeneutic process in which the 
researcher perceive the meanings of everyday language, meditates between the particular 
everyday language and some version of technical language in order to produce concepts 
related to the research topic. As assumed by Blaikie (2010), in the hermeneutic tradition, 
the researcher works ‘bottom-up’ by adopting the learner position, not the expert. The 
abductive approach will be considered as the key research strategy to understand and 
describe the activities and meanings generated in the flooding context of Deltaic people in 
a waterfront community, and then deriving the patterns and concepts in the changing of 
the social order. 
Inductive research is the process to build abstractions or theory from patterns of 
individual everyday practices. In social research, both abductive and inductive approaches 
can be used to generalise descriptive regularities or patterns from data. However, inductive 
research strategy involves establishing descriptions and generalisations from patterns, then 
network of generalisations is considered to be a theory(Blaikie, 2010) (figure 3-1). In this 
study, the capacity housing forms and community are considered to perceive through the 
interpretation of social space, vulnerability, and adaptive capacity in physical and social 
settings, which are established and described by the abductive approach. The knowledge of 
the study generalised into an abductive and inductive approach is interpreted through a 
hermeneutic tradition process of describing and understanding the everyday accounts to 
identify social patterns. 
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Figure 3-1: Graphic overview of research strategies(Blaikie, 2010). 
 
The logic of abduction and induction is the reverse of the deduction, which produces, 
borrows, or invents the theory at the outset rather than at the outcome of the research. 
The deductive approach could be seen as the ‘top-down’ strategy (Blaikie, 2010) which 
requires a process of theoretical works before data are collected, then focuses on testing 
the initial theory rather than understanding the social phenomenon. It is also the process 
from the more general propositions to the more specific conclusions while abductive and 
inductive approach move from specific accounts to broader generalisations and theories to 
understand the phenomenon. Therefore, the abductive and inductive approaches are 
considered as the more appropriate research strategies to this study, where little is known 
theoretically about the phenomenon of social space and social practices in relation to living 
with flooding.  
To address the first two research questions, this study looks at hidden or tacit 
patterns in how Deltaic inhabitants view and understand their part of the world. Taking the 
perspective of interpretivism, an abductive approach helps to construct theoretical 
accounts from a housing typology and locals’ daily activities in flooding circumstances. The 
researcher assembles the phenomenon of ‘living with flooding’ in the Deltaic waterfront 
community, and then reinterprets socio-spatial data in the emerging accounts. The 
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plausible accounts about ‘social space’ and ‘flood-related stress’ are interpreted and 
revealed by assessing the reality of built environment and everyday practices in waterfront 
communities. In the process of generalisation of spatial and social accounts, daily activities 
in indoor spaces of a flood-related context are also analysed iteratively to identify the 
‘vulnerability’ and ‘adaptive capacity’ accounts in housing types and individuals. That 
process, according to Blaikie (2010, p. 156), produces the results of “a dialogue between 
data and theory mediated” to generalise theoretically how Deltaic people interact with 
flooding in the third research question.  With the third research question, the inductive 
strategy will be adopted to deeply explore the meanings of social space, social vulnerability, 
and adaptive capacity as outlined from the two first research questions and build new 
theory based on those concepts. The question requires sufficient data about physical and 
social patterns generalised for analysis, generate conceptual patterns, and then, construct 
the theory about the resilience of social practices.  
3.3 CRITIQUE OF ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGIES 
Methodology emerges from various disciplines and research paradigms (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2011). Creswell (cited in Scotland, 2012) suggests that interpretive methodologies 
focus on an understanding of a phenomenon from an individual’s perspective, as well as 
investigating the interaction between individuals and the historical and cultural contexts. 
Tesch (1990) indicates that at least twenty-six different kinds of approaches could be 
applied to interpretive research within which the scholars’ fundamental interests might be 
discouraged. Four groups of methodologies are useful in addressing the objectives of this 
study. The ‘outline’ format of the research interest groups is listed as follows: (1) the 
characteristics of language; (2) the discovery of regularities; (3) the comprehension of the 
meaning of text or action; and (4) reflection. Each group requires differing procedures and 
analytical works. For instance, group (1) uses content analysis, discourse analysis, 
ethnoscience, ethnography of communication, structural ethnography, symbolic 
interactionism, and ethnomethodology. Group (2) deals with the identified and categorised 
elements, engaging grounded theory, transcendental realism, ethnographic content 
analysis, event structure analysis, and ecological psychology. The remaining groups are 
concerned with identification of regularities, uses phenomenography, qualitative 
evaluation, action research, collaborative inquiry, critical/emancipatory research, holistic 
ethnography, educational ethnography, and naturalistic inquiry as the qualitative 
methodology. Through the lens of interpretivism and the purpose to understand social 
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patterns and regularities, some dominant methodologies might be considered to adopt 
with this research epistemology paradigm including ethnomethodology, ethnography, 
phenomenology, and phenomenography (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Marton, 1981; Tesch, 
1990). These groups of methodologies assist in understanding the world through how social 
action and order are accomplished, although, under different research of ontologies and 
epistemologies. The following table highlights definitions and some of key theorists of each 
methodology (table 3-1).  
Table 3-1: Overview of research methodologies and key theorists. 
Methodologies Definitions 
Authors/Key 
theorists 
Ethnography 
A theoretical framework for description and 
interpretation of a cultural or social group through 
analysing its practices and beliefs to explore the 
nature of particular social phenomena. 
Creswell (1998) 
Tesch (1990) 
Atkinson and 
Hammersley (1994) 
Ethnomethodology 
An empirical study that concern not only how 
individuals represent the everyday social world but 
also give sense to their daily social interactions 
Garfinkel (1967) 
 
Phenomenography 
A research method for conceptually mapping 
qualities of a phenomenon in which people 
experience, conceptualise, perceive, and understand 
through contextual analysis. Phenomenographers 
focus on how people experience a given 
phenomenon, not study a given phenomenon. 
Marton (1981) 
Tesch (1990) 
 
Phenomenology 
A philosophical method that focuses on the same 
object with phenomenography: the human 
experience. However, the philosophers are engaged 
in investigating their own experience. 
Marton (1981) 
Urban morphology  
The study of human settlement form within its 
formation process through the approach that the 
form as organism of tangible results of social and 
economic forces. 
Conzen 
Whitehand  
Moudon (1997) 
 
 It is essential to clarify the methodologies and methods to be relevant with the 
proposed research objectives and research strategies. The appropriate methodologies 
should be related with the requirement to understand the patterns, regularities, and 
meanings of phenomenon ‘living with flooding’ in the Mekong Delta of this study, without 
engaging in investigating the researcher’s experience. The requirement of understanding 
patterns is not only in the social aspect but also in the physical built environment, which 
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could be captured from everyday practices within related spaces. Therefore, an approach 
that combines methodologies in social inquiry and physical space reading is required.  
3.3.1 Phenomenology or phenomenography 
To study a phenomenon, both phenomenology and phenomenography approach 
require attempting to understand and acknowledge their variety in order to apply for 
understanding contributions. Phenomenology is the systematic investigation of subjectivity, 
which aims to study the world as it appears in and through consciousness (Husserl, 2012; 
Tesch, 1990). Edmund Husserl, who is father of the phenomenology movement, insists that 
the study of consciousness must be very different from the study of nature. And the 
phenomenology seeks to clarify the sense of the world as it actually exists, without denying 
the existence of the real world. He argues that the insights could be emerged from a study 
of experiences through the phenomenology as the science of consciousness and 
phenomenon (Husserl, 2012). Phenomenology is considered as a philosophical method that 
focuses on the object: the human experience (Marton, 1981).  
As phenomenology, the object of the phenomenography researches is the variation of 
human experience of the world (Marton, 1981) in which experiencing a phenomenon as a 
certain way of being aware of something (Limberg, 2000). Phenomeography is defined as a 
research method for conceptually mapping qualities of a phenomenon in which people 
experience, conceptualise, perceive, and understand through contextual analysis. Marton 
(1981) points out three important aspects of phenomenographical point of view. Firstly, 
taking ‘phenomenography’ thought that means we could only access the world through 
experience. It cannot be “separated that which is experienced from the experienced per se” 
(ibid. p.180). Secondly, phenomenology is fundamentally methodological, while 
phenomenography is ‘substance – oriented’. Marton uses the instance between two 
propositions: “the phenomenology of political power” and “the phenomenography of 
political power”. The first one refers to something arriving at concerning political and the 
second one refers to anything about how people perceive, experience, and conceptualise 
political power. Lastly, Marton assumes that the phenomenography deals with both the 
conceptual and the experiential of which relating to the world around, while the 
pheononmelogical investigation describe what the world looks like without having to learn 
how to see it or how to experience a lived world with everyday existence. Eventually, 
phenomenographers focus on how people experience a given phenomenon, not to study a 
given phenomenon (Marton, 1981, 1986; Tesch, 1990). Unlike in phenomenology, the 
phenomenographers are not engaged in investigating their own experiences (Marton, 
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Qualitative evaluation, 
action research, 
collaborative research, 
critical/ emancipator 
research 
The discovery of regularities 
Identification (and categorization) 
of elements, and exploration of 
their connections 
Discerning of patterns 
Transcendental 
realism 
Event 
structure 
analysis 
Grounded 
theory 
Ethnographic 
content 
analysis 
Ecological 
psychology 
In 
conceptualization 
As deficiencies, 
ideologies 
As culture 
As 
socialization 
Phenomenography 
Holistic 
ethnography 
Educational 
ethnography, 
naturalistic 
inquiry 
1981). Phenomenograpy appears in Tesch’s tree diagram about the discovery of 
regularities, which is one of four major research interests, as stated previously. The diagram 
is illustrated with two significant branches: identification (and categorisation) of elements, 
and exploration of their connections; and discerning of patterns (figure 3-2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2: Graphic overview of qualitative research type, the discovery of regularities 
(Tesch, 1990, p. 63). 
 
The right side of the diagram shows the type of research in which the patterns are 
discerned in the data. Tesch (1990) considers perceiving patterns under four enquiries: in 
conceptualisation, as deficiencies ideologies, as culture, and as socialisation. Aiming to 
understand the phenomenon through physical and social patterns of local residents in their 
daily practices, the research focuses on the patterns, which could be perceived by capturing 
the local culture and conceptions of locals’ everyday practices. One branch of the diagram 
outlined a type of research: pheonomenography that explores patterns in conceptualisation 
within which to view regularities as a system of conceptual order. It is perceived here that 
Tesch takes phenomenography to a level where understanding the social patterns is 
through conceptualisation. It is more toward the insightful description where the structure 
is constituted in the commonalities of data. Her explanation of patterns as the structure is 
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constituted in the commonalities of data which produce certain patterns repeat across 
data” (Tesch, 1990). Phenomenography, therefore, helps this research to reveal the 
fundamental pattern of the phenomenon which will be explored as a complementary 
methodology to constitute the deep study about individual social actors of the context, 
combining with an anthropological approach could be necessary to this end.  
3.3.2 Ethnography or ethnomethodology 
Garfinkel (1967), who is firstly coined the term ‘ethnomethodology’ in 1954, frames 
the conception of ethnomethodology as the study of everyday activities focusing on the 
procedures used to account for actions in a given context. Epistemologically 
phenomenology focuses on how participants ‘do’ their social life, and documents that are 
distinctly process based on individual perspective and interpretation (Denzin & Lincoln, 
2011). It an empirical study that concern not only how individuals represent the everyday 
social world but also give sense to their daily social interactions (Garfinkel, 1967) by taking 
member’s practical reasoning for what it is (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). However, Garfinkel 
(2002) outlines ethnomethodology as a study of methods, rather than a methodology. 
While discussing the epistemological beliefs underlying ethnomethodology as an 
equivalence between commonplace actions in contexts, Garfinkel mentions “doing, 
recognising, and using ethnographies” in order to identify “the recognisably rational 
properties of … common sense inquiries” within which ethnography is considered as the 
ethnomethodology’s method (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 10). 
Emerging from the field of anthropology in the last quarter of the 19th century, and 
basically being the descriptive method of anthropology, the term ‘ethnography’ is used for 
descriptive accounts of local sets of people who live in colonial situations in the world 
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). In the Greek translation, it is literally and shortly defined as 
“wiring about other people”, such a kind of data collection and reporting (ibid. p.45). Within 
its origin in anthropology where was mainly study exotic culture, ethnography is considered 
as a theoretical framework for description and interpretation of a cultural or social group 
through analysing its practices and beliefs to explore the nature of particular social 
phenomena (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994; Creswell, 2008; Tesch, 1990). Ethnographers 
practically analyse data that involves explicit interpretation of the meanings and functions 
of human actions to explore the nature of particular social phenomena, rather than to test 
hypotheses about them (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994). According to Denzin & Lincoln 
(2011), the very early ethnography researches claimed to describe everyday life from 
outsider as observer, not from the insiders’ view point. In current inquiry, the five basic 
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foundational grounds of qualitative mainstream approach including the disciplinary 
enterprise of social science, the social scientific observer, those who are observed, the 
research report as a text, and the research audience to which that text is addressed are 
required within which, the role of who are observed as insiders is emphasised (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 2011, p. 46). 
As assumed by Tesch (1990),  ethnography also contribute to explore cultural 
patterns involving holistic ethnography as the typical ethnography study, which is outlined 
in one sub-branch of Tesch’s tree diagram (figure 3-2). It recognises a part or all community 
as groups within cultures, which form their distinctive patterns could be described and 
analysed through the belief and practices. Cultural patterns might be real or ideal as the 
contrast might exist between what their realities and their behavioural patterns and 
products imply (Whitehead, 2004). Whitehead also distinguishes two types of cultural 
patterns: explicit culture and tacit culture in which tacit culture produces knowledge that 
motivates particular ideational or behavioural patterns. Within one of the inquiries of this 
study is to understand the patterns: ethnography is more appropriate for applying to 
deeply interpret the transformation in social order through resilience concept capturing 
from the outcome patterns of the daily practicing activities.  
3.4 WHY URBAN MORPHOLOGY IN SOCIAL ENQUIRY? 
Ethnographers are concerned with how social action and order is built up in everyday 
communication with detailed description of place settings (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011).  To 
understand and explore theoretically the physical patterns of place settings within which 
the insiders produce their activities to constitute the social phenomenon, it is necessary to 
involve a methodology that could help the researcher read the physical settings language, 
then draw elements of places settings from the macro-level such as urban form to micro-
level such as housing type and housing indoor space. For consideration, urban morphology 
could be an appropriate approach to understand the human settlements forms, and their 
formation and transformation process through studying patterns of the physical 
phenomenon. However, why urban morphology? And, how does urban morphology 
interweave with others social methodology to understand physically and socially the social 
phenomenon? This section provides the meaning of social space as the different point of 
view approaching physical space using Lefebvre’s theory. It also explores the contribution 
of everyday practice to constitute the life patterns. Adopting those perspectives, urban 
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morphology will be explored in social aspects to clarify the contribution of this approach to 
understand physical and social patterns.  
3.4.1 Reading urban patterns 
The term ‘morphology’ is originally attributed by the German philosopher Goethe 
(1749–1832), who coined it in a biological context (Aronoff & Fudeman, 2011; Kropf, 2009). 
Its etymology is Greek: morph- means ‘shape, form’, and morphology is the study of form or 
forms. According to the Merriam-Webster Unabridged Dictionary, morphology is a study of 
the structure or form of something. In biology, morphology refers to the study of the form 
and structure of organisms, and in geology it refers to the study of the configuration and 
evolution of land forms (Aronoff & Fudeman, 2011). Goethe emphasises the whole of 
organism and the external and internal forms as the product of a process of formation and 
transformation (Bloch, 1952; Kropf, 2009).   
Urban morphology was established as an organised field of study at the end of the 
nineteenth century by the pioneer the geographer Otto Schlüter (Whitehand, 2007), 
reasons from the contribution of European scholars committed to building a methodology 
that supports the study of physical and spatial structure of cities. From the beginning, the 
early works of urban morphology provides the conceptual foundations of research on urban 
landscapes fundamentally based on geography (Whitehand, 2007; Whitehand, 1992). As   
the acknowledgement that cities are shaped from a variety of forces, it is natural to accept 
urban morphology as an interdisciplinary field. The term urban morphology is briefly 
defined as: 
- the study of the city forms (Gauthier, 2005); 
- the study of space and its expression in cities (Vance, 1990, p. 11); 
- the discipline that studies the process of city building and its products (Brown & 
Duguid, 2001).  
This section provides the essential understanding about urban morphology and its aspects. 
It also considers the reciprocal relationship between urban morphological characteristics 
and social practices and how to explore the patterns of social perspective by an urban 
morphology approach.   
3.4.2 Approaches from urban morphology’s schools of thought 
By mid- and later-twentieth century, the foundations of urban morphology were 
gradually being built, to elaborate theories for the understanding of built environment and 
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the relation between its elements, through three different schools of thought: English, 
Italian and French. The general approach that all schools have in common is to develop 
typologies of urban form at different scales (Marcus & Colding, 2011), but each school has 
different morphological theory building due to the varied original motivation for this work 
from different founder’s discipline (Moudon, 1997). The English school is developed by 
geographers, which had the descriptive approach to explain phenomena originally in the 
micro-scale geography of settlements and the subsequent development of Town-Plan 
Analysis. The founders of the Italian school are architects who were interested in the 
building types and developing theories of architectural design, building design, and city 
design. Lastly, the French school consisted of architects who were actually interested in 
urbanism, and of sociologists that had been central in research on the relation between 
space and society (Cataldi, Maffei & Vaccaro, 2002; Marcus & Colding, 2011; Moudon, 
1997; Whitehand, 2001).   
As examined by research traditions from the British, Italian and French schools, forms 
of the urban pattern is used to capture the empirical reality of the city, and to study 
intricate details of such forms (Gauthier & Gilliland, 2006). In the study of urban form, 
according to Moudon (1997, p. 8), the English school focuses on descriptive and 
explanation purpose to develop a theory of city building to answer the question how cities 
are built and why; the Italian school concentrates on prescriptive purpose to develop a 
theory of city design to answer question how cities should be built; and the French school 
states the impact of past design theories on city building and concerns about what should 
be built and what has actually been built . In the thinking about built landscape, the Italian 
school provides a theoretical foundation for planning and design within traditional 
buildings; the British school offers the approach to study how the built landscape is 
produced; while the French school contributes a new scholarly field to combine built 
landscape study with a critical assessment of design theory (Moudon, 1997).  
Notwithstanding the differences between disciplines and languages, three schools in 
urban morphology have common findings they It emphasise studying on the spatial 
dimension at different scales - the lot or the parcel and the buildings found on it - are key 
elements of urban form (Moudon, 1997; Noizet, 2009) and the relationship of the 
development of urban forms to social, demographic, economic and political change (Noizet, 
2009).  As this study is chiefly concerned with the understanding of urban pattern and 
social practices of locals in the Deltaic waterfront communities through housing typology 
and everyday practices, more attention is given to the Italian and French schools.   
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The Italian school of urban morphology was founded in the 1950s by Muratori 
(Moudon, 1997), who places the foundation of a typomorphological approach into the 
analysis of urban forms in architecture and town planning (Noizet, 2009).  This approach 
understands the structure of the cities based on building typology as the fundamental of 
urban analysis that set out a unique theory that defines all aspects of the human 
environment (Kropf, 2009; Liao, 2012). It also informs the architectural and urban scheme 
by examining its detailed structure and the historical process of its formation (Kropf, 2009). 
Caniggia, an architect and an urbanist, who was one of Muratori’s assistants, provides the 
best representation of typological approach to urban morphology (Kropf, 2009). He 
develops Muratori’s concept about building related hierarchy of different levels (scale) by 
working on urban tissues. He distinguishes built objects to four scales: (1) building, (2) 
group of buildings (building fabric), (3) city, and (4) the region (territory). These objects are 
affected by planning and design works and studied from the smallest scale of single building 
to the scale of territory (Cataldi et al., 2002; Liao, 2012). To continue from previous studies, 
Catadi and his assistants investigate the unexplored series of primitive architecture based 
on the general tabulation hypothesis of typological processes (Cataldi et al., 2002). The 
contribution of the second-generation typologists revolves around few key aspects which 
conceptualise the built environment as a complex system of interrelated elements; or a 
dynamic system; or as a system is characterised by relative autonomy.  In which, they 
acknowledge that the built environment is a social construct (Gauthier, 2005). Moudon 
(2009; 1997) states the fundamental contrast between the contribution of Italian school 
and Conzen’s approach. One offers a renewed theoretical foundation for urban planning 
and design, while one considers developing theories of urbanisation, of how cities come 
about.  
This study is concerned with the schema of component subdivisions that forms a 
hierarchy: elements, structures of elements, systems of structures, and organisms of 
systems which is indicated by Caniggia and Maffei (cited in Kropf, 2009). While applying this 
schema to towns, buildings (or housing) are indicated as elements, the structure of 
elements is an urban pattern, and the combination of patterns are taken together to form 
the organism of the town (Kropf, 2009). According to Caniggia and Maffei, the forms are 
identified as types and conceived as cultural entities rooted in the local process of cultural 
development. They also identify the following distinct aspects of urban form (as cited in 
Kropf, 2009, p. 112): 
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- physical form;  
- function/use;  
- the idea of the building or form;  
- the act of construction/modification;  
- the cultural process of derivation and/or development/change.  
The French school emerged in the late 1960s concentrated in the Versailles School 
with the early inspiration is attributed to the sociologist and philosopher Henri Lefebvre. It 
is believed that contemporary architecture and urban planning should turn to the 
pre‐modern city for theoretical inspiration (Moudon, 1997). Like the Italian school, the 
French school addressed issues of modernism’s failures and the reaction against 
modernism approach particularly its rejection of history (Darin, 1998; Moudon, 1997). This 
school follows the Italian school’s philosophy, however, with socially involving the French 
morphologists. They develop the dialectical relationship between built space and social 
space much more than the Italians do – in effect; they take a more balanced approach. 
Consequently, the approach to typomorphology not only focuses on issue of urban design 
and geography but also integrates social science perspectives (Moudon, 1997).  
This study focuses on the housing type in the Deltaic waterfront communities as the 
fundamental element to understand the structure of urban patterns, and then, the social 
practices through daily activities related to functions of various indoors spaces in different 
housing types. The functions of the different types of forms at the different levels in the 
hierarchy are referred which are initially conceived and developed to satisfy a particular 
human needs or desire (Kropf, 2009).  
3.4.3 Externalist approach and social aspect in urban morphology 
With the aim to improve the intelligibility in the theoretical urban morphology field 
which involves researchers from a wide diversity of disciplinary, linguistic and cultural 
backgrounds, two distinct approaches in morphological theory are classified: internalist and 
externalist. This level of classification relates to a contribution’s epistemological stance 
with respect to urban form. Gauthier (2006) terms internalist and externalist contribution 
in conferring to urban form. Internalist approach considers urban form as an independent 
system, while externalist regards urban form as a passive product of various external 
determinants such as political, anthropological, geographical, economic, historical, and 
perceptual determinants. Gauthier (2005, p. 88) also uses the term ‘social’ as a broad 
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manner that covers all the external determinants above and argued that architectural and 
urban forms are a product of their society. Lefebvre (1991), who is the most significant 
philosopher for urban morphology, points out one of the propositions that every society 
produces it own appropriated space. It is arguable that urban morphology needs to focus 
on the key issues how and why a society contrives to produce its space (Lefebvre & 
Nicholson-Smith, 1991; Mugavin, 1999). Lefebvre epistemologically conceptualises space as 
‘social space’ with the clause: “(social) space is (social) product” to discuss the relationship 
between built space and social space as a dialectic between urban form and social action 
(1991).  
Within the definition of urban morphology as “the study of the city as human 
habitat”, Moudon (1997) states the city as human habitat which is the accumulation and 
the integration of individuals and groups actions. According to Vance, cities are examined 
"to see how people have used them and what physical demands have been made on them 
and what this tells us about the location of these, the largest intimately integrated 
institutions and the greatest of human physical artifacts" (Vance, 1990, p. 10). Kropf (2009) 
refers the use of morphology within sphere of human settlements. Although informed by 
different disciplines and philosophical traditions, and shared the common internalist 
perspective, the theoretical framework of three urban morphology schools places the social 
aspect in the built form transformation (Gauthier, 2005; Gauthier & Gilliland, 2006). 
Gauthier (2005, p. 88) assumes that “every morphological transformation is humanly 
produced” within which architectural and urban forms are the product of their society. In 
the study about aspects of urban form, Kropf (2009) reviews various approaches to urban 
morphology such as the spatial analytical approach, the configurational approach, the 
process typological approach (Muratorian tradition), and the historico-geographical 
approach (Conzenian tradition) to figure out four broad types of aspect and eleven logically 
distinct general aspects of urban form as followings:  
Spatial relations of physical features:  natural physical form; built physical form.  
Interrelations between humans and physical features: social and economic context; 
use/function/activity; control; intention; construction; perception.  
Flows: natural; human.  
Change: formation/transformation/cyclical change. 
In which, the flow perception is mentioned in “The Good City Form” of Kevin Lynch 
theoretical to highlight the respect of form to use. Lynch defines the settlement form as 
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“the spatial arrangement of persons doing things, the resulting spatial flows of persons, 
goods and information, and the physical features which modify space in some way 
significant to those actions, including enclosures, surfaces, channels, ambiences and 
objects” (1981, p. 48). The ‘persons doing things’ and ‘flows of persons’ is referred in the 
relationship with the space that accommodates the activity (Kropf, 2009; Merton, 1972). In 
the Kropf ’s summary of urban form’s aspects, water also is one of natural flows that 
involves to facilitate the complex of urban form understanding (2009). Kropf suggests to 
consider in more detail at the individual aspects, comparing them and investigating their 
interrelationships in order to identify the playing role in the processes of formation and 
transformation of urban form (2009). From the perspective of the social sciences, urban 
morphology approaches the city not as artefact, but as organism, which the focus is on the 
physical world as the result of dynamic social and economic forces (Moudon, 1997).  
3.5 METHODOLOGY INTEGRATION 
3.5.1 Social space in Lefebvre’s theory 
The following section is concerned with three aspects of Lefebvre’s work: firstly, how 
the social space is explored; secondly, the user of space; and lastly, the organisation of 
social space in urbanism. The English translation of “The Production of Space” published in 
1991 produces a theoretical concept of space and a conceptual framework of social space 
and reveals clues about “the processes by which people produce space and are influenced 
by space in everyday life” (Carp, 2008, p. 130). Lefebvre shapes a variety of disciplines, 
which can be applied to understand social aspects in space and how the space interprets 
the social practices. The understanding from Lefebvre helps to explore the involvement of 
social space in urbanism in order to seek an appropriate urbanism approach for Deltaic 
region in this work.  
Social practices in space 
As a Marxist, Lefebvre’s concept of production is relevant to the philosophical 
opposition between ‘subject’ and ‘object’ by which, production organises a sequence of 
actions with a object to be produced. According to Stanek (2008), Lefebvre follows Marx’s 
theorisation of labour as a concrete abstraction to indicate space as an “abstraction which 
became true in practice”. In the book “The product of space,” Lefebvre discusses the 
intertwined relationship among physical, mental, and social spaces under the concerning 
about means of production between space and society. He explores space within a variety 
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of social contexts to claim that different types of spaces in society are constituted from 
different modes of production. Every society and therefore, the understanding about space 
regarding Lefebvre’s theory is not only simply reading spaces in different codes, but also 
exploring the process by which the spaces are produced. This process is drawn through the 
triad of spaces by which space actively participates in the process of constructing social 
hierarchy practices. Lefebvre categorises three concepts of spatial spaces linking with what 
the space is perceived, conceived, and lived.  
1. Spatial practice (perceived space) is the space revealed through “the 
deciphering of its space” which prefers to the production and 
reproduction (Lefebvre & Nicholson-Smith, 1991, p. 38). Within 
perceived space, the close link between daily reality and urban reality is 
embodied with daily reality as daily routine and urban reality as “the 
routes and networks that link up the places set aside for work, ‘private’ 
life and leisure” (p.38).  
2. Representations of space (conceived space) are the conceptualised 
space of planners, urbanist, scientists, etc. which are “tied to the 
relations of production and to the ‘order’ which those relations impose, 
and hence to knowledge, to signs, to codes, and to ‘frontal’ relations” 
(p.33). The representations of space are abstract, which “established 
relations between objects and people in represented space” (p.41). 
They “intervene in and modify spatial textures which are informed by 
effective knowledge and ideology” (p.42) such as “the space of today’s 
planners” (p.45). They have “substantial role and specific influence in 
the production of space” (1991:42) that to be the “dominant space in 
any society” (p.39).  
3. Representational space (lived space) is described as the space of 
‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’. It is directly lived through “its associated 
images and symbols” and “overlays physical space, making symbolic 
use of its objects” (p.39). These are the lived experiences that emerge 
as a result of the dialectical relation between spatial practice and 
representations of spaces.   
Carp (2008) particularises the triad of spaces, which refer to the standpoint of lived 
experience such as human activities, sensations, thoughts, imaginations, and attitudes 
(table 3-2). The conceptual triad helps recognise and represent aspects of everyday life that 
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are hidden and dominated by mainstream practices and perceptions (Carp, 2008). Among 
three spatial concepts, the spatial practice manifests how user’s everyday activities process 
the production of social spaces. Throughout of this process, the social relations and new 
social meanings of certain spaces are produced and reproduced. According to Carp (2008), 
the perceiving dimension of spatial practice refers to traceable patterns (collective rhythms, 
individual routines, incidental deviations) that manifest the socio-spatial patterns of a given 
location. The physical space is experienced with its tangible, textured, visible, audible, 
olfactory, by moving around, within, over, through, or under it. At the same time, physical 
space is perceived by human individuals senses—seen, felt, smelled, heard and 
manipulated (Carp, 2008).  He contends that spatial practices are not actually separable 
from representations of space or from lived experience. This makes application of the 
entire conceptual triad into a ‘real world’ social space both difficult and useful.  
Table 3-2: Lefebvre’s conceptual triad represented by Carp (2008). 
Field 
Aspects of triad 
(Physical space/Experience)  
Examples 
Physical 
Spatial practice 
Routes, destinations, way-finding, 
modes of transport 
Perceived space 
Smelling, seeing, hearing, tasting, 
touching, moving, attending, 
dissociating 
Mental 
Representations of space 
Plans, discourses, concepts, methods, 
models, theories, academic disciplines 
Conceived space 
Thinking, reflecting, systematising, 
ideating, imagining, interpreting, 
measuring, categorising 
Social 
Representational space 
Home, graveyard, festival, family farm, 
office, public monument, nature, bed 
Lived space 
Living ‘in the moment’, loving, fearing, 
creating, witnessing, finding, 
intersubjectivity, joining in, recognising 
limits, remembering 
 
Subjects of space  
In reality, social space incorporates social actions within which, the subjects are 
collective and individual. These subjects shape the space engaging their point of view about 
“their at once vital and mortal space” within which they develop, give expression, 
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encounter prohibitions, perish, and grave (Lefebvre, 1991, p.34). The meaning of space is 
embedded by sense, practice, and experiences of ‘subjects’ who are insiders of a group, 
class, or society. In fact, “group, classes or fractions of classes cannot constitute 
themselves, or recognises on another, as ‘subject’ unless they generate (or produce) a 
space” (p.416). As emphasised in many pages of the book, because space is considered as a 
production of practice, the process to produce the space must be revealed the 
understanding or knowledge about social practices and insiders’ point of view. Within the 
conception of perceived, conceived, and lived spaces, ‘subjects’ are identified through their 
lived activities and their interpreting the space to perform their social interactions. The 
spatial practice (or perceived space) regards inhabitants activities in their certain spaces 
while the representations of space (or conceived space) referred to are “the space of 
scientists, planners, urbanist, technocratic subdividers and social engineers, as of a certain 
type of artist with a scientific bent—all of whom identify what s lived and what is perceived 
with what is conceived” (p.38). The works of artists, poets, photographers, or filmmaker 
could be engaged to the representational space to perform the spaces of imagination, 
which open much of possible thinking about spaces. The space of users is, according to 
Lefebvre, not a represented or conceived space, but a lived and concrete space. In a 
transitional description, the concrete space is diversified by the use of “semi-public, semi-
private, meeting places, pathways and passageways” (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 363). Space is 
appropriated with “fixed, semi-fixed, movable or vacant” solutions in the display of 
furniture (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 363). 
Organisational triad of spaces in urbanism   
According to Carp (2008),  the Lefebvre’s conceptual triad explained in the previous 
section is a analytical tool to bridge the relation between professional planning-related 
knowledge and individual place-making initiative. Carp indicates that the conceptual triad 
of space could be interpreted, adapted, and applied as a method of inquiry to various 
formal and informal planning processes by organising their dimensions as they take form in 
concrete situations and places. As social space, the place is represented as physical lived 
and practiced experiences (spatial practice/perceived space); a mental interpreting idea and 
plan (representation of space/conceived space); and social living moments of immediate 
experience (representational space/lived space) (Carp, 2008; Lefebvre & Nicholson-Smith, 
1991; Stanek, 2008).   
Spatial practices/perceived space is recognised and categorised through people 
patterns of movement, within which, the understanding of places depends on the everyday 
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using of space (daily routine). The various spatial practice/perceived space lead to the 
differences of representations of space/conceived space to explore how people think about 
the conceived spaces, which are designed, constructed, and modified by designers and 
urban planners (Carp, 2008). The patterns of spatial practice, as Carp suggested, at a large 
enough scale, will become abstract representations that are informed to planning strategy 
and intervention of professional design and development (Carp, 2008).  
Representations of space/conceived space is indicated by Carp (2008) as  mental 
interpretations of physical space which “refer to the activities of thinking, imagining, 
reflecting on an idea, analysing, planning, developing” and “link to tools, methods, systems, 
discourses, models, images, and strategies” (p.134). This type of space is acted officially by 
planning and design professionals as the predominantly activity of “scientists, planners, 
urbanists, technocratic subdividers and social engineers" (Lefebvre & Nicholson-Smith, 
1991, p. 38). Ideas and concepts involve representations of space/conceived space in varied 
forms: transportation models, private and public development plans, design guidelines, 
pattern books, or land use regulations. Carp also mentions about the concept of vernacular 
representations of space/ conceived space emerged from “a particular location as a 
practical solution to a socio-spatial problem” (2008, p. 135) involving in planning 
implementation. 
The last aspect of the conceptual triad is representational space/lived space, which is 
defined by lived experience in both mental and physical space from habitants. To the same 
place, it might exist different experiences from whose differences. Carp (2008) indicates 
that places have core values represented by lived experiences of residents, which could be 
difficult to recognise for people who not involve them. It is the reason why these places are 
not easy to inform, conceptualise, and implement change to built environment, although, 
as Lefebvre (1991) described, this space is a powerful social experience. Carp suggest that 
the lived space could be applied in planning discourse, but “inquiry may be more important 
than a determinative conclusion” (p.135).  
The conceptual triad used in this study explores the relationship of social practices of 
Deltaic residents within their homes and communities in order to reveal different social 
spaces under flooded situations. Through stories and everyday practices of users in relation 
to flooding, the perceived space, conceived space, and lived spaces in Deltaic waterfront 
communities could be categorised respectively based on: (a) patterns of movement, daily 
routines; (b) physical urban form and housing design; and (c) individual’s feeling and sense 
experiencing their places. A comprehensive understanding of social space and core values 
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of space in flood-prone waterfront settlement is produced to inform planning 
implementation and development strategies in the Mekong Delta.  
3.5.2 Ethnographically informed phenomenography and urban morphology in the 
process of urbanism 
Based on Deltaic characteristics as well as Deltaic culture, the form of waterfront 
settlement in the Mekong Delta represents and reflects the way local residents present 
their practices and experiences. The social spaces perceived, conceived, and lived by users 
or inhabitants are categorised to inform conceived space generated by professional 
knowledge from urban planners and designers during a process of urbanism. In order to 
explore three aspects of space in Deltaic waterfront communities as prerequisites for 
urbanism study, this section aims to describe ethnographically and phenomenographically 
informed urbanism; as a method used to discover social practices for understanding social 
spaces.    
Crabtree et.al (2000) use ethnomethodologically informed ethnography to the 
process of library design to address some of the problems of interdisciplinary working 
between designers and ethnographers. By observing and describing the phenomena of 
‘everyday life’ independently, it promotes to real world character and context of setting, 
and focus on what people are doing to ensure the development resonates with 
circumstances (Crabtree et al., 2000). In terms of this study, data from long ethnographic 
fieldtrip, which describe everyday life from the insiders’ viewpoints and involve 
interpretation of the meanings and functions of locals’ actions, is achieved 
ethnographically. Ethnographically informed urban morphology is used as an approach to 
site observation and visit locals’ houses. It informs locals’ experiences through their daily 
routines to their certain places achieved from urban morphology, which could recognise 
the perceived space/spatial practice and conceived space/representations of space. While 
urban morphology focuses on the physical place, phenomenography is assumed to deal 
with both the conceptual and the experiential of which relating to the world around, focus 
on how people experience a given phenomenon in that place (Marton, 1981, 1986; Tesch, 
1990). Ethnographically informed phenomenography is used in this study to deeply 
understand locals and their experience to ‘living with flooding’ before categorise different 
conceptions of flooding and ‘living with flooding’ phenomenon in the Mekong Delta. The 
ethnographer approaches and selects participants during a long period of fieldwork for 
phenomenographic interview (table 3-3). 
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Table 3-3: Contribution of ethnographically informed phenomenography, and urban morphology. 
Methodology  Period of method Urbanism  
Ethnography  Long fieldwork  
Local approach by naturally occurring talks  
Users/inhabitants’ daily routines from 
photovoice  recordings 
Perceived space  
Phenomenography  Interview as ethnographer  Lived space  
Urban morphology  Site observation as ethnographer 
House visit as ethnographer 
Conceived space  
3.6 OPERATIONISING THE METHODOLOGY 
3.6.1 Hierarchy of research units 
Lefebvre (1987) claims that the forms, functions, and structures are parameters as 
well as institutions of reality which could come to be constructed multiple systems or 
subsystems. All such systems are under a general law of functionalism. For instance, in 
domain of architecture, three parameters could be seen as local, regional, and national 
architectural styles. The data sources could be categorised in natural social settings as 
micro-social, meso-social, and macro-social (Blaikie, 2010; Lefebvre & Nicholson-Smith, 
1991). In the waterfront society of this study, three components are sorted from micro to 
macro level. These are, respectively, individual, social groups and social order. Individuals 
are the basic social unit of this study, which form the social groups, then constitute social 
order. They provide specific stories and indicators to understand the social patterns of 
groups, from which to explore the meanings and changing of social order. In terms of 
understanding physical settings of the community, housing type, housing cluster, and urban 
form could be seen as three research physical units in the Mekong Delta. Corresponding to 
the hierarchy of research units, three research concepts of vulnerability, adaptive capacity, 
and resilience as well as a conceptual triad of spaces are employed to explore social 
practices and social spaces.  
3.6.2 Methodologies and methods 
Based on the hierarchy of social actors and key concepts, three methodologies and 
six methods will be used to collect, analysis, and interpret data from site study. Site 
observation is made using an urban morphology lens. Naturally occurring talks from an 
ethnographic perspective helps the researcher understand the site and its local residents. 
Documents from urban morphology point of view and unstructured interviews from 
phenomenographic point of view will be used to visualise the physical patterns and social 
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patterns. Lastly, photovoice recordings based on ethnography and house visits based on 
urban morphology, are to be collected at the deepest level from individual’s everyday life in 
indoor/outdoor spaces which are micro units of the in flooding experience.  
The first question will apply an urban morphology perspective to investigate the 
physical pattern in a waterfront community including urban form and housing typology 
under flooded conditions. The external perspective of urban morphology will be applied to 
identify urban form based on physical form, which will be identified from local resident’s 
perspective. This is logical to obtain data about urban form firstly through 
phenomenographic and ethnographic methods. It means that data for this question will be 
collected after assembling data for the second research question, which will use 
phenomenography and ethnography’s methods. The fundamental understanding about 
urban form and housing typology in the waterfront community will be generated from local 
residents’ viewpoints, experiences, knowledge and activities. Based on the abductive 
research strategy, data about housing type, building structure and land use in a waterfront 
neighborhood, will be collected continuously by site observations and documentary 
methods such as photos, sketches and maps.  
The second question will adopt ethnographic and phenomenographic perspectives to 
explore social practices of residents in a waterfront neighbourhood. Data using these 
methodologies capture normal activities and social meanings of people in ‘naturally 
occurring settings’. The purpose of this question is firstly to understand social patterns of a 
waterfront neighbourhood prior to a flooding event. Therefore, the data will be collected 
about social practices of Deltaic people through their everyday accounts, which are likely to 
contain how Deltaic people structure their world. Secondly, data about the urban form of 
this site will be used to answer the first question based on social relations. Data types 
include on site observations, naturally occurring talks, and unstructured interviews. 
Interview is the common data type in most phenomenographic and ethnographic studies 
that is aimed at retrieving rich material about ways of experiencing the phenomenon, 
which is the object of research(Limberg, 2000). The one to one unstructured interviews with 
Deltaic residents will be conducted to deeply explore their social practices and examine the 
data from other types. Beside the interview, naturally occurring talks will be used to create 
a social network between researcher and the Mekong Delta people, and again more 
information about their daily activities. In addition to making site observations, the 
ethnographer as urbanist will play a role as an observer in a waterfront neighbourhood to 
explore the real local life and livelihood, then will use house visits to investigate the 
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transformation of different indoor spaces to cope with flooding. Photovoice recordings as 
participant diaries are useful in recording all daily events of participants around a particular 
phenomenon and its regularities. It is one of documentary methods types of ethnographic 
research that helps participants record their daily activities in as much detail as possible. 
The third research question combines the use of the three methodologies to 
investigate the disruption of patterns in urban form and social practices when flooding 
occurs. It addresses how resilience in social order during flooding in the Mekong Delta 
might be achieved. Data will be collected to explore the meanings of a phenomenon 
(resilience) and build new theory (social order change) through the patterns of physical and 
social settings. 
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Chapter 4: Methods 
The previous chapter outlined the research strategies and methodologies using in 
this study. Methods were also identified to address the research questions and achieve the 
aim and objectives that were proposed in Chapter One. This chapter demonstrates how 
these methods were applied to the process of data selection, collection, and analysis from 
four months of fieldwork. It comprises: 
- the research design and data gathering as it applies in the three stages of the 
study; 
- the process of selecting the study site in Can Tho city to investigate the 
characteristics of waterfront communities; 
- the process of  approaching and selecting participants in selected waterfront 
communities;  
- the means of sourcing and selecting data for detailed interpretation;  
- the process of data analysis.  
4.1 OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
The data collection, firstly, explores how locals have organised their social space in 
waterfront communities to interact with floods in terms of their daily activities and housing 
forms. Secondly, it focuses on the community capacity to cope with flooding by looking at 
vulnerability and adaptive capacity of both local residents and housing types. To investigate 
urban patterns and housing types, a variety of data collection methods are employed 
including site observations, documentary evidence, and house visits. Naturally occurring 
talks, interviews, and photovoice are used to understand the locals’ flood-related impacts 
and their everyday activities before and during flooding. The three major stages of the data 
collection process are illustrated in the following the order (figure 4-1):  
Stage One: Identifying urban form and housing form of waterfront communities 
The spatial mapping of urban pattern, building uses, and building structures was 
developed from historical photos, documents, satellite maps, photos, and locals’ memories, 
to understand the conceived space of waterfront communities. The other step of housing 
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investigations was house visits, in which the researcher visited interviewees’ houses and 
sketched the floor plans and sections. The data collection was conducted at two key times: 
before and during flooding to explore the housing characteristics and the influence of 
flooding on different housing types. The site and housing survey data were gathered and 
analysed using a set of documents including photos, maps and drawings that provided 
detail information about of the waterfront community form and housing in relation tothe 
river and floods. The conceived space of waterfront communities as well as vulnerability 
and adaptive capacity of housing types were identified through the drawing data and 
interview data.  
Stage Two: Exploring characteristics of local residents in waterfront communities 
Data was collected primarily from local residents’ information and experiences, 
including their issues, thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and motives. These thoughts and 
reflections remain private in accordance with ethical research practices (approval number 
1300000461). Naturally occurring talk with local residents was used to help the researcher 
gain a basic understanding of the site and take part in local social activities. Secondly, one-
to-one unstructured interviews were conducted directly connecting the researcher with 
participants’ lived experiences, issues, and feelings while living under water-related 
environment and flood situations. Analysis of the data was based on the local residents’ 
talk about life, memories, and feelings about flooding communicated to the researcher in 
conversation. Impacts in relation to flooding were analysed by identifying significant 
extracts of dialogue and categorising them according to common feelings communicated in 
the utterances of residents.  
Stage Three: Investigating locals’ daily routines before and during flooding 
This stage explored how people negotiate their issues and daily activities within their 
spaces. The data collection was mostly from participants’ photographic diaries using the 
photovoice method. A number of the previous householders in Stage Two were invited to 
participate in the photovoice activity and were given digital cameras to record: (1) their 
daily activities before and during flooding; and (2) the changes in their indoor and outdoor 
spaces during flooding. These core participants expressed the full representation of the 
‘living with flooding’ phenomenon  in waterfront communities. They demonstrated 
responses to flooding and the water-related environment through their photographs of 
everyday activities. Photographic data was analysed to interpret how householders 
negotiated and continued their daily routines in a submerged situation to reveal their 
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perceived space and to contribute the understanding of adaptability of both locals and 
housing types to flooding.  
 
 
Figure 4-1: An outlined diagram of data collectionstages. 
4.2 SELECTION OF THE STUDY SITE 
4.2.1 Can Tho City – the intersection of water landscape and urbanity 
The selection of an appropriate study site, that enables the researcher to investigate 
the water-related built environment and everyday practices of local residents in waterfront 
communities, is integral for this research. The following criteria were set up to select one 
city in Vietnam to be the study site:  
- the site had to contain the water-based territorial features including natural river 
systems, manmade waterways networks, and the evolution of the local society 
and settlement in relation to water;  
- the site had to be under influence of annual floods;  
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- the site had to be under the government policies to protect the land from 
flooding;  
- the site had to exist some waterfront communities where expressed locals’ daily 
activities in relation to water(river); 
Following previously criteria, it was difficult to find an appropriate Northern city for 
this study as the dyke-based natural and social characteristics that totally control and 
manage water. Cities and provinces in the Mekong Delta in Southern Vietnam were 
considered more suitable within which Can Tho (Cần Thơ) City was found to be the site that 
best met the requirements of the criteria. It has the convergence of water-related 
identities, flooding, as well as the existing of unique Deltaic waterfront communities. Can 
Tho City is the commercial centre of the Mekong Delta because of its regional location and 
role (figure 4-2). Can Tho used to have an ancient name ‘Tây Đô’ which means ‘Western 
Capital’ of the region. It was recently reclassified as a Vietnamese ‘first rank city’ 
recognising its national importance. It constitutes the main socio-economic centre of the 
Delta. Can Tho is also a famous Deltaic city involving natural structure, water landscape, 
and human settlement morphology under natural risks from floods, storms, saltwater 
intrusion, and climate change.  
 
Figure 4-2: Location of Can Tho city in Vietnam and in the Mekong Delta (Source: Can Tho 
Department of Construction, 2013). 
Water-based city 
Can Tho City has a long hydrological history and rich culture related to water. In Can 
Tho there is a high density of water networks and with four major waterways including the 
Hau River, Can Tho River, Thot Not canal, and O Mon canal. In addition, the dense network 
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of irrigation canals, which were initiated and developed in the French colonial period, also 
created the water grid throughout the city. The historical map of Can Tho City in 1923 
illustrates the network of rivers and canals with junctions and intersections of waterways, 
which offered opportunities for transportation, agriculture, and economic activities (figure 
4-3). The trading hubs in the river forks were created in association with rice fields, 
orchards, villages, and markets. There exist two types of market including on-land markets 
and floating markets in the Mekong Delta. The floating market represents the typical 
Deltaic characteristics of a water-based trading model. The floating market is also one of 
the unique features in Can Tho City and a lively symbol of this area. There are two floating 
markets in Can Tho City including Cai Rang (Cái Răng) and Phong Dien (Phong Điền), in 
which, Cai Rang is the biggest and most famous in the Mekong Delta region. Unlike 
the floating markets of Thailand, which are artificially created to serve tourists, the floating 
markets in Can Tho City have a long history, which were naturally formed to 
exchange agricultural goods and were closely related to folk culture. The water-based 
trading activities surrounding floating markets are unique and impressive with high density 
and variety. 
a.  
 
b.  c.  
 
 
Figure 4-3: Historical images of Can Tho – a water-based city. (a) Ninh Kieu waterfront façade in 
1959; (b) Map of Can Tho City in 1923 with the network of rivers and irrigational canals; and (c) The 
photo of Cho Gao canal in the excavation process. 
(Source: the Department of Construction of Can Tho City, 2013). 
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Ambitious city 
The full report “The master plan of Can Tho City to 2030 with a vision toward 2050” 
from the Can Tho Department of Construction outlines the visions for Can Tho City in the 
future. Can Tho City will be the commercial, service and tourism centre in both national and 
international level. It will also be the industrial, high-technology agricultural, educational, 
science-technology, health care, sport, and tourism centre of the Mekong Delta. A city that 
will emphasise water-related landscape, will adapt to climate change, and will be a livable 
city, is the last and possibly least important vision. Can Tho city is also considered to be the 
development dynamic of the whole Mekong Delta region.  
 
 
Figure 4-4: The master plan of Can Tho City to 2030 with a vision toward 2050 (Source: the 
Department of Construction of Can Tho City, 2013). 
 
 
With such a vision for the city’s future there are significant development implications 
and requirements for this water-based city. Can Tho City is experiencing a high urbanisation 
rate from 50.03% in 2005 to 65.95% in 2010 with an urban population of 791,302 in 2010. 
The average growth between 2000 and 2010 has been a rate of 1.26 percent. In the Can 
Tho City master plan to 2030, the existing urban centre and five new urban areas will be 
expanded and developed intensively along the Hau River (figure 4-4). The rapid 
urbanisation process regarding road-based development and concrete-oriented surfaces 
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could threaten the vernacular landscape and the landscape structure of river and canal 
network, and change the natural absorption ability of land structure. This development and 
change could compound the effect of climate change and floods for the region. This will be 
an issue of increasing importance.   
Susceptible city 
Flooding is the most serious problem in Can Tho City. It is located in an area affected 
by annual flooding together with An Giang, Dong Thap, Long An, and Tien Giang provinces. 
In Neumann et al.’s report (2011),  flooding affects an estimated area between 9,700ha – 
36,000ha in Can Tho City that during floods is under 1m of water. According to the report of 
IFRC (2011)of the flooding devastation in 2011,  the damage and losses reported from Can 
Tho city were 10 deaths, 27,826 flooded houses and significant agricultural losses. Data 
from the Can Tho Hydrometeorology Centre and the Department of Agriculture and Rural 
Development report on the average flood levels from September until November (in rainy 
season) at four Gauging Stations in the Mekong Delta from 2000-2007 (figure 4-5). In this 
period, the average flooding levels recorded in Tan Chau and Chau Doc gauging stations in 
upstream areas was still low and decreasing. However, in Can Tho, while the average 
flooding level still remained stable, the highest flood peak showed an increased trend from 
2004 to 2007. Data from the Department of Land Resource of Can Tho University 
additionally illustrates an increasing trend of the peak flood level from 2006 to 2011 (figure 
4-6).  
 
 
Figure 4-5: The highest and average flood levels from September until November at four 
Gauging Stations in the Mekong Delta from 2000-2007 (Source: Can Tho Hydrometeorology 
Center and Department of Agriculture and Rural Development of Can Tho City, 2009). 
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Figure 4-6: The flood peak level and inundation area in Can Tho City from 2000 to 2011 
(Source: Department of Land Resource, Can Tho University). 
 
The flood situation in Can Tho is complicated. Not only are there annual floods like in 
other Mekong Delta’s provinces, but also urban floods from tidal surges and heavy 
rainfall(Birkmann et al., 2012; Neumann et al., 2011). In the past 15 years, the tide level in 
Can Tho City has increased in range from approximately 20 to 30cm and has increase the 
risk of urban flooding. As a result of the inadequate capacity of the drainage infrastructure, 
the heavy rain also causes of urban flooding. Simultaneously, Can Tho is located 
downstream in the Mekong Delta and regularly suffers impacts of natural disasters 
upstream such as flooding, storm, erosion, and saltwater intrusion. There is the potential 
that, in the rainy season, annual floods could combine with tides on the Hau River and 
cause dramatically high flood levels in all urban areas (figure 4-7). The complexity of the 
flood regime in Can Tho City is also considered likely to increase gradually under the rapid 
urbanisation process and impacts of climate change.  
a.  b.  
  
Figure 4-7: (a) Urban flood by tide and (b) submergence by annual flood (Photos by author, 2013). 
 
4.2.2 Selection of waterfront settlements 
The next task of site selection was to select the communities that met the three 
criteria which were: (1) the site was located in affected zone by annual flooding in Can Tho 
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City; (2) it had high density of housing settled along waterways; (3) it had housing types in 
relation to water. The selecting process had four following steps:  
Step 1: The high-density waterfront settlements in Can Tho City were zoned through 
the satellite map that determined a base level of knowledge of the locations and urban 
forms. 
Step 2: The focus of this study was the waterfront communities around floating 
markets with a high concentration of local residents and their trading activities.  
Step 3: Natural chat with locals in the floating markets was used to firstly create a 
relationship between the researcher and the locals, and then to capture basic information 
about their occupations and living sites.  
Step 4: After approaching local residents in different waterfront settlements, the 
researcher visited their communities to finally select the waterfront communities to be 
studied. The scale of study sites belonged to the participants’ domicile in one waterfront 
community, which was identified in terms of boundary, length, and area after selecting 
participants.  
The selected site was the Cai Rang area, which has high-density waterfront 
settlements surrounding the Cai Rang floating market. Cai Rang waterfront communities 
have the highest population density as well as concentration of trading activities on 
waterways in comparison with other waterfront settlements in Can Tho (figure 4-8). 
Participants were from the associated communities of merchants, vendors, and business 
owners who lived or used to live there. The waterfront sites were selected as 
representative of communities located along waterways.  
 
Figure 4-8: Location of Cai Rang waterfront community in Can Tho City (Source: Google map, 2013). 
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4.3 OVERVIEW OF DATA GATHERING 
4.3.1 Fieldwork procedure 
Data was collected in Cai Rang, Can Tho city over four months during the flooding 
season under QUT Ethics approval number 1300000461. However, this study required 
several steps before conducting the major research activities to get acquainted with the 
site and local residents (table 4-1). The most significant body of data was gathered through 
unstructured interviews, house visits, and photovoice. It is important to point out here that 
a wide variety of data collected in the study site is direct comment from the viewpoint of 
local residents as insiders and reflects the social practices of participants. Supporting data 
was gathered through naturally occurring talk, site observation, and documents made by 
the researcher as the outsider in order to achieve the overall understanding about site and 
locals characteristics before approach closer to local residents.  
Table 4-1: Fieldwork schedule 
Research activities Participants 
Number of 
participants 
Date  
Site approach   1-14 Aug 2013 
Participant approach Local residents As many as possible 15 Aug – 1 Sept 2013 
Site selection   15 Aug – 1 Sept 2013 
Site definition   15 Aug – 1 Sept 2013 
Naturally occurring talk Local residents 43 15 Aug – 15 Dec 2013 
Interview 
Vendors/merchants 
Small business 
owners  
Others  
27 1 Sept – 1 Nov 2013 
Site observation   1 Sept – 15 Dec 2013 
House visit  Householders  15 15 Sept – 15 Dec 2013  
Photovoice  
(Photo diary) 
Participants  7 15 Sept – 15 Dec 2013 
 
Table 4-2 summarises the data procedures employed in this study. There are three 
main points with regard to the data procedures described below. Firstly, not all the data 
collected in the study has been used for further interpretation. Secondly, although the data 
was obtained from insiders, the selection of the data was based on the researcher’s 
viewpoint underlying views of an outsider as an ethnographer and an urbanist. Lastly, the 
blending of varied analytical methods provided deeper understanding of the social 
practices, particularly regarding the vulnerability and adaptive capacity of individual 
residents responding to the flooding context. Analysis of data at the site level, housing 
level, and individual level were involved to adequately reveal the change in social resilience 
in relation to living with flooding.  
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Table 4-2: Data procedures in the site study 
Data Source Data Type Data collection Data analysis 
Site visit Site observation 
Collected in the field by 
researcher 
Spatial/Image 
analysis 
Local residents 
Naturally 
occurring talk 
Conducted at the beginning of 
the fieldwork, and lasted until 
the end of on-site activities.  
Content analysis 
Local residents 
Unstructured 
interview 
Interviewed after choosing 
appropriate participants from 
naturally occurring talks  
Conversation 
analysis 
Householders  House visit 
After finishing interviews, the 
house visit was conducted at two 
key times: before and during 
flooding.  
Spatial analysis 
Core local residents Photovoice 
The photo diaries were taken in 
3 months during flooding season.  
Image analysis 
 
4.3.2 Timing of data collection 
This study focused on the period of time during the 2013 flood event in the Mekong 
Delta, within which, the flood peak happens every lunar fortnight affected by the tides from 
the East Sea. The tide is irregular semi-diurnal tide with two high tides per dayand a large 
amplitude of 2.5–3.8m (Neumann et al., 2011). The daily tidal fluctuation normally occurs in 
early morning and late afternoon which is a neap tide cycle of approximately two-week 
duration: in the beginning and the middle of a lunar month. To explore the different 
impacts of flooding to locals’ house and their daily practices, the researcher took into 
account the tide cycle and organised detail on-site activities based on high tidal levels 
schedule from the middle of August to the middle of November 2013. There were five key 
times to investigate the flooded houses as illustrated in figure 4-9and table 4-3,within 
which, the days experienced the highest water levels of the whole flood season were 
particularly focused. The 6thOctober, according to data at Chau Doc station, was recorded 
as the highest flood peak time of the 2013 flood with 3.72m.  
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Figure 4-9: Water level at 7am of Bassac at Chau Doc Gauging station (An Giang province) 
(Source: the synthesised data of 2013 flood season from Regional Flood Management and Mitigation 
Centre, Mekong River Commission). 
 
 
 
Table 4-3: Daily water level in 2013 flood season  (Source: Mekong River Commission). 
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Due to the complex flooding regime and to avoid possible confusion, the meaning of 
the terms ‘before flooding’ and ‘during flooding’ needs to be clarified. In terms of 
investigating only a timeline during a flooding season, the term ‘before flooding’ is used to 
indicate the time having the stable flood level without the tide influence, while ‘during 
flooding’ is defined as the time when the flood peak level under the tide influence is 
experienced. As explained above, there will be occurred a number of flood peaks fortnightly 
in a flooding season, which are associated with cyclical rise and fall of the tide. Therefore, 
the time ‘after flooding’ of a flood peak is nearly coincident with the time ‘before flooding’ 
of the next flood peak. In terms of concerning an entire year, ‘after flooding’ could be 
considered as a long period of time happened subsequently the flooding season. In the 
scope of this study, the research timeline is limited only in four months of the 2013 flooding 
season to concern directly the ‘during flooding’ practices of local residents, without refer to 
exploring the ‘after flooding’ time. Thus, it is used only two terms of ‘before flooding’ and 
‘during flooding’ to avoid misleading by using all three terms ‘before flooding’, ‘during 
flooding’, and ‘after flooding’. In table 4-3, the periods designated as ‘during flooding’ time 
are framed by red outlines and the remaining days are considered as ‘before flooding’ time. 
4.4 SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS 
4.4.1 Approach to local residents 
As described in the site selection process, the researcher approached the site by 
talking with the locals living in the waterfront communities. However, it was difficult as a 
stranger and outsider to instantly find appropriate local residents and engage in a deep 
conversation with them. The initial aim of the researcher was to gradually to become 
familiar with local residents and become a part of local network. The researcher spent the 
first two weeks settling into a routine in and around study site. To facilitate the relationship 
between the researcher and the community, photos of the site scenery were gifted to the 
local residents. Naturally occurring talk was used to create a connection between 
researcher and the Deltaic people. These conversations helped gather general information 
and find the potential participants. The aims, objectives, and significances of the study were 
briefly described to potential participants to help them imagine the purpose of the study 
on-site activities. The researcher then invited some of the residents who expressed interest 
in the project to participate in an interview. These participants helped the researcher 
connect with other social networks and meet other potential participants. Even if individual 
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residents interested in the research could not be involved, they were able to introduce 
other appropriate residents who could take part in the study to the researcher.   
All participants were volunteers and willing to participate in the fieldwork activities. 
They were formed into three groups: interview group, house visit group, and photovoice 
group all with the same participants. Figure 4-10 illustrates the participant approach taken 
in this study. It shows the gradual process to narrow participant numbers from which the 
data can be deeply obtained. The interviewees were initial participants for other activities. 
When completing the interview, the initial participants were refined and narrowed down to 
continue on to participate in the next group as explained below:  
- Interview group: From the 43 local residents who involved in naturally occurring 
talk with the researcher, 27 local residents who met the research criteria were 
invited to participate in the one-to-one unstructured interview in the Stage Two 
of the fieldwork.  
- House visit group: From the 27 previous interviewees, the researcher asked the 
suitable interviewees to give their agreement to visit and sketch their houses. 15 
householders, who live in different housing types in the waterfront community, 
accepted the invitation to be involved in this activity.  
- Photovoice group: After supporting the researcher in the house sketching 
activity, seven from 15 previous householders from house visit group were 
invited to be core participants involving photovoice activity to create their own 
photo diary. They were provided digital cameras to record their daily activities 
and their living environment by taking photographs at two times:  before and 
during flooding. The total time of the diary was approximately 3 months.  
 
Figure 4-10: The refinement of the participant cohort in different research activities. 
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4.4.2 Cohort description of interview participants 
27 local residents from the 43 people who chatted with the researcher in the 
naturally occurring talk were invited to participate to unstructured interview. The interview 
participants were local residents who responded the following criteria: (1) above 18 years 
old;  (2) live or used to live more than five years in the Cai Rang waterfront community; (3) 
have or used to have their own houses located in the Cai Rang waterfront community. The 
interviews also focused on the group of woman who have major responsibility in trading 
works, small business, and housework. The general description of 27 participants is outlined 
in table 4-4.  
Table 4-4: Interview participants’ description. 
Age More than a half of 27 interview participants were over 50 years of age who 
experienced a long-term living in the Cai Rang area. Over 50 was a predominantly 
age group of 16 participants. 
 The other 10 interviewees belonged to 25 - 50 age group. 
 There was only one interviewee under 25 and she was a student. 
Gender The women group was predominantly at first, but eventually, the proportion 
between male and females participating the interviews was relatively equal with 
15 female participants and 12 male participants.  This exposed some interesting 
perspectives and gender-based viewpoints regarding their flood-related stress, 
vulnerability and adaptive capacity. 
Occupation Approximately 44% of interviewees (n=12) earned a living in relation to the river 
in which six of them had on-water occupations such as boat drives, boat 
merchants, and boat vendors.  
The 15 remaining participants experienced other occupations such as home-
vendors, small business owners or employees. The occupations significantly 
influencelocals’ daily activities and attitudes to river and floods.  
 
 
4.4.3 Householder selection 
From 27 previous interviewees, the researcher refined their interview records to 
identify information about their housing types and characteristics, then, invited the 
appropriate householders for the house visit activity and ask their permission to visit and 
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sketch their houses. The participants were occupants who owned a house and lived in the 
Cai Rang waterfront communities, whose houses have experienced the impact of floods in 
previous years. The researcher also focused on interviewees who used to live in Cai Rang 
but have now settled in the rural areas or resettlement areas. Fifteen (15) households 
accepted the invitation to participate in the house visit. Participants lived dispersed 
throughout their communities, rural areas, and resettlement areas (table 4-5). Together 
with the researcher, the householders organised the house visit to occur on tidal days when 
the highest internal flood level was expected. 
 
Table 4-5: General information of householders involving in house visit activity. 
Identification  Housing type  
Number of 
family members  
Address 
M19 Boat-house  2 Floating market 
F01 Floating-house  3 On the river 
F04 Stilt-house  6 On the river 
F22 Stilt-house  10  On the river 
F14 Stilt-house  4  On the river 
M17 Stilt-house  3  On the river 
F10 Half-stilt-house 3 Ly Thuong Kiet rd.  
F11 Half-stilt-house 3 Ly Thuong Kiet rd. 
M13 Half-stilt-house 4 Ly Thuong Kiet rd. 
F16 Half-stilt-house 5 Vong Cung rd. 
M05 Half-stilt-house 4 Vong Cung rd. 
F21 Half-stilt-house 4 Vong Cung rd. 
M18 On-land-house 6 Phong Dien district 
M20 On-land-house 4 923 resettlement area, Vong Cung rd.  
F08 On-land-house 4 Ly Thuong Kiet rd. 
 
4.4.4 Photovoice participant selection 
After completing two major research activities (interview and house visit) with local 
participants, seven core participants from these two activities were then invited to 
participate in the photovoice activity. These participants had lived for more than 5 years in 
Cai Rang area. Their houses were one of five typical housing types, which had experienced 
flooding in previous three years. The selected participants were located in three waterfront 
communities. These communities experienced different influences and impact from the 
river and floods that reflect different adaptations to water environment. The core 
participants and their family members had to be enthusiastic and willing to participate in 
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this activity in a long period of flooding season approximately three months. Due to the 
characteristics of floods and tides regime, the increasing time of flood levels could be in the 
early morning or midnight in the flooded days that required the participants must have high 
commitment to take photo at those times. These aspects were an important consideration 
when selecting participants. Core participants were located across three waterfront 
communities in four housing types. There were four males and three females who had 
occupations related strongly with river such as boat-driver, boat-vendor, and boat-
merchant (table 4-6). 
Table 4-6: General information of core participants involved in photovoice activity.  
Participant 
identification 
Location Housing type Occupation  
F01 Southern bank Floating-house  Boat-driver  
M05 Northern bank Half-stilt-house  Boat-carpenter 
M13 Southern bank Half-stilt-house Boat-mechanic  
F16 Northern bank Half-stilt-house Student/Home-vendor  
M17 Southern bank Stilt-house  Boat-vendor  
M19 The floating market Stilt-house Boat-merchant  
F22 Southern bank Stilt-house Boat-driver  
 
4.5 UNSTRUCTURED INTERVIEWS WITH LOCAL PARTICIPANTS 
In the process of the unstructured interview, the researcher took on the role of 
ethnographer. In this approach the researcher is more of a facilitator creating a 
comfortable context for the interviewees to feel free to tell their stories. An unstructured 
interview could be experienced as an intimate conversation. With this approach, the 
participants determined the interview schedule, interview place, and which topics they 
interest to expand further or to exclude (with ethics approval number 1300000461). The 
local participants in Cai Rang preferred their houses as the interview place to other places 
such as markets or coffee shops. Most frequently, conversations were had after work or 
during lunchtime. Most participants loved to talk about their whole life first, what 
happened in the past, and their current livelihoods before talking about flooding and their 
daily life.  
It was advantageous that the researcher lived on site and became familiar to the 
local participants. This enabled conversation and interviews with locals on many separate 
occasions throughout the day and evening. In an unstructured interview the researcher 
endeavours to exert minimum control over participants’ responses and allow the 
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participants to express their ideas in their own terms and own ways. To prevent the 
conversation from losing its original purpose, the attention and interest of the researcher in 
some focusing topics may influence to participants to direct the conversation.  
4.5.1 Conducting one-to-one unstructured interviews 
One-on-one conversation with local residents occurred anytime and followed locals’ 
schedules. Initially, local residents seemed to not be comfortable with one-to-one 
conversation and required approximately 15 minutes to warm to the interview. Each 
interview was figured to take approximately 45 minutes to one hour. It was expected that 
interviews could cover the following themes: (1) locals’ daily life and livelihoods; (2) 
changes of social life between generations; (3) thoughts, memories and feelings about 
flooding (4) local practices to live with flood regarding to their ways in choosing living area, 
building their houses; continuing the livelihoods; and moving plans. Interviews were tape-
recorded and transcribed as accurately as possible for data analysis. 
4.5.2 Utterances analysis 
The unstructured interview data was considered as essential data to explore all 
aspects of the locals’ physical and social practices under flooding conditions in the 
waterfront community. It was expected to revealed stress of local residents in the flooding 
circumstance, therefore, the researcher focused on the extracts in local discourses about 
their thoughts and feelings in relation to the flooding in terms of:  
(1) what flood-related issues were expressed in the discourses;  
(2) how locals expressed their memories and experiences of flooding; 
(3) how attitudes and hidden feelings about flooding exposed by words.  
Text data from 27 transcribed interviews was manually analysed to capture the 
participants’ utterances expressed their feelings to flooding in different circumstances. The 
two extracts below demonstrated how different genders expressed their feelings in relation 
to flooding while answered the researcher’s questions about floods in general. The 
researcher’s questions for these two interviewees had different content and were not 
directly asking about the personal feeling to floods. However, the answers from participant 
indicated that the participants felt comfortable in talking about and exposing their feelings. 
The utterances analysis in this study was conducted referred the approaches of Belkin, 
Brooks & Daniels (1987), Coulthard (2014), Dunn, Bretherton & Munn(1987), and 
Fairclough (2013).  
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In extract 13.1, the male interviewee presented his optimistic attitude to flood while 
talking about his work under flood situation. His talk “the floating-water season is so funny” 
used the utterance ‘so funny’ that was repeated three times in his short dialogue as the key 
utterance to show his stress status.  
 
Extract 13.1. Interview 04 Sept 13. 
Q: Mùa nước nổi có ảnh hưởng gì 
đến công việc của bác không?   
M13: Ngày xưa thì đâu có ngập nhiều 
đâu mà sợ.  Nước nổi thì mình kê 
làm, nước xuống thì mình hàn tiện 
đồ cũng vậy à. Sắp xếp cái công việc 
sao cho nó phù hợp mùa nước nổi. 
 
 
 
 
Q: Khách đông hơn hay là vắng hơn 
bình thường ạ? 
M13: không, cũng bình thường à. Bởi 
vậy mình sắp xếp cái công việc của 
mình. Nước đầy mình làm theo con 
nước.  Con nước xuống làm nhiều 
chút tập trung vô làm nhanh cho 
người ta.  
Mùa nước vui lắm. 
Chuẩn bị nước về  khoảng một tiếng 
hai tiếng là đầy, rồi kêu mấy đứa 
cháu tập trung làm miết cho nó xong, 
rảo xuống là nước vừa đầy rồi, vui 
lắm. Nước lủm chủm lủm chủm quá 
vui.  
 
Q: Does the floating-water season 
affect your daily work?  
M13: In the old days, flooding was 
negligible so I was not afraid. Now, if 
the floating-water rises, I will elevate 
my machinery and equipment, when 
water recedes, I continue my welding 
works as usual.  
It is just needed to organise my daily 
works matching with the floating-
water rising schedule.  
Q: Is there any changes in the number 
of customers during flooding days?  
Q13: No, there is no change. That’s 
why I just have to organise my works 
following water rising schedule to 
quickly repair customers’ boat engines 
before getting inundation.  
 
The floating-water season is so funny.  
The floating water takes one or two 
hours to reach a peak level. My 
nephews and I have to race against 
flooded water to complete our works, 
so funny. The wavering water is great 
fun. 
 
 
The extract 07.1 shows a short dialogue between the researcher and a female 
participant while talking about the flooded water regime. The participant firstly focussed on 
her own experience of the flood schedule, however, she suddenly turned her talk to her 
issues in flood situation. A series of utterances was used to expose her feeling including 
hard, extremely hard, very hard, and deadly sad which showed a stronger negative 
emotion in comparison with M13’s utterances. 
Extract 07.1. Interview 29 Aug 13. 
Q: Thường chu kì nước lên như thế 
nào ạ? 
F07: Là cỡ rằm 16-17, có khi nó ngập 
tới 20 âm lịch luôn, vậy đó. Rồi còn 
30 nó ngập cho tới mùng 6, mùng 7, 
Q: Could you describe to me 
theflooding cycle?     
F07: The water level routinely rises 
from the 16th, 17th, and maintains a 
high level untilthe 20th of the lunar 
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mùng 8 nước nó mới dựt.  Mình chịu 
một con nước là cả tuần lễ vậy đó. 
Quét riết đó, quét muốn lở chân luôn 
vậy đó, nước ăn chân luôn. Mà đâu 
phải quét vậy thôi đâu, quét rồi sình 
nó đóng phải dội rửa cho sạch chứ 
không đi nó trượt. Cực dữ lắm. 
 
 
 
Q: Phải quét liên tục luôn ạ? 
F07: Quét dữ lắm, nếu để mà không 
quét nó đóng sình hoài, dơ lắm. Rồi 
thành ra phải dội nước, rửa, quét rồi 
lau sáng chập, chiều một chập vậy 
đó. Năm nào cũng cực. Quét có khi 
tới 8 giờ đêm luôn, 8-9 giờ đêm, rồi 
lau khô vậy đó, mình mới đi ngủ 
được, sình dữ lắm, dơ. Nước ngày nó 
đang xoay, ví dụ nước nay 7 giờ nó 
dựt ha, cái ngày mai cũng phải 8 giờ, 
mai nữa 9 giờ, nó dần dần vậy đó, 
chứ không có đúng ngay giờ đó, bởi 
vậy tới mùa nước cực quá trời, cô 
rầu muốn chết luôn. 
month. Then it re-rises on the 30
th
, 
and recedes on the 6th, 7th, 8th of the 
next lunar month. I have to suffer the 
submergence in a whole week which 
can cause the skin disease to my legs. 
My nonstop task during flooding time 
is to sweep flooded water out of my 
house. I also have to clean the mud to 
avoid getting slip on the floor. It is 
extremely hard.  
Q: Did you really do nonstop swept?  
F07: I have to sweep persistently. If 
not, mud will be stuck inside the 
house, so dirty. Then I have to flush, 
clean, and sweep, then mop two times 
per day in the morning and afternoon. 
I have had to work very hard every 
year. I sometimes have to sweep until 
8-9pm, and clean, and then go 
sleeping. The cycle of water is not 
stable; it gradually changes day by 
day.  For example, today the receding 
time is 7am, tomorrow it will be 8am, 
and the day after tomorrow it will be 
9am. That’s why it is very hard in the 
floating-water season, I feel deadly 
sad.  
  
The table 4-7 summarises the utterances by 27 local participants to express their 
feeling about the flooding (see appendix A). Based on the meanings of the utterances, the 
potential flood-related stress of local residents was categorised to point to perceived 
vulnerabilities of local residents. Different levels of flood-related stress are also used to 
describe different conceptions of flooding and ‘living with flooding’ as lived space in the Cai 
Rang waterfront communities.  
Table 4-7: Utterances expressing flood-related feeling of 27 participants. 
Identifi
-cation   
Utterances in Vietnamese  Utterances in English  
F01 bình thường à, không có sợ gì hết trơn It’s normal; it’s nothing to be scared of 
F03 
sợ lắm, sợ chứ; khó khăn lắm. Cũng bình 
thường à, hết sợ rồi 
It’s scary. It’s ok, I'm not scared 
anymore 
F04 cực khổ lắm, vất vả lắm   really hard, extremely hard 
F07 
cực, cực dữ lắm, cực quá trời, thấy rầu, thấy 
mệt; rầu lắm; rầu muốn chết luôn; rầu hết 
biết luôn 
hard, extremely hard, extremely 
tough, so sad, deadly sad, very 
distressing, 
F08 vui lắm; khoái  It’s so funny, tons of fun 
F10 khổ muốn chết, rầu muốn chết deadly hard, deadly sad 
F11 rầu lắm; cực mà vui  so sad, very sad; It’s hard but fun 
F14 rầu, cực lắm; sợ chứ, sợ lắm sad, extremely hard, so scary 
F15 rầu lo, rầu lắm distressing, so sad 
F16 sợ muốn chết luôn  deathly scary 
F21 không có sợ I'm not scared  
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F22 cực lắm, sợ dữ lắm. extremely hard, extremely scary 
F24 quen rồi I’m used to it 
F25 sợ lắm  so scary  
F28 cũng bình thường thôi  its ok 
M02 bình thường, quen rồi normal, I'm used to it 
M05 bình thường, quen rồi, không ảnh hưởng lắm 
It’s ok, I’m used to it, it doesn’t have 
an effect on me 
M06 cũng bình thường thôi  It’s ok 
M09  cũng bình thường thôi  It’s ok 
M12 không sợ;  bình thường vậy thôi I'm not scared. It’s just normal 
M13 vui lắm  so funny 
M17 không sợ not scary 
M18 cực dữ lắm, sợ chứ very hard, so scary 
M19 rất bình thường, thích  It’s very normal, like  
M20 ghê; ớn lắm tired of  
M23 cũng bình thường thôi  It’s ok 
M27 không ảnh hưởng gì hết  It doesn’t make any difference 
4.6 URBAN PATTERN IDENTIFICATION 
The second aim of the on-site data collection was the identification of urban patterns 
and housing typology in the Cai Rang waterfront community to obtain the primary 
understanding about the site and its built environment. The researcher used data from site 
observation, documents and naturally occurring talk with local residents to investigate the 
site and housing characteristics. With site observation, the researcher played the role as the 
ethnographer who lived in the study site, observed locals’ daily activities and livelihoods, 
and recorded their phenomena by memos. The ethnographer did not participate in the 
observed activities. To begin the site observation, the researcher had to have a thorough 
understanding of the flood regime as dictated by tide schedule. This knowledge and 
understanding was gained from locals’ occurring talk and the daily reports from Can Tho 
Telemetry Stations, Regional Flood Management and Mitigation Centre, Mekong River 
Commission. The flood report included water level (metres above the zero gauge) and the 
rated discharge (cumecs). The weekly report and season report helped the researcher to 
set up the site visit schedule exactly at appropriate time. Other documents about the study 
site were provided from official sources involving the Department of Construction of Can 
Tho City and Library Centre of Can Tho City, and from websites of Google maps, The World 
Bank, Mekong River Commission, Southern Institute of Water Resources Research (SIWRR), 
and Can Tho City’s portal.  
4.6.1 On-site mapping 
Initially, maps, photos, and documents were used to gain a foundation of 
understanding of the site. The researcher used the satellite photo from 1990 and the recent 
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satellite photo of the site to constitute the base of the site pattern evolution. Naturally 
occurring talk with elderly locals helped the researcher visualise and develop the Cai Rang 
historical urban pattern maps of Cai Rang in two periods of times: before 1945, and from 
1945 to 1975. Using the current satellite photo as the site based map, the researcher 
generated different maps about the building use and building structure by observation and 
mapping the function and structure of each building on the photo.  
4.6.2 On-site sketching and photography 
Photographs were useful supporting data to illustrate different road-view and river-
view façades of the waterfront settlements as well as local activities in varied urban spaces 
in different flood times. Sketches and photographs were also generated to identify housing 
typology, housing structure, and the interaction between houses, river, and floods. The 
researcher sketched and photographed firstly each housing type in the site, and then, the 
plan view of several housing clusters in the floating market and two waterfront settlements 
surrounded. The features of each housing cluster and housing type were considered under 
water-related environment and under flood circumstance.   
4.6.3 Spatial analysis 
On-site data integrated data from memos, mappings, sketches, and photographs of 
the researcher, the site-related documents, and locals’ memories. Two major tasks were 
urban pattern data analysis and housing typology analysis. All maps about urban physical 
pattern, building use, and building structures were computerised and processed by using 
the AutoCAD 2010 software to transfer the pixel format to the vector format. The urban 
form evolution was divided into four periods: before 1945, 1945 to 1975, 1975 to 1990, and 
1990 to present corresponding to four figure-ground maps of the site. The building use map 
and building structure map were illustrated based on the current figure-ground map with 
specific categorises. In addition, the sections of the Cai Rang waterfront communities were 
illustrated through developing the interpretive maps underlying the explicit understanding 
of building uses, building structures, urban spaces and inhabitants activities before and 
during flood time. The transformation in the urban patterns throughout history, the change 
in using outdoors spaces in flooding were revealed. These findings will be discussed in the 
next chapter.  
Housing typology in the Cai Rang waterfront community was analysed according to 
the features of each housing type and housing cluster. Data from photographs and sketches 
of the researcher was refined to explore the relationship of housing types and the 
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surrounding environment as well as the impacts from different flood levels. Housing types 
in Cai Rang were recognised and identified regarding to forms, structure, floating 
characteristic, and mobility characteristic. Sketches of housing cluster plan views were 
computerised into AutoCad drawings, and then combined with photos to generate the 
housing cluster sections. The analysed data presented the relationship between different 
housing types in a cluster as well as the connection between housing clusters and the river 
edge. The influence of flooding on a large scale was revealed through drawings of cluster 
plan views and sections at the peak flood level.  
4.7 HOUSEVISITACTIVITY 
The aim of the house visits method was to explore housing indoor spaces in five 
housing types in the Cai Rang waterfront community, and the influence of flooding to the 
transformation of functional indoor spaces to accommodate the changes of locals’ daily 
routines. This involved housing selection, establishment of architectural drawings, and 
spatial analysis from the architectural drawing data. The house visit was an opportunity to 
understand how indoor spaces in five housing types in Cai Rang waterfront communities 
were organised to be the perceived space before and during flooding.  
4.7.1 On-site housing sketching 
Data from site observation in the previous section contributed the overall 
understanding about site characteristics and patterns, which constituted the primary data 
to investigate indoor housing characteristics. The on-site measuring and sketching were 
used to record precisely floor plans and sections of each housing type. Most of houses in 
Cai Rang waterfront community were small and fewer than three floor levels, thus 
sketching was possible tool to record architectural data of floor plans and sections. The 
sketches captured all relevant details of indoor and outdoor spaces together with 
researcher’s notes and householders’ explanations. The researcher focused on sketching 
the organisation of spaces before and under submergence regarding the changing of water 
levels, the changing of space using, and the changing of furniture setting. The researcher 
could repeatedly visit locals’ houses to accurately measure and sketch.  
4.7.2 Spatial analysis 
Architectural data were computerised from manual sketches to vector drawings 
using AutoCad 2010 software. Notes and furniture layouts also presented in the AutoCad 
drawings of floor plans and sections. The section drawings illustrated the different impacts 
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of flooding to different housing types based on the highest internal water level occurring in 
each housing type. This data together with housing structure data from site observation 
outlined the vulnerability spectrum of five housing types in the Cai Rang waterfront 
community. Findings from this data will be discussed in Chapter Six of the study. The 
transformation of indoor spaces before and during flooding was interpreted through the 
drawings of the floor plan and section. These drawings with notes presented the changing 
of using purpose in the specific functional space and the changing of furniture layouts in 
each housing type in different flooded situations. This was combined with observation data 
about the housing structures and photovoice data to document the vulnerability and 
adaptive capacity of each housing types in the Cai Rang waterfront community to flooding.  
4.8 LOCALS’ DIARY BY PHOTOVOICE 
Photovoice is useful data type for recording all daily events of participants to describe 
phenomenon and explore its regularities. It is one of document types of ethnography that 
help participants record their daily activities entirely and precisely. This research activity 
aimed to thoroughly understand the daily activities of local residents before and during 
flooding, related to the housing indoor spaces. The resilience of local residents to living 
with flooding will be revealed through understanding locals’ capacity to adapt to flooding in 
relation to their physical built environment and in particular their daily activities.  
4.8.1 Process of making photo diaries 
Most of the core participants started the photovoice before middle of September 
2013. Each participant had a different starting day because of their different schedule and 
involvement in the interview and house visit activities. The researcher instructed 
participants how to use the digital camera to take a photo. The digital camera type was 
Panasonic DMC FH4GA-K, which is a convenient and easy use camera with automatic 
exposure time and focal ratio (table 4-8). The participants were required to bring cameras 
all day to help them capture images of everything that happened around them. The 
research discussed with participants several possible themes they could explore to capture 
their concerns about daily life and the surrounding environment before and during 
flooding. The participants were encouraged to photograph personally and creatively to 
describe their own ideas, concerns, and issues about their life and to create their own 
photo diaries. To enrich the researchers understanding of the flooding and the context for 
the photography, the researcher visited their houses at high flood levels. The researcher 
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arranged with the participants a fortnightly schedule to collect and copy the participants’ 
photos and note their explanations of each photo’s context and meaning.  
Data source from this activity was a set of participant photographs taken during 
three months in flooding season. The participants took photos to record their entire daily 
indoor and outdoor activities, which revealed a comprehensive concept of locals’ everyday 
life underlying their insightful perceptions about their life and their environment. There 
were 5,782 photos in total which could be divided into following themes: floating market, 
riverscapes, indoor spaces, outdoor spaces, roadscapes, and others. The researcher 
discussed with participant about each photograph to understand the photo’s subject, 
content, and context before developed narratives for photo. These narratives were used as 
information to better identify the participant’s story then combined with other data to 
interpret the deeply understanding about site and locals’ practices. These photographs 
were the main source of data, together with the interview discourse in Stage Two and 
house visit drawings in Stage Three, which assisted in understanding how locals really acted 
in their spaces in the flooded situation.  
Table 4-8: Participants and their number of photographs in the photovoice activity. 
Participant 
identification 
Starting time  
Number of 
photographs 
Camera used 
F01 25 Aug 13 379 Panasonic DMC FH4GA-K 
M05 30 Aug 13 738 Panasonic DMC FH4GA-K 
M13 10 Sept 13 660 Panasonic DMC FH4GA-K 
F16 10 Sept 13 474 Panasonic DMC FH4GA-K 
M17 15 Sept 13 1106 Panasonic DMC FH4GA-K 
M19 13 Oct 13 1101 Panasonic DMC FH4GA-K 
F22 15 Oct 13 1338 Panasonic DMC FH4GA-K 
 
4.8.2 Image analysis 
A photographic analysis was undertaken to interpret the collective perceived space, 
through seven core participants’ social practices before and during flooding. All 
participants’ photos were coded within the theme categories previously stated including 
floating market, riverscapes, indoor spaces, outdoor spaces, and roadscapes. Each photo 
from every participant was mapped on the two satellite images regarding its theme, 
subject, and location. The before-flooding photos were illustrated by red dots and during-
flooding photos were presented by blue dots. The analysis focused on the changing of 
social space before and during flooding illustrated through the variation in density of red 
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dots and blue dots density. Through this process, the transformation in collective perceived 
space to flooding was revealed.  
To understand individual perceived space in different housing types before and 
during flooding, locals’ daily responses in the relation to indoor spaces are analysed. The 
photographs of locals’ daily activities in indoor spaces, taken before flooding and in a 
flooded situation, were categorised and analysed. Drawings of floor plans and photos from 
each participant were arranged in rows that corresponded to each functional housing 
space. It was anticipated that this photos analysis would illustrate two major points: (1) the 
changing of perceived spaces to adapt with different flood levels; (2) the locals’ solutions to 
cope with flooding; to reveal the adaptive capacity to flooding of each housing type and 
individual participants. The findings from photovoice analysis will be discussed in Chapter 
Six.  
4.9 BUILDING VULNERABILITY AND ADAPTIVE CAPACITY INDICATORS 
4.9.1 Vulnerability indicators of housing type 
The final step was to develop indicators that would reveal the vulnerability and 
adaptive capacity of housing types in the Cai Rang waterfront communities. The 
vulnerability indicators were sensitivity to damage, exposure to risk, and impact 
perception (levels of stress) based on the vulnerability studies(Lap Nguyen, Ta & Tateishi, 
2000). By using these indicators, the vulnerability assessment for each housing type was 
built from the interview data (flood-related stress utterances of householders), and housing 
typology (housing images, floor plan drawings in flooding) (table 4-9).  
4.9.2 Adaptive capacity indicators of housing type 
There were three indicators that identified the adaptive capacity of housing types: 
recovery potential, potential to cope with change, and indoor adaptability as the response 
to perceived vulnerability (Bohle et al., 1994; Brooks, 2003; Chambers, 1989; Cutter, 1996; 
McCarthy, 2001). The assessment for each housing type was based on data from: (1) 
interview data (local’s stories about their houses, their daily activities in relation to housing 
during flooding); (2) housing typology data (images of housing types, building structure 
assessments, and drawings of indoor spaces); and (3) photovoice data (locals’ photographic 
diaries behaviours during flooding in relation to their indoor spaces) (table 4-10). 
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Table 4-9: Indicators for housing vulnerability assessment. 
Indicator 
Very low 
vulnerability 
Low vulnerability High vulnerability 
Very high 
vulnerability 
 V-- V- V+ V++ 
Sensitivity 
to damage 
Very high 
sensitivity to 
damage  
High sensitivity to 
damage  
 Low sensitivity to 
damage 
Very low 
sensitivity to 
damage 
Photos 
    
     
Exposure 
to risk 
Very low 
exposure to risk 
Low exposure to 
risk 
High exposure to 
risk 
Very high 
exposure to risk 
Drawings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Impact 
percep-
tion 
Very low impact 
perception 
Low impact 
perception 
High impact 
perception  
Very high impact 
perception 
Stress 
utterances 
Householders 
with no stress 
Householders 
with low stress 
Householders with 
moderate stress 
Householders 
with high stress 
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Table 4-10: Indicators for housing adaptive capacity assessment. 
Indicator Very low 
adaptive capacity  
Low adaptive 
capacity 
High adaptive 
capacity 
Very high adaptive 
capacity 
 AC-- AC- AC+ AC++ 
Recovery 
potential  
Flood water 
recedes very 
slowly; it takes 
days to return to 
daily activities.  
Flood water 
recedes slowly; it 
takes time to return 
to daily activities. 
Flood water 
recedes quickly; 
easy to return to 
daily activities. 
Flood water recedes 
very quickly; no 
influence on daily 
activities/ Or no 
flood water inside 
house. 
 
 
    
Potential to 
cope with 
change 
    
Housing 
ground level 
No opportunity to 
lift the ground 
floor to adapt 
with flood levels. 
Hard to increase 
ground floor level. 
Could increase 
the ground floor 
level 
approximately 
30cm. 
Ground floor level 
could flexibly change 
to adapt with any 
flood levels.  
Photos 
    
Building 
structures 
Building structure 
could not be 
changed.    
Building structure 
and material could 
not be changed 
easily.    
Building structure 
and material 
could be replaced. 
Building structure 
and material could 
be replaced and 
disassembled easily.   
     
Photos 
    
Indoor 
adaptability 
No change in 
indoor spaces.  
Maintain some 
major indoor 
spaces during 
inundation. 
Create some 
indoor spaces 
during 
inundation. 
Flexible and varied 
indoor spaces to 
adapt with different 
flood levels.  
 
Drawings 
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4.10 SUMMARY 
This chapter has explored the research methods used in this study of the built 
environment and social practices in waterfront communities. It has addressed: 
- the stages of the data collection process; 
- the criteria for site selection; 
- the process to approach and select appropriate participants  
- the process for data selection, collection and analysis of site observations, 
documents, naturally occurring talks, unstructured interviews, house visits, and 
photovoice. 
The next chapter will describe the research outcomes using these methods to interpret the 
fieldwork data. It will outline the findings of the study in terms of the morphological 
characteristics of waterfront communities and social practices of locals’ everyday activities 
in those settlements. 
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Chapter 5: Morphological characteristics 
of Cai Rang waterfront 
communities 
Chapter Four outlined the research methods that were used in selecting, collecting 
and analysing data in the Cai Rang waterfront community along Can Tho River. This chapter 
provides interpretations of the data from site observation and house visits to establish a 
housing typology, housing clusters and settlement patterns for three waterfront 
communities. Various characteristics of housing types are investigated in terms of housing 
typology, floating characteristics and mobility characteristic. Each housing type is 
considered within the different housing clusters to reveal the interactions between housing 
types, the river, and the flooding situation. Lastly, the evolution of three waterfront 
communities is explored in term of physical patterns and local residents’ flow to 
understand site history, settlement pattern characteristics and how spaces are used in 
relation to water. 
5.1 HOUSING TYPOLOGY 
The previous chapter presented the selection and collection of data from site 
observations and 15 house visits in the Cai Rang waterfront community. This section 
describes and analyses the characteristics of five housing types, six housing clusters, and 
five housing floor plans and sections in relation to river and flooding circumstances. It also 
investigates the influence of river and flooding on Deltaic housing form and function. The 
data address various features of housing types in terms of building techniques, occupants’ 
demands, and purposes. However, this section focuses only on physical characteristics that 
describe the recent typology, the building structures, and water-oriented features.  
5.1.1 Housing characteristics in the waterfront community 
Five housing types 
The data shows that there are five major types of housing in the waterfront 
settlement including boat-house, floating-house, stilt-house, half-stilt-house, and on-land-
house (figure 5-1). They have existed in the Mekong Delta for a long time although 
structures and materials gradually changed over time. There are two housing types, boat-
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house and floating-house, that completely float on water with floating and mobility 
characteristic.  Two housing types are built on water including stilt-house and half-stilt-
house. The remaining housing type is on-land-house which is totally built on land.  
a. Boat-house (BH)   b. Floating-house (FH)  
  
c. Stilt-house (SH)   d. Half-stilt-house (HSH) 
  
e. On-land-house  (OLH)   
 
 
Figure 5-1: The entrance of each housing type in the Cai Rang waterfront communities 
on the Can Tho River (photos by author, Nov 2013).   
(a) Boat-house (BH)  
Boat-house is the first housing type that has floating characteristic. The boat 
combines the house and the stock of agricultural products to become a floatable and 
movable shop-house for trading and living on the river. Merchants live directly on the boat 
to take advantage of the wholesale trading in the floating market. The boat-house is built 
from timber with two major spaces: most of the ground floor space is dedicated to storage 
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of agricultural products while the smaller remaining space is for living activities. The upper 
floor is used for trading activities and taking a break (figure 5-1a). 
The boat-house’ mobility facilitates a flexibly for trading purpose. A boat-house is 
moored at a floating market from five days to one week to sell all products, then travels the 
hundreds of kilometres of river to collect goods in neighbouring provinces. It is usually 
attached to a group of four or more boats to avoid the big waves, strong winds, and drift in 
the middle of river. 
(b) Floating-house (FH)  
As another kind of floating living space on the water, a floating-house is built base 
on a wooden boat, or floating-barrels, or combined both of them (figure 5-1b). It is one-
storey house with average area around 16 - 25 m2. To avoid increasing load, boat-house’s 
materials are slight as much as possible. Previously, local people have used Nipa palm 
leaves for sloping roof and walls. However, in recent times corrugated iron has been used 
to replace the thatch roof and wall sheets in most types of housing. 
Floating-houses are mobile and are towed by boats up and down the river.  Most of 
the time, the floating houses are anchored along the river edge; close to on-land 
settlements or the floating market. Boat is the exclusive mode of transport for floating-
house occupants. In several floating-houses, owners make agreements with on-land 
residents to moor their houses at a particular location. Bamboo footbridges are then used 
as a temporary walkway to connect the floating house to the land.  
(c) Stilt-house (SH)  
Stilt-house is a popular Deltaic housing type, which is completely located on water, but has 
no floating and mobility characteristic. The house is built on stilts commonly made from the 
Melaleuca tree with the height ranges from 2.5 to 3m (figure 5-1c). The structure and 
materials used for building a stilt-house are temporary. The materials are light and cheap 
such as wood, thatch, or corrugated iron for walls and a sloping roof. The stilt-houses 
connect to land and other houses by bamboo footbridges. Boats are used as the major form 
of transportation for people living in stilt-houses.  
 (d) Half-stilt-house (HSH)  
Half-stilt-house is currently a common housing type in the Cai Rang waterfront 
community. The house is divided into two parts: the main part is firmly built on land and 
the other is extended out on the water and based on the stilts. As a result, there are two 
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facades: one in contact with the road, and one turn to the river. The on-land part is 
commonly built with one or two storeys. The materials in most part, permanent with bricks 
for walls (with reinforce concrete or not); and tile, and corrugated iron, or concrete for the 
roof.  The on-water part uses light and temporary materials such as thatch or corrugated 
iron for walls and roof. The stilts are normally built from Melaleuca tree or concrete. It is a 
stable housing structure without a moving or floating feature, however, half-stilt-house is 
suitable with locals’ demand by using both road and water transport (figure 5-1d). 
 (e) On-land-house (OLH)  
On-land-house is completely built on land with a stable building structure and a fixed 
area that limit the flexibility characteristic. It can only expand vertically by increasing the 
number of storeys. The on-land-house design follows a contemporary style that has been 
popular in many cities of Vietnam since 1990s with flat roof and brick or concrete structure. 
There have been used the modern and permanent material such as bricks, concrete, steel, 
glass, aluminium and corrugated iron for one to three storeys. The on-land-house is 
interspersed in both the Northern and Southern waterfront settlements among half-stilt-
houses (figure 5-1e). 
Six housing clusters 
A number of different organisational typologies of housing are represented by the six 
main housing clusters that show the relationship between different housing types and 
water edges (figure 5-2 and 5-3). A boat-house cluster (a) is created by several boat-houses 
which are rafted together at the floating market at night. Becoming a cluster helps boat-
houses to be firmly located in the middle of the river and avoids damage from big waves, 
winds and storms. During the day, they are detached to facilitate on-water trading activities 
and daily activities.  All approaches to a boat-house cluster are by small boat with no 
physical connection to land. This type of boat-house cluster has the strongest connection 
with water.   
Stilt-houses and floating-houses are concentrated at the Southern bank of the Can 
Tho River, which is a depositional riverside with no erosion, subsidence, or collapse issues. 
A stilt-house cluster (c) is formed by a group of stilt-houses that are mostly built by 
members of one extended family. They live closely and use bamboo footbridge to link 
individual houses and connect to land.  The floating-house has flexible and moveable 
characteristics that help combine with other housing types to become different housing 
clusters such as floating-house and stilt-house cluster (d) or floating-house, half-stilt-house 
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and on-land-house cluster (b). Between them, ((a), (c) and (d)) these housing styles create a 
unique ‘floating cluster’ characteristic as that shapes the Deltaic riverscape identity. The 
community residents mainly use boat for moving, trading, and approaching land. All daily 
activities in the three housing clusters are on water with main facades direct to the river.  
 
 
Figure 5-2: Cluster of (a) boat-houses; (b) floating-houses, half-stilt-houses, and on-land-houses; (c) 
stilt-houses (SH); (d) floating-houses and stilt-houses; (e) half-stilt houses ; and (f) half-stilt-houses 
and on-land-houses. 
 
The half-stilt-house clusters are concentrated along waterfront of the Northern 
bank (e) and the Southern bank (f) of the river. A series of long length houses partly located 
on the water creates a typical housing cluster of Deltaic waterfront settlement, which forms 
a façade unique to the Mekong Delta riverscape. In (e) cluster, one long plot belongs one 
house owner. In these plots, the living space runs through from road to river, while in (f), 
some long plots are divided into several layers to become one half-stilt-house and a few 
small on-land-houses, all with different house owners. Small alleys alternate between 
several half-stilt-house clusters and access the river and other floating clusters. The 
relationship between those clusters and water is not as strong as it was in the past when 
most of the major housing spaces such as living room and shop were faced the river. In 
recent times, water-oriented spaces are transforming from main spaces to auxiliary spaces 
such as kitchen, toilet, workshop, or store that are placed in on-water part of house. Half-
stilt-house occupants now use motorbikes instead of boats to travel and carry out their 
businesses and activities. However, outsiders can still approach those clusters in two ways: 
from the river and from the road.  
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Figure 5-3: The relationship between housing types and water edges. 
 
5.1.2 Housing cluster and flood levels 
Figure 5-4 shows three different river levels: (a) river level in the dry season; (b) the 
lower level of the river in the flooding season; and (c) the peak level in the flooding season. 
The flooded water level without tide influence could increase 1.20m compared with the 
average level in the dry season, and could reach 2.25m to 2.5m at tide peak. According to 
local residents’ observation, the flooded water level has dramatically increased in the past 
three years causing most houses in the southern riverside and few houses in the northern 
riverside to submerge. Previously, most of the stilt-houses and half-stilt-houses did not 
experienced submergence due to the high floor levels which were built in accordance with 
the 2000 flood peak.  
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Figure 5-4: Different river water levels in Can Tho river: (a) on 4th May 2013; (b) on 22nd November 
2013; and (c) on 8th November 2013. 
 
Findings, however, show that depending on the different types of housing, the 
internal impacts of flooding differs between housing clusters (figure 5-5). AA section of 
boat-house cluster and floating-house cluster confirm that no flood water entered these 
housing types. They float on any flooded water levels that help keep normal daily activities 
throughout flooding season. Meanwhile, the remaining housing types are considerably 
affected by flooded water. AA section of stilt-house cluster, half-stilt-house cluster and on-
land-house at the peak of the flood level displays that most of these housing types are 
submerged to different levels ranging from 5cm to 50cm.  
Stilt-house is the housing type most affected by flooded water. AA section through 
stilt-house cluster illustrates that all stilt-houses are completely submerged at high flood 
levels from 30cm to 50cm. Those levels could be increased as a result of the due to big 
waves created whenever large vessels cross the river. Not only is the whole house under 
water but, all walkways and footbridges to connect to land, are totally disrupted because of 
deep submergence. The only way to approach a stilt-house at that time is by boat.  
To half-stilt-house and on-land-house, the flooded levels in each house are different 
depending on the different ground elevations. Most of half-stilt-houses in the Northern 
riverbank were not affected by the floodwater, which is lower than ground level. Few half-
stilt-houses submerged from 5cm to 10cm in their deck – the lowest part of the ground 
floor, and few got a whole space flooded. Particularly in the Southern riverside, most of 
half-stilt-houses and on-land-houses are flooded at high inundation level from 5cm to 30cm. 
However, due to the short flooded duration and not too high inundation level, the flooded 
impact to half-stilt-houses and on-land-houses in Southern riverside is not extremely 
serious.  
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 Figure 5-5: Six housing clusters during flooding time. 
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5.1.3 Housing floor plan during flooding 
This section provides the understanding of indoor circumstances of housing types 
during the flooding season through an investigation the floor plan and rising water level in 
five housing types (figure 5-6). Floor plan and section drawings show precisely the same 
spaces and functions before and during flooding. There nothing changes in the floor plan of 
the boat-house and floating-house as they float on the surface of water. The only issue that 
arises from flooding for the floating-house is the submergence of footbridge which 
interrupts the access from land to house.  
The stilt-house has the highest interior flood level ranging from 35cm to 45cm 
depending on specific times. It should be approximately 5cm to 10cm extra when big waves 
from big ships hit the house. Floor plan and section of this stilt-house at flooding time 
reveal a serious submergence with the occupation of flooded water to all indoor and 
outdoor spaces. However, the flooded floor plan also indicates some solutions that help 
maintain most of main spaces such as bedrooms, living rooms to continue normal daily 
activities. Firstly, all essential permanent furniture such as beds, wardrobe, and racks are 
lifted higher than flood level. Other solution is using particular furniture that could create 
different experiences for use in water spaces such as hammock and high chairs. Occupants 
could move them to any place to suit activities in their everyday life even under water. It 
could be seen that there is a big change in living environment but minor change in floor 
plan function.  
The half-stilt-house floor plan and section drawings show other impact level from 
flooding. Flood water did not affect housing spaces as well as occupants’ daily activities 
because most of main spaces are on the high ground. It can be seen in the drawings that 
housing spaces do not changes in and house owners do not need to change their behaviour 
to adapt to the flooding. Only the deck with lower floor level, which is using as a groceries 
stock and a buffering space to connect with river, is slightly submerged from 5cm to 10cm. 
A long term solution of the house-owner is raising the deck floor level in case of the serious 
inundation in near future.  
Figure 5.6 presents on-land-house floor plan and section drawing which show the 
flooded 1st floor with the flood level approximately 10cm. Due to the small area and 
integrating multiple functions on the 1st floor such as living, sleeping, cooking and WC, all 
daily activities are completely interrupted when the flooded water occupy the 1st floor 
spaces. The house owner utilises the 2nd floor to continue their daily routine. This on-land-
house has expensive and permanent concrete structure that increases vertically the floor 
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space. The simple solution during peak flooding is to move all family members and activities 
to 2nd floor.  
 Floor plan and section before flooding Floor plan and section during flooding 
Interior 
flood 
level  
BH 
  
0 cm 
FH 
  
0 cm 
SH 
  
35-45 
cm 
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HSH 
  
5-10 
cm 
OLH 
  
10 cm 
Figure 5-6: Each housing type at maximum flooded water level. 
5.2 ONE RIVER – THREE COMMUNITIES 
5.2.1 The evolution of urban patterns 
The Cai Rang waterfront area was divided into three small communities - Northbank 
community, Southbank community, and Floating-market community. These communities 
varied widely in their urban form representing historical and geographical factors of the site 
and society. The form of each waterfront community developed under the influence of 
social and physical factors. The river has been the most significant influence of the 
waterfront site. During the long period of evolution, the waterfront community in Cai Rang 
district has acquired the unique layouts with fine-grain patterns in both two waterfront 
communities and the floating market community.  
Before 1945  
Prior to 1945, Cai Rang area was one of the most developed areas of Can Tho 
province. The establishment of Cai Rang on-land market before 1848 was a prerequisite for 
the region’s development. Several rice mills were built to serve the trading and milling 
demands of the whole region. At that time, the floating market has not been formed; 
however, there were bustling on-water trading activities around the Cai Rang on-land 
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market. This, combined with the trading activities of floating grocery stores in some 
floating-houses formed the beginnings of the Cai Rang floating market.  
Building pattern at this time was not high density but spread evenly in the whole 
area. Communities on both riverside were sparsely formed. The major housing types were 
half-stilt-house and on-land-house. A few floating-houses and stilt-houses were found only 
in the Southbank. The entire plots were short and square in contrast to the large land lot of 
millers, which were formed very early (figure 5-7). Connection between both riverbank 
communities was strong although there was low residential housing density firstly because 
river was the major space to travel, trade, and exchanges agricultural products. The main 
transportation was by boats that facilitated communication between the two sides of the 
river. The Cai Rang on-land market was a magnet located in the Southbank that attracted 
not only riverside local residents but also other Deltaic people in rural areas and even other 
provinces.  
 
 
Figure 5-7: Figure-ground map of Cai Rang waterfront community before 1945. 
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1945-1975 
According to the research of OSA (Research Group Urbanism and Architecture, 
Belgium), during America’s occupation of South Vietnam, the population of Can Tho greatly 
increased due to migration of people from North Vietnam and massive rural - urban 
migration. However, in this period, there were no converged trading activities on the river 
because of government policies of Republic of Vietnam. This was not only in the Cai Rang 
area but also in the whole Mekong Delta. They did not encourage gathering by boats and 
trading crowds as they were difficult to control and were seen as a security threat. Many 
orchards and rice fields were abandoned or destroyed by bombs.  This decreased 
agricultural productivity as well as exchange and trade demands. Settlement patterns along 
river edges were cleared because of the war security control policy. Only several floating-
houses located near Cai Rang market existed. There was no construction activity in this 
period and no connection between two riversides (figure 5-8).  
 
 
Figure 5-8: Figure-ground map of Cai Rang waterfront community from 1945 to 1975. 
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1975-1990 
1975 marked the end of the Vietnam War and the reunification North and South of 
Vietnam. Cai Rang local residents, who had evacuated from rural areas and other provinces, 
started to return to their homelands. The Cai Rang population swelled due to the locals 
‘return and immigration of people from other provinces. The development of the Cai Rang 
area flourished during this period with habitation and trade activities both on land and on 
water. The Cai Rang floating market is firmly established and located at the intersection of 
three rivers. This period also was the most developed time of the Cai Rang floating market 
with hundreds of merchants engaging river trading.  
The increase of settlement demand stretched the land plots and dramatically 
expanded plot density, particularly in waterfront areas. The buildings continuously 
developed in both road and river direction and created the typical pattern of the waterfront 
settlement. Physical pattern of the floating market was shaped with dense and movable 
boat-house patterns. The southern riverside still connected closely with northern side by 
boats and floating market’s attraction (figure 5-9).  
 
Figure 5-9: Figure-ground map of Cai Rang waterfront community from 1975 to 1990. 
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1990 – now  
The Cai Rang floating market has been moved 500m from the previous location at 
Cai Rang bridge column because its trading activities caused many traffic accidents that 
impacted to the waterway travels and bridge safety. Under influences of the rapid 
urbanisation process, the development of roads gradually replaces waterway 
transportation and the development of different modes of transport that complement 
road-based urbanity. Local residents tend to shift their livelihood and daily activities onto 
the land with a limited number of boats.  
 
 
Figure 5-10: Figure-ground map of Cai Rang waterfront community from 1990 to present. 
 
The physical pattern of waterfront communities is formed into a fine-grain pattern 
with very high building density. The long plots continuously develop toward the river 
creating more building volume on water. Housing form tends to shape as ‘tube-house’ 
which is could be divided into two or three layers or separate houses. On this site exists a 
unique morphology that could be named as ‘floating pattern’ formed by floating-plots of 
boat-houses, floating-houses and stilt-houses along Southern bank of the river. The two 
riversides have a weak relationship at this time although the recent location of the floating-
market with its activities could be a strong bridge between the Southbank and Northbank. 
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The Southbank community still keeps strong connection with the Cai Rang market and Cai 
Rang floating market in terms of trading. In recent times, the Northbank community 
focuses on road and on-land activities while hardly involves in trading in the floating market 
or travelling on waterways (figure 5-10). 
Finding from four figure-ground maps shows three major mobility flows in the Cai 
Rang River community (figure 5-11). A flow of pattern is gradually created while Southbank 
residents try to expand their living space by lengthen the on-water parts of their half-stilt-
houses or built up more floating-houses and stilt-houses. The Southbank flow has a trend 
close to the river with the extension of on-land plots toward river and the increase of a 
number of on-water plots. On the other hand, the Northbank plots are slowly developing to 
the roadside. The main functional spaces are turning from facing the river to facing the 
road. The most travelled flow in the Cai Rang community is the movement of the floating 
market. Besides the swelling of plots of boats and boat-houses, it travels far away from the 
original location near Cai Rang on-land market and could be relocated to other sites in the 
future.  
 
Figure 5-11: The mobility of physical patterns of Cai Rang waterfront community from 1990 to 
present. 
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5.2.2 Permanency of building structures 
The permanency of building structure in the Cai Rang waterfront community is 
revealed through different layers of housing base on three categories: permanent 
structure, semi-permanent structure and temporary structure (figure 5-12a). Most of 
housing types located at the river edge such as boat-house, floating-house, stilt-house, and 
on-water part of half-stilt-house are built with temporary structures (figure 5-12b). Light, 
economical, and short-term materials such as corrugated iron or thatch for roof and wall, 
wood for wall and Melaleuca trees for stilts which are integrated in very simple structure 
and design, are an advantage for floating form or on-stilt forms. However, this light 
structure makes the dwellings vulnerable under the impacts of big waves, storms, and big 
ships.  
Semi-permanent housing structures use more than one permanent building 
material such as brick for walls and steel or concrete for structural system (figure 5-12c). 
The remaining materials could be corrugated iron or woods for wall and roof. It has become 
the most popular structure both of the riverbank communities because it is economical and 
feasible. This form of construction is applied not only to domestic housing but also to 
factory and market structures. The disadvantage of this structure type is that it is easily 
unroofed in big storms and strong winds.  
The last building structure in this site is permanent, and completely uses 
permanent materials from foundation to roof such as brick and concrete. This structure is 
mostly found in the Northbank community with housing of more than two storeys(figure 5-
12d). In fact, a house could be divided into several layers with different structures but the 
same formula: on-land parts are built in semi-permanent or permanent structure, while on-
water part is applied temporary structure.  
Interestingly, most of on-water housing clusters, which are affected by adverse 
impacts of the river such as big waves, strong winds, corrosion, and erosion, have 
temporary structures. Particularly in the Northbank community, houses are seriously 
threatened by erosion. Northbank residents invest in reinforcing the river edge under their 
house by building their own embankments and concrete stilts rather on investing in 
permanent housing structure. In contrast, the Southbank of the river is accretive and stable.  
As a result on the Southbank there is a concentration of temporary structure houses such 
as floating-house, stilt-house, which are required cheap and slight materials, and simple 
building techniques. Southbank residents do not invest much in building their own house; 
they just focus on how to cope with flood, and big winds in the short-term.  
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a.  
 
b.  c.  d.  
   
Figure 5-12: Range of permanence of building structures: (a) pattern of permanent, semi-permanent, 
and temporary structures of built form; (b) image of temporary houses; (c) image of semi-permanent 
houses; and (d) image of permanent houses. 
 
5.2.3 Uses of building structures 
According to the land-use pattern map in Cai Rang area a commercial zone is based 
on the triangle of markets: Cai Rang market, An Binh market and Cai Rang floating market 
(figure 5-13). Cai Rang market and An Binh market are public markets which have been built 
on land, however, they serve both on-land and on-water trading demands. Cai Rang 
floating market is the on-water market which was spontaneously formed by boat-
merchants and local residents in response to the need for trade and exchange of 
agricultural products. These three markets attract a high density of settlement and trade 
activities and create the typical commercial pattern characteristic of this zone combining 
on-land and on-river commercial land use. A combination of rice milling factories and 
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warehouses in the Southbank helps support trading activities and diversify the land use 
pattern of this area.  
Other prominent characteristic of the land use pattern is the mixed-use feature. 
Most houses are multifunctional. A house could be a store, a showroom, a workshop, or a 
warehouse, or be mixed by all of these functions. In each house, the mixed-use spaces 
usually face the river or the road to accommodate a trading purpose. This is clearly 
demonstrated in the mixed-use buildings concentrated along the roadside in the 
Northbank. The floating market is also one type of mixed-use function in which boat 
combines house, shop, and stock.  
 
Figure 5-13: Land use map of Cai Rang community. 
 
5.2.4 Northbank – a permanent community 
As a depositional side of the river with torrents, the Northbank community consists 
of a concentration of half-stilt-house and on-land-house; comparatively permanent 
structures (figure 5-14a). Figure 5-14b and 5-14c show the skyline of riverview facades that 
reveals waterfront housing characteristics. They are one storey, temporary structures with 
sloping rooves; few of them are shops or workshops having advertisements on riverside. 
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The view looking from river edge also illustrates a range of house on stilts but without boats 
or other water-related activities (figure 5-14d). Meanwhile, the skyline from road view 
shows the reverse image of concrete buildings and stores with one and two storeys, some 
of them have three storeys (figure 5-14e and 5-14f), with the involvement of road-based 
transportation such as motorbikes and cars (figure 5-14g).  
 
Figure 5-14a: Volume of the community study site.  
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Figure 5-14b: The riverview façade of B to C part (Photo by author, Nov 2013). 
 
Figure 5-14c: The riverview façade of C to D (Nov, 2013). 
  
Figure 5-14d: View looking along riveredge (Nov, 2013). 
 
Figure 5-14e: The roadview façade of D to C (Photo by author, Nov 2013). 
 
Figure 5-14f: The roadview façade of C to B (Nov, 2013). 
  
Figure 5-14g: View looking along Vong Cung road (Nov, 2013). 
Figure 5-14: Illustrations of the Northbank community. 
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The AA section of the Northbank community illustrates specifically the common 
housing functions in both on-land-house and half-stilt-house, and the relationship between 
housing, road, and river (figure 5-15). It also identifies how mixed-use functions are 
implemented in one building. Local residents regularly combine living demands and trading 
purposes in their houses, some of them add more particular functions such as workshop, 
stock, or room for rent. Most of trading spaces face the road. , Only water-related shops 
and workshops such as boat shop, boat workshops or showrooms are turned on the river.  
 
Figure 5-15: AA section of the Northbank community. 
 
The AA section with building structure particularly shows the different layers of 
housing in the Northbank community applied different building structures. The road-
oriented parts use permanent structures and semi-permanent structures while the 
temporary structure is commonly applied to on-water part (figure 5-16). 
 
Figure 5-16: AA section of permanent, semi-permanent, and temporary building structures. 
 
Figure 5-17a and 5-17b reveal the different levels on-land and on-water spaces for local 
residents in terms of public spaces, semi-public space, semi-private space, and private 
space before and during flooding. To Northbank residents, the pavement is not the public 
space anymore but the semi-public space where contain their trading, chatting and 
communicating activities. This space blurs with their semi-private space (shop, workshop) 
to expand their communicated space to roadside. Northbank residents hardly use river 
space for communication and interaction to other locals, just for private purposes. This is 
clearly illustrated when comparing the use of space density before and during flooding with 
higher intensiveness in using road-based spaces. 
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Figure 5-17a: Private, semi-private, semi-public, and public uses of spaces before flooding. 
 
Figure 5-17b: Change of used spaces during flooding.  
 
Figure 5-17: Using of spaces in theNorthbank community before and during flooding. 
 
5.2.5 Floating-market – a floating community 
The floating market could be seen as a community where the boat-merchants 
combine their living practices with daily trading activities. Particularly, it is a floating 
community with the movement fluctuating at the rivers intersection. Cai Rang floating 
market has gradually drifted 500m from the Cai Rang Bridge, and 700m from the starting 
location around Cai Rang on-land market. In the future, it could be moved in other place to 
serve the embankment project along two riversides (figure 5-18). 
There are only boat-houses and few floating houses in this community which have a 
lifestyle solely on the river. All daily activities and livelihoods are managed on the river 
without any physical connect to land. The combination of boat-houses and floating-houses 
also outlines the unique water-related pattern of the floating market community with 
particular characteristics such as movability and adaptability. However, it still has instability 
and temporary characteristic due to unfixed location, fluctuating density and temporary 
housing structures. In addition, the decrease in boat numbers, on-river trade activities as 
well as tourist numbers signals to the community’s decline.  
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Figure 5-18: Extension of floating-market community. 
 
5.2.6 Southbank - a temporary community 
The skyline from river view facade shows the characteristics of on-water and 
waterfront housing part of the Southbank community (figure 5-19a,5-19b and 5-19c). There 
exist the spontaneous and diversified rhythms of floating houses, stilt-houses, and half-stilt-
houses that are different with the Northbank community. The façade show mostly one-
storey-house image with sloping roof and temporary materials. The view looking along river 
edge also reveals the close connection with river through representation of boats, on-water 
housings and activities (figure 5-19d). One similarity between the Southbank and the 
Northbank communities is the road view skyline. This has many permanent two-storey-
houses at the same housing ribbon along the river (figure 5-19e and 5-19f).  
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Figure 5-19a: Volume of the Southbank study site. 
 
 
Figure 5-19b: The riverview façade of D to C (Photo by author, Nov 2013). 
 
Figure 5-19c: The riverview façade of C to B (Nov, 2013). 
  
Figure 5-19d: View looking along riveredge (Nov, 2013).  
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Figure 5-19e: The roadview façade of B to C (Photo by author, Nov 2013). 
 
Figure 5-19f: The roadview façade of C to D (Nov, 2013). 
 
   
Figure 5-19g: View looking along Ly Thuong Kiet road (Nov, 2013). 
Figure 5-19: Illustrations of the Southbank community. 
 
The AA section of the Southbank community also clarifies the diversity of housing 
types located in this site and the strong relationship between the housing and the river. 
There are many layers of housing type from river to road including respectively floating-
house, stilt-house, half-stilt-house, and two on-land-houses. They are connected each other 
by walkways, footbridges and boats. The complicated ownership in one land plot also 
reveals this section with more than one house owner (figure 5-20). 
 
Figure 5-20: AA section of the Southbank community. 
 
The AA section of building structure illustrates the housing condition of the 
Southbank community with most of structure are temporary structure close to the river. 
They are simply housings; some of them are mixed-use between housing and workshop or 
store. The permanent structure parts are built close to road with more than one storey; 
some of them are mixed-use buildings that combine living and trading purpose (figure 5-
21). 
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Figure 5-21: AA section of permanent, semi-permanent, and temporary building structures. 
 
Section AA of using space shows that before flooding, most of locals’ activities are 
taken place on both the river and road. As in the Northbank community, Southbank people 
are also interested in road for the daily activities and use the road space as their semi-
public spaces with many outdoor community activities (figure 5-22a). However, they still 
keep a water –related lifestyle in which the river is seen as the public space of this 
community. In contrast to the Northbank, during flooding, the density of used space on 
road is decreased. People tend to move to the upper floor to continue their daily life. The 
density of usable space on river is relatively stable. At the flooding time, in the waterfront 
part and on-water part, all walkways and footbridges are submerged. This disrupts locals’ 
daily activities. People tend to use their indoor spaces even the space that is under water 
(figure 5-22b). It seems that Southbank residents are familiar with the water environment 
as well as flooded environment. 
 
Figure 5-22a: Private, semi-private, semi-public, and public uses of spaces before flooding. 
 
Figure 5-22b: Change of used spaces during flooding. 
Figure 5-22: Using of spaces in the Southbank community before and during flooding. 
 
5.2.7 Mobility of local residents 
Resident flow to and from the Northbank community 
After 1975, the Northbank community was a famous and prosperous carpentry 
village, which is specialised in making boats and wooden furniture to distribute to other 
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provinces. There still exist several wooden workshops and furniture showrooms that 
continue the traditional industry. However, only a few householders that continue to follow 
river-related livelihoods such as boat building or selling boats. The figure 5-23 shows the 
mobility of Northbank residents in terms of their descended places and their future places. 
It reveals the mobility of human flow in physical pattern. Most of Northbank residents are 
from rural areas or other provinces (c) who moved to the area seeking employment.  
During the settlement process, they owned both on-land plots for housing and waterfront 
plots for workshops or stores to utilise the advantages of waterways for transporting raw 
materials and products. This ownership creates the other mobility flow as a convection flow 
between waterfront part (a), and on-land part (b) in terms of connection and interaction 
activities. In the future, if the site is removed because of erosion damage scenario or 
embankment project, there will appear the third movement in which local residents plan to 
comeback their homeland (c) or to be resettled in on-land resettlement areas (d). There is 
no plan for other water-related settlements.   
 
Figure 5-23: Relationship between (a) waterfront cluster; (b) on-land cluster; (c) other 
provinces/rural areas/orchards; and (d) the resettlement areas. 
 
There are many completed and on-going resettlement area projects in Can Tho City 
and others provinces in the Mekong Delta with different volumes. There exists one 
completed resettlement area adjacent Cai Rang community named ‘923' which has been 
built to relocate local residents from the expanded Vong Cung road project in 2007 (figure 
5-24). It has 264 land plots in total but only two-thirds of plots have been built. One plot 
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has an area of 92.5m2 (4.5m wide x 20.5m long), which has been sold for a cheap price for 
people relocating. However, most of relocated residents are poor and low-income people 
who do not have enough money to buy a plot and build a new house. They are also 
concerned about opportunities to earn a living in a new environment, which is completely 
different with their water-related place. In addition, the resettlement area reveals a 
number of issues in terms of infrastructure and social facilities that causes the hesitance to 
relocated residents. This includes the concerns over the inadequacy of schools, health 
clinics, pavement, street lighting, and public water supply. Eventually, 60% of the original 
relocated people have sold their plots and moved back to their previous place or moved 
elsewhere.  
  
Figure 5-24: The existing condition and the housing type in ‘923’ resettlement area. 
(Photo by author, 2013). 
 
The figure 5-25 shows the illustration of detail plan of several on-going 
resettlement projects in Can Tho City. The resettlement areas are dispersed throughout the 
high areas in an aim to permanently relocate local people from flood-prone areas. The New 
Urbanism approach with a road-based design is applied to these resettlement areas with 
the similar design principle of the high-density housing blocks that surround a community 
space. This community nuclear space could be a complex of a primary school, an open 
space, and other public facilities such as health clinics and community house. Although 
these areas are surrounded by water as the canals, they perform no connection to water in 
terms of urban designs and urban functions. Most of recent resettlement areas also have 
their own problems and the similar issues to ‘923’ resettlement area in Cai Rang district 
regarding the lack of social services and infrastructure. A key issue is that the resettlement 
areas are all providing road-based communities that are unfamiliar to the water-oriented 
residents in the Mekong Delta (figure 5-26). 
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a. b. c. 
 
  
Figure 5-25: The detail plan of resettlement areas in (a) Dong Binh commune, (b) Truong Xuan 
commune, and (c) Thanh An commune in Can Tho City (Source: Department of Construction of Can 
Tho City, 2013). 
 
  
Figure 5-26: Realistic images of the on-going Tan Thuan resettlement area in Hau Giang province 
(Photo by author, 2013). 
 
Resident flow to and from the Southbank and floating-market community 
The figure 5-27 shows the mobility of the Southbank and floating market residents in 
terms of their descended places and their future moving plans. As well as having similar 
flows as in the Northbank, the human flow in the Southbank and floating market 
communities also have their own characteristics. The Southbank community is a gathering 
of local people who have livelihoods on the river or along the river such as boat-driver, 
boat-mechanic, boat-vendor, and home-vendor. They have a strong family networks that 
create extended family housing clusters in this site. The diversified housing types in the 
Southbank generate several specific settlement clusters; including a waterfront cluster (a), 
on-land cluster (b), and on-water cluster (c). The mobility of the human flow in the 
Southbank community started from other provinces or rural areas (e), then settled down in 
the waterfront cluster (a) without connection to on-land cluster (b). When the population 
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swelled, some of family members moved to on-water cluster (c) to build their houses and 
lived there to create next flow. In terms of the establishment of the embankment project 
and resettlement plan, the future flow could be divided into a number of directions. First, 
the locals who are living in waterfront cluster and owning on-land plot could be moved to 
resettlement areas (f) somewhere in high ground, not adjacent the river. Locals in on-water 
cluster (c) who are living in floating-houses or stilt-houses could be removed with very small 
compensation. They also have their own plan to follow the floating market (d) due to the 
close relationship with floating market community in terms of water transport and water-
based livelihood. Few people in the on-water cluster and waterfront cluster intend to go 
back to their homeland (e) as some in the Northbank community indicated. 
The figure 5-27 also illustrates the same flow in the floating-market community (d) as 
in the Southbank community, but in a more simplified version (d). Boat-merchants from 
rural areas and other provinces (e) have chosen the Cai Rang floating market to trade and 
settle. In case the floating market will be moved to other place, the merchants will follow it 
or come back their previous places (e). In addition, some residents in the Southbank 
community, who are have their livelihoods in the floating market, plan to move with the 
market.  
 
Figure 5-27: The relationship between (a) waterfront cluster; (b) on-land cluster; (c) on-water 
cluster; (d) floating market community; (e) other provinces/rural areas/orchards; and (f) planned 
resettlement areas. 
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5.3 SUMMARY 
This chapter has dealt with the question of “what forms of housing and related land uses 
occur in waterfront communities on Can Tho River” in terms of housing typology, urban 
patterns and human flows in order to address the characteristic of conceived space Cai 
Rang waterfront community. By studying housing types, housing clusters, housing floor 
plans, settlement pattern, building structure pattern, land use patterns and residents 
‘mobility in three waterfront communities, the findings in conceived space in Cai Rang 
community have shown that:  
- The local residents as users/habitants play an essential role in shaping and 
developing plots that create the unique urban fabric with fine-grain and mixed-
use pattern.  
- Throughout the evolutionary story of Cai Rang waterfront community, flooding 
has had low impact on urban pattern formation and development process, but it 
is one of key elements in forming housing typology.  
- Housing type is an important physical element to measure the flooding influence 
in which stilt-house has the most impact from flooding;  
- There still exists no formal urban planning into the representations of 
space/conceived space in Cai Rang waterfront community. It also means that the 
planners or designers play a limited role in recent conceived space of this place.  
The next chapter will explore social practices in term of locals’ daily activities in 
flooding circumstances to reveal the vulnerability and adaptability of local people to 
flooding, within which, the two remaining social spaces including perceived space and lived 
space are recognised.  
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Chapter 6: Everyday practices of Cai Rang 
residents 
The previous chapter outlined the findings regarding the urban morphology 
characteristics of Cai Rang waterfront communities. It showed that housing types, urban 
patterns, and features of three local communities were influenced by flooding, particularly 
the relationship between housing and the river edge. This chapter provides further 
evidence of the social practices that respond to these physical urban patterns and 
investigates the stresses, concerns, and daily routines of locals during flooding time. It helps 
reveal the vulnerability and adaptability to flooding of the housing and individuals as well as 
the social spaces in Deltaic waterfront communities. To do this, the following areas will be 
explored in this chapter:  
- investigation of collective and individual perceived space through their daily 
routine before and during flooded situations;  
- categories of potential flood-related impact on different individuals to interpret 
the phenomenon ‘living with flooding’ and locals’ lived space;  
- visual coding of participants, activities, and housing types according to relative 
scales of vulnerability and adaptability.  
6.1 LOCALS’ EVERYDAY PRACTICES AND THEIR PERCEIVED SPACEBEFORE AND DURING 
FLOODING 
6.1.1 Perceived space in collective scale 
There were 5,782 photos collected from photovoice activity of seven core 
participants in 2013 flooding season in Cai Rang waterfront community, who created seven 
photographic diaries telling genuinely about their life before and during flooding. A content 
analysis of participants’ photo diaries presented their concerns and daily activities within 
different surrounding environments including floating market, riverscapces, indoor spaces, 
outdoor spaces, and roadscapes. Before flooding, 46% (n= 1,431) of 3,105 photos focused 
on the river with 13% photos of floating market and 33% photos of riverscapes (33%). 
Besides photos of personal activities on the river which were taken from early morning until 
late midnight, participants were interested in taking photos of people’s activities in the 
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opposite riverside, early morning on-river trading and other on-river events such as 
funerals, fishing, and tourism activities. Photos revealed the strong relationship between 
water and locals’ daily life. Through 16% photos of outdoor spaces surround participants’ 
houses, the water-based lifestyle with water-related activities and housing types was 
illustrated. There were only 14% photos (n= 437) of indoor spaces while were 22% photos 
(n= 691) of roadscapes. Most of participants’ daily activities were outdoor, particularly on 
the river(table 6-1). 
Table 6-1: Themes of participants’ photos before flooding. 
Identifi
-cation 
Floating 
market 
River-
scapes 
Indoor 
spaces 
Outdoor 
spaces 
Road-
scapes 
Others Total  
F01 2 125 28 29 29 0 213 
F16 11 268 32 57 14 0 384 
F22 106 178 41 97 28 0 450 
M05 2 12 101 81 270 0 466 
M13 9 35 110 27 0 0 181 
M17 176 120 101 107 52 56 612 
M19 100 287 24 92 298 0 801 
Total  406 1025 437 490 691 56 3105 
% 13% 33% 14% 16% 22% 2% 100% 
 
Table 6-2: Themes of participants’ photos during flooding. 
Identifi
-cation 
Floating 
market 
River-
scapes 
Indoor 
spaces 
Outdoor 
spaces 
Road-
scapes 
Others Total  
F01 12 43 28 71 0 5 166 
F16 1 21 39 21 7 0 90 
F22 49 162 338 308 31 0 888 
M05 25 20 86 141 0 0 272 
M13 0 4 306 169 0 0 479 
M17 0 101 263 93 15 18 494 
M19 72 171 2 16 39 0 300 
Total 159 522 1062 819 92 23 2677 
% 6% 19% 39% 30% 3% 1% 100% 
 
During flooding, participants increased their indoor activities with 39% (n= 1,062) 
during-flooding-photos of indoor spaces. Only 14% of before-flooding-photos were of 
indoor spaces are taken (table 6-2). These pictures described the different flooded water 
levels inside their houses (photos of M17, F22, M13, M05) and the change of use in the 
indoor spaces with family members’ activities in flooded water (photos of M17, F22). In 
addition, participants increased their interest in outdoor spaces and road-based activities 
by taking photos of the houses next door, alleys, roads, and the river edge. This illustrated 
how these places have been affected by flooding with 819 photos (30% of during-flooding-
photos). A paradox is that local residents did not concern much about roadscapes and road-
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based activities during flooding with only3% (n= 92) photos of roadscapes. Meanwhile, 
before flooding, they took a large number of roadscapes photos, which accounted for 22% 
(n=691) of total before-flooding-photos.  
The collective spatial practice/perceived space was represented through the social 
practices of seven core participants before and during flooding. Based on photos’ subjects 
and themes, all photos were mapped on the satellite image to investigate the routine of 
seven participants with red dots for photos before flooding and blue dots for photos during 
flooding (see appendix B and figure 6-1). Traceable patterns of individuals’ daily routine, 
collective rhythms within certain given locations were identified from total 5,782 
participants’ photos to provide an overview of the collective spatial practice/perceive space 
in the Cai Rang waterfront community.  
The results show that changes in spatial practices as participants’ largely move along 
major waterway routes before flooding to riveredge routes during flooding. There also 
indicated a shift of transport modes before and during flooding: from the boat transport to 
a mix of boat transport and road transport. Thus, despite increased water volumes, local 
people continued to do their daily activities on water, even in submerged indoor spaces. 
The major collective perceived space could be seen as on-river trading space before 
flooding, which was created by participants’ daily activities concentrated on the floating 
market and along waterways. During flooding, the collective perceived space turned to 
beon-river travelling space, indoor gathering space and road attending space showing the 
movements of social practices in relation to places (table 6-3).  
a.  b.  
  
Figure 6-1: Synthesis of seven participants’ photos(a) before and (b) during flooding. 
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Table 6-3: Collective spatial practice/perceived space before and during flooding. 
 Before flooding  During flooding  
Spatial practices 
(Physical space)  
 
Waterways routes  
Boat transport  
Riveredge routes  
Boat transport and road 
transport  
Perceived space 
(Experience)  
On-river trading space  
 
On-river travelling space 
Indoor gathering space 
Road attending space 
 
6.1.2 Perceived space in individual housing 
The understanding of urban morphology and housing typology in the Chapter Five 
was a prerequisite to then explore the spatial practice/perceived space indifferent housing 
types. Based on individual photographic diaries before and during flooding corresponding 
with housing floor plan drawings, the ways that occupants generate, use, and transform 
their indoor spaces were presented. This produced the individual perceived space outlining 
occupants’ social practices in different indoor spaces in two flooded housing circumstances: 
no-flood house and flooded house.  
Perceived space in the no-flood boat-house and floating-house 
M19 is a boat-merchant who wholesale trades pineapple at the floating market. 
Because of living in a boat-house, M19 there was no impact from the flooding to his house 
or to his daily activities. He said he even liked flooding season because of its peaceful 
characteristic. His major concerns were storms and big winds that could damage his boat-
house, not flooding. His photos showed normal daily activities such as arranging pineapple 
stock, selling on boat-roof, relaxing, cooking, washing and bathing which illustrated nothing 
different before and during flooding.  In M19’s boat-house, the bedroom combined with 
the kitchen, the roof became an outdoor shop, and the living room was used as a bedroom 
at night. This flexibility was generated in response to different demands of using limited 
space, not in response to flooding. Table 6-4 indicates M19’s diversified indoor spaces with 
pineapple stock (a), shop on roof (b), living room (c), bedroom and kitchen (d), WC and bath 
(e) for two family members. Pineapple stock (a) and shop on roof (b) could be seen as 
trading space that occupied most of the housing area. Living room (c), bedroom and kitchen 
(d), WC and bath (e) presented living space where the family continued their living activities 
when not trading. 
F01 is a boat-driver living in a floating-house at Southbank. Her photos showed a 
similar content with M19’s photos, which described a life in a no-flood floating-house. 
Table 6-5 illustrates F01’s indoor spaces with the perceived spaces were: connecting space 
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presented by footbridge (a), verandah (b), and (c) washing space; and living space formed 
by living room (d), bedroom (e), and kitchen (f). There was only change in frequency not 
function of how the space was used before and during flooding. 
The photos taken by F01 and M19 revealed that the indoor spaces of the boat-house 
and the floating-house were appropriate with on-water lifestyle in general, and not 
particularly effected by flooding. The common point in two housing types was the flexibility 
in the functional transformation and combination in a narrow space. Both floating-houses 
and boat-houses shared an important common feature: both had relatively small spaces 
which were highly flexible and able to be transformed or combined to serve various and 
multiple functions. 
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Table 6-4: M19’s indoor spaces. 
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Table 6-5: F01’s indoor spaces. 
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Perceived space in flooded houses  
The stilt-house is the housing type most submerged by flood. The occupants 
expressed their experiences by using the perceived space to deal with flooding issues. M17 
is a boat-vendor selling drinks at the floating market who living in a stilt-house. Before 
flooding, daily activities of family members mostly concentrated in the living rooms (a, 
b)with a variety of activities including eating, playing, working, cooking, and relaxing. The 
verandah (d) was another major space used as connecting space between land and river, 
where occupants spent time relaxing, and doing other daily routines, as well as 
communicating to neighbors (table 6-6) 
During flooding, M17’s house experienced a serious flooding situation in which water 
occupied all indoor and outdoor spaces (table 6-7). The verandahs (d) were under water, 
which meant that the connecting space was lost. However, occupants in this house still 
continued their daily routines in the living room (a), (b), and (c) with a transformation in 
using space in submerged circumstance, which generated the new perceived spaces in this 
house including elevated living space and submerged relaxing space. The elevated living 
space was the multifunctional living room, which was generated by elevating important 
furniture such as beds, wardrobes, and shelves higher than flooded level. It helped 
maintain normal daily activities of nine family members even bathing, shampooing, and 
washing (a, b). In addition, more space above flooded water was created by hanging eight 
hammocks in living room(c). The submerged relaxing space was presented by a 
transformation of living room to be a playground for children playing and swimming, or a 
family entertainment space (c). The photos showed the everyday life of all family members 
without any interruptions. It seemed that flooding was a normal event for the whole family 
and they are familiar and comfortable with it. 
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Table 6-6: M17’s indoor spaces before flooding. 
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Table 6-7: M17’s indoor spaces during flooding. 
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F22 is a boat-driver living in another stilt-house on the Southbank. The floor plan 
drawing showed a big house that was large enough for ten family members with sufficient 
functional spaces including three bedrooms, one living room, store, kitchen, WC, and a big 
courtyard (table 6-8). Most of daily activities occurred in the courtyard (a) and verandah (b), 
which created a major perceived space as connecting space in this house. The other 
perceived space was the living space, which was formed by occupants’ activities in their 
living room (c), kitchen (d), and bath (e).  
During flooding, the house completely submerged and was isolated by high flooded 
water (table 6-9). F22 said the hardest work she had to do frequently during flooding time 
was cleaning the floor while the water was receding. In addition, she had to maintain all 
daily activities as normal such as cooking, washing and bathing while surrounded by 
flooded water. Her last task was ensuring the agricultural trading continued as usual. 
According to her photos, the indoor spaces did not change much in the flooded situation. 
The participant and her family members still carried out their daily activities under flooded 
water as normal (c, d,e) that created a new perceive space: submerged living space. The 
connecting space of courtyard (a) and verandah (b) were inundated but still be used for 
motorbike parking and trading; and for children playing and swimming.  
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Table 6-8: F22’s indoor spaces before flooding. 
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Table 6-9: F22’s indoor spaces during flooding. 
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Table 6-10: Individual perceived space before and during flooding adapted from Lefebvre (1991) and 
Carp (2008). 
%: Estimated percentage of daily activities in different perceived spaces. 
 Identifica
-tion  
Time of 
settlem
-ent  
Location  Interior flooded level Perceived 
space before 
flooding  
Perceived 
space during 
flooding 
M19 Male  
Boat-
merchant  
 
 
over 50 
years  
 
 
0cm 
Trading 
space (70%) 
Living 
space(30%)  
Trading 
space (60%) 
Living space 
(40%) 
F01 Female  
Boat-
driver  
over 50 
years 
 
 
0cm 
Connecting 
space (40%) 
Living 
space(60%)  
Connecting 
space (20%) 
Living space 
(80%) 
M17 Male  
Boat-
vendor  
over 30 
years 
 
 
35-45cm 
Living space 
(50%) 
Connecting 
space (50%) 
Elevated 
living 
space(70%) 
Submerged 
relaxing 
space(30%) 
 
M05 Male 
Carpenter  
over 50 
years 
 
 
5cm  
Working 
space(60%) 
Connecting 
space (20%)  
Living space 
(20%) 
 
Working 
space (60%) 
Living space 
(40%) 
 
M13 Male 
Mechanic  
over 50 
years 
 
 
20-30cm 
Working 
space (70%) 
Living space 
(30%) 
Submerged 
living space 
(100%) 
 
F16 Female 
Student  
over 20 
years 
 
 
10cm 
Trading 
space (70%)  
Downstairs 
living space 
(30%) 
 
Trading 
space (70%) 
Upstairs 
living space 
(30%) 
F22 Female 
Boat-
driver  
over 30 
years 
 
 
35-45cm 
Connecting 
space (70%)  
Living space 
(30%)  
Submerged 
connecting 
space (30%)  
Submerged 
living space 
(70%)  
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Seven core participants’ photos corresponding to physical indoor spaces generated 
the understanding of how locals used their space in normal days and flooding days as 
perceived space. This social space in which everyday activities occurred was produced and 
reproduced by daily activities to manifest a new social meaning of certain space in different 
flooding circumstances. Before flooding, participants’ routines were mostly occurred in 
semi-private space or mediating place such as shop, workshop, courtyard, and verandah, 
which presented the trading space, working space, and connecting space. During flooding 
time, occupants mostly concentrated their activities in multifunctional living rooms. They 
generated new types of perceive space in order to continue their daily routines in a flooded 
environment such as elevated living space and submerged living space (table 6-10). 
6.2 LIVED SPACE IN CAI RANG COMMUNITY 
6.2.1 Potential flood-related stress of individuals 
To understand social vulnerability in waterfront communities, the degree of potential 
stress was considered from an insider’s viewpoint. The analysis of results of 27 
unstructured interviews with local residents who live or used to live in the Cai Rang 
waterfront community showed many causes of stress such as flooding, difficulties in 
maintaining their livelihood, low housing quality, natural hazards such as big waves, winds, 
storms, and the resettlement plan. This study focused on the flood-related impacts 
expressed through locals’ stories, memories, daily activities, and thoughts about floods. A 
relative scale of expressed utterances was used as indicators of no stress, low stress, 
moderate stress, and high stress. These levels were indicated by the particular utterance 
choices of participants (table 6-11). Particular words were used by participants to express 
their feelings when talking about flooding and its impacts on their houses, their daily 
routines, as well as their livelihoods. The phenomenon of stress-telling was identified in the 
data using local words which translate as ‘I’m used to it’, ‘I like’, ‘not scary’, ‘it’s normal’… 
for indicating no-stress; ‘sad’, ‘tired’, ‘scary’… for low-stress; ‘so sad’, ‘so scary’, ‘very hard’ 
… for moderate stress; and ‘deadly sad’, ‘extremely hard’, ‘deadly hard’…for high-stress.  
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Table 6-11: Stress indicators from interview utterances of 27 participants. 
Level of stress Utterance of females Utterance of males 
No stress (N)  vui lắm/so funny; 
khoái/like; 
 
vui lắm/so funny; 
bình thường/it’s normal;  
quen rồi/I'm used to it;  
không sợ/not scary;   
không ảnh hưởng gì hết/ it doesn’t 
make any difference 
Low (L)  rầu/sad; 
mệt/tired  
sợ/scary 
ghê/ 
ớn lắm/tired of;  
Moderate (M)  rầu lắm/so sad; 
rầu lo/distressing  
sợ lắm/so scary; sợ muốn 
chết/deadly scary;  
vất vả lắm/ really hard  
cực lắm/very hard  
 
High  (H)  khổ lắm (cực lắm)/extremely hard;  
rầu muốn chết/deadly sad;  
khổ muốn chết/deadly hard;  
 
 
6.2.2 Stress patterns in different social groups 
The data from the 27 participants were then arranged into three groups: female, 
male, and householder groups to investigate the patterns in utterances between these 
groups. In the female group and male group, utterances were sorted in order from 
potentially high-stress to no-stress based on the different responses between females and 
males to flooding (table 6-12 and 6-13). The data shows that most indicators of high stress 
were found in the female group while no males expressed high stress utterances. Two-
thirds of the female participants were identified as under stress while males did not express 
indicators of stress at all during their interviews.  
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Table 6-12: Stress of female group 
(SB: Southbank, NB: Northbank, RA: Resettlement area, O: Orchard, FM: floating market) 
Identification  Stress level Location Occupation  
F04 H SB Boat-vendor 
F07 H SB Home-vendor 
F10 H SB Shopkeeper 
F22 H SB Boat driver  
F14 H SB Housewife  
F11 M SB Housewife 
F15 M RA Boat driver  
F16 M NB Home-vendor 
F25 M NB Home-vendor 
F03 L SB Hireling  
F01 N SB Boat driver 
F08 N SB Home-vendor 
F21 N NB Home-vendor 
F24 N NB Home-vendor 
F28 N NB Businessman 
 
Table 6-13: Stress of male group 
Identification  Stress level Location Occupation  
M18 M O Farmer 
M20 L RA Retiree 
M05 N NB Carpenter 
M06 N NB Carpenter 
M09 N SB Veteran 
M23 N NB Hireling 
M27 N NB Businessman 
M02 N SB Home-vendor 
M12 N SB Hairdresser 
M13 N SB Mechanic   
M17 N SB Boat-vendor 
M19 N FM Boat-merchant 
 
The potential flood-related stress levels of 27 householders were also sorted 
corresponding to each housing type to reveal the different responses to flooding of 
householders living in different housing types (table 6-14). The results suggested that the 
housing type might be a key element in flood-related stress. The stilt-house occupants were 
the most highly stressed householders with three interviewees with this housing type 
describing high stress, then the half-stilt-house householders with two interviewees. The 
only no stress householders were found in the boat-house and floating house. Particularly, 
most of the high stress householders lived in the Southbank community, which was 
considered to be stable with threat of erosion as on the Northbank community.  Location 
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within the three communities might be less of a factor in how local residents perceived 
flooding. 
 
Table 6-14: Stress of householders 
Identification Stress level Location Housing type 
F04 H SB SH 
F22 H SB SH 
F14 H SB SH 
F03 L SB SH 
M17 N SB SH 
F07 H SB HSH 
F10 H SB HSH 
F11 M SB HSH 
M02 N SB HSH 
M09 N SB HSH 
M12 N SB HSH 
M13 N SB HSH 
F16 M NB HSH 
F25 M NB HSH 
M05 N NB HSH 
M06 N NB HSH 
F21 N NB HSH 
M23 N NB HSH 
F24 N NB HSH 
M18 M O OLH 
M20 L RA OLH 
F15 M RA OLH 
F08 N SB OLH 
M27 N NB OLH 
F28 N NB OLH 
M19 N FM BH 
F01 N SB FH 
 
6.2.3 Conceptions of ‘living with flooding’ and lived space 
Each level of potential flood-related stress also influenced participants’ conceptions 
of flooding and ‘living with flooding’. According to locals’ stories, flooding could be 
considered as various concepts such as a ‘fun’, ‘a tiring time’, ‘scary’, and ‘distressing’ (table 
6-15). Conceptions of ‘living with flooding’ could be seen through locals’ lens as an ‘easy 
life’, an ‘acceptable life’, a ‘scary life’, and a ‘hard life’. Each conception seemed to be 
associated with individual’s concerns and behaviors during flooding time. Conceptions of 
flooding and ‘living with flooding’ identified the river as the lived space that could be 
understood as a loved entity with no-stress participants, as living community with low-
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stress participants, as feared object with moderate-stress participants, and as disastrous 
agent with high-stress individuals (table 6-15).  
 
Table 6-15: Conceptions of flooding, ‘living with flooding’, and lived space related to different levels 
of individual flood-related stress. 
Level of potential 
flood-related stress 
Conception of flooding  
Conception of ‘living 
with flooding’  
Representational 
space/lived space  
No stress (N)  flooding as fun  ‘living with flooding’ as 
easy life  
River as loved 
entity  
Low stress (L)  flooding as a tiring time  ‘living with flooding’ as 
acceptable life   
River as living 
community 
Moderate stress (M)  flooding as scary ‘living with flooding’ as 
scary life  
River as feared 
object  
High stress  (H)  flooding as distressing ‘living with flooding’ as 
hard life  
River as 
disastrous agent  
6.3 VULNERABILITY AND ADAPTABILITY OF HOUSING 
6.3.1 Vulnerability spectrum of housing during flooding 
Analysis of the vulnerability of various housing types to the effects of flooding reveals 
significant variation between housing types. According to indicators of sensitivity to 
damage, exposure to risk, and stress level of householders, the stilt-house could be 
classified as the most vulnerable housing type. Firstly, it has a temporary structure with 
slight and temporary materials, which could be built quickly for short-term habitation but 
easily damaged by storms, big waves, or waterway transport accidents. Secondly, stilt-
houses are the housing type most affected by flooding with the highest flooded levels 
ranging from approximately 30cm to 50cm inside the house. In addition, the stilt-house is 
isolated during floods because all walkways and footbridges connecting with land are 
submerged. The stilt-houses have poor living conditions with insufficient facilities and 
sanitation. Most of the participants experiencing high stress live in stilt-houses.  
Half-stilt-houses and on-land-houses could be placed in the housing group having 
high vulnerability. These housing types have their building structure more permanent than 
the remaining housing types in the waterfront communities. Paradoxically, because of the 
certainty and stability of the building structure, these houses have insufficient flexibility in 
adapting to the changing of flood levels, which result high submergence inside those 
houses. As a result, they are still affected by floods. A firm high floor level and evacuation 
spaces in upper floors are occupants’ solutions to continue daily living during flooding.  
However, these are only the temporary solutions, not a sustainable housing model to adapt 
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to the increasing flood levels into the future. Several occupants who are living in these 
houses also feel stress related to flooding issues.  
Floating-house and boat-house are categorised as having low vulnerability and very 
low vulnerability, respectively, to flooding despite being temporary building structures. In 
comparison, the building structure of floating-house is more temporary than boat-house 
which could result more vulnerable to this housing type. However, their building structures 
are correct structures for floating on water, which enables these houses normally 
continuing occupants’ everyday living practices without any negative impacts of flooding. 
Despite providing only relatively small areas and integrated and combined-use spaces, 
boat-houses and floating-houses are reasonably popular in the waterfront community, 
particularly in the floating market community due to their appropriate water-based design. 
Participants who are living in boat-house and floating-house have no-stress regarding flood 
as the analysis results of the previous sections show (figure 6-2).  
 
Figure 6-2: Vulnerability spectrum of five visualised housing types in Cai Rang waterfront community 
 
6.3.2 Vulnerability and adaptive capacity of housing in flooding 
As mentioned in the literature review, adaptive capacity could be described as the 
ability of the system to modify or change its characteristics or behaviour so as to cope 
better with existing or anticipated external stresses. Housing types can be positioned along 
an adaptive capacity scale of community subject to flooding. In order to construct an 
adaptive capacity scale, the five housing types were assessed based on their recovery 
potential, potential to cope with change, and indoor adaptability by using data from locals’ 
interviews, images and drawings. According to each indicator described in Chapter Four, 
five housing types were categorised into four levels: very high adaptive capacity, high 
adaptive capacity, low adaptive capacity, and very low adaptive capacity. Within which, 
floating-house was categorised in very high adaptive capacity; boat-house, half-stilt-house, 
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and on-land-house were categorised in high adaptive capacity; and stilt-house was 
categorised in very low adaptive capacity.  
Figure 6-3 presents four quadrants to locate housing type capacity to cope with 
flooding through the scales of vulnerability and adaptive capacity. Four modalities in 
housing capacity: high adaptive capacity and low vulnerability, high adaptive capacity and 
high vulnerability, low adaptive capacity and low vulnerability, low adaptive capacity and 
high vulnerability are outlined. Each modality shows how housing type may fit with ‘living 
with flooding’. The top-left modality demonstrates the best scenario for housing to cope 
with a flooding situation with high adaptive capacity and low vulnerability. The boat-house 
and floating-house is positioned in this quadrant. The bottom-right quadrant is where 
housing type has low adaptive capacity but high vulnerability to flooding.  
This modality is the worst scenario for housing types. The stilt-house fits here. The half-stilt-
house and on-land-house are located in the modality of high adaptive capacity and high 
vulnerability.   
 
 
 
Figure 6-3 Mapping housing types in the flooding situation through the scales of vulnerability and 
adaptive capacity. 
 
 
The intersection between the vertical and horizontal axes gives rise to at least four 
different types of housing choices for flood-prone areas (figure 6-4). The most appropriate 
choice is based on low vulnerability and high adaptive capacity, focusing on developing the 
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good preventative measures and quick recovery of housing form. The worse choice is 
housing with high vulnerability and low adaptive capacity, which provides a poor living 
condition and least adaptability in a flood event. It is suggested that housing types in this 
modality could shift to low vulnerability and high adaptive capacity with some modification. 
The housing types that are likely to be damage-prone may also have a quick recovery 
capacity. The last modality is based on low vulnerability and low adaptive capacity, 
providing a good preventative measure but poor recovery. Each of these modalities 
provides an assessment about housing capacity as well as choices for locals, urbanists, 
architects, and developers in flood-prone areas.  
 
 
 
Figure 6-4: Four modalities of housing type interplayed between vulnerability and adaptive capacity. 
 
6.4 LOCALS’ ADAPTABILITY UNDER RESETTLEMENT POLICY 
6.4.1 Moving plan of local residents 
The 27 unstructured interviews provided insight into the mobility plan of local 
residents in terms of their personal expectations and plans under the government 
resettlement policy. From information gained through the interviews regarding personal 
expectations, there were two major trends of participants: (1) some participants wanted to 
stay at their places despite many causes of stress from flooding, difficulties in livelihood and 
living conditions, and the resettlement plan; (2) other participants wanted to move to other 
locations. The table 6-16 shows most of participants in the Cai Rang waterfront 
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communities expected to stay at their houses, only five females supposed that they hoped 
for other better places and wanted to move out of the site.  
Table 6-16: Expected mobility of local residents 
Identification Flood-related stress Location Want to stay Want to move 
F01 N SB    x 
F03 L SB   x 
F04 H SB   x 
F14 H SB   x 
F24 N NB   x 
F07 H SB  x   
F08 N SB x  
F10 H SB  x  
F11 M SB  x  
F15 M RA  x   
F16 M NB  x   
F21 N NB x  
F22 H SB  x  
F25 M NB  x   
F28 N NB x  
M02 N SB x  
M05 N NB x  
M06 N NB  x  
M09 N SB x   
M12 N SB x  
M13 N SB  x  
M17 N SB  x   
M18 M O x  
M19 N FM  x  
M20 L RA x   
M23 N NB x   
M27 N NB x   
 
The Cai Rang waterfront communities are areas where there is government policy 
to build embankments along two river frontages and to develop river parks behind these 
embankments. This means that all waterfront communities could be relocated in the near 
future. Although the local residents reported that they expected to stay, they are in fact 
under some pressures of the potential compulsory relocation, and must consider different 
moving plans from different indistinct options from government policy. The participants’ 
utterances from interviews revealed four alternatives involving no plan to move, waiting for 
the government to move them, staying in the short-term, and purchasing new property 
(table 6-17). Eight participants had no plan to move. They wanted to wait until government 
reveals specific planning steps for generating their own plans. Another seven participants 
said that they would follow the arrangements from government to move to the settlement 
areas or to receive the amount of compensation to assist with resettlement. Eight 
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interviewees had their own temporary plans to deal with relocation policy such as rent a 
room in the Cai Rang community or build a floating-house to stay in the short-term. The last 
four participants created the smallest group that had a long-term plan by preparing new 
properties in other places.  
Table 6-17: Planned mobility of local residents under government relocation policy. 
Identification 
Flood-
related 
stress 
Location 
No plan 
to move  
Waiting for 
Gov. 
resettlement 
plan  
Short-term 
stay  
Purchasing 
new property 
F03 L SB x       
M20 L RA x       
M02 N SB x       
M05 N NB x       
M09 N SB x       
M18 M O x     
M23 N NB x    
M27 N NB x    
F07 H SB  
 
x     
F08 N SB   x    
F10 H SB  
 
x     
F11 M SB  
 
x     
F25 M NB  
 
x     
M06 N NB    x     
M12 N SB   x     
F01 N SB       x  
F04 H SB     x  
F16 M NB      x   
F15 M RA      x   
F22 H SB       x  
F24 N NB     x  
M17 N SB      x 
 
M19 N FM      x  
F14 H SB       x 
F21 N NB      x 
F28 N NB      x 
M13 N SB      
 
x 
6.4.2 Locals’ stress and adaptability 
The scales of vulnerability and mobility have been developed to show the 
relationship between stress and mobility of social groups.  Figure 6-5 illustrates 
vulnerability in relation to moving options based on participants’ stress utterances related 
to being relocated. As outlined previously in table 6-10, locals’ expectations of where to live 
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were either staying on the waterfront or moving elsewhere. There were only three females 
who reported experiencing low-stress but still wanted to move. Their motivation to move 
did not relate to their experience of stress in their current residence. Two females who 
expressed high levels of stress indicated that they expected to move out of the site in the 
future. Figure 6-5 shows that a half of all participants (n=14) appear in the quadrant of low-
stress and wanted to stay including most male participants and three female participants. 
Most of these local residents expressed a strong connection and appreciation of their 
current home and as such, had no desire to move elsewhere. Lastly, figure 6-5 shows a 
group of eight residents in the quadrant of high-stress and expected to stay where they 
were. Although under high stress as a result of flooding, this group nevertheless wanted to 
stay.  
 
Figure 6-5: The vulnerability and the idealistic moving options of residents. 
 
 
Figure 6-16 illustrates possible impacts of the governments’ relocation policy on the 
settlement plans of local residents. The enacting of the policy will exert a compulsory 
mobility flow. The four different adaptabilities of local residents to the resettlement plan 
included no plan to move, waiting for government resettlement plan, short-term stay, and 
purchasing new property. The figure shows that the residents are distributed across all four 
quadrants. However, the greatest concentration of participants appears in the quadrant 
where low-stress residents still have no plan to move and await future specific steps from 
government.  According to this diagram, there are seven participants who appear in the 
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quadrant with low stress and active plans for relocating. Conversely, five participants 
appear in the quadrant of high-stress and passive moving plans that represent the most 
sensitive group in the study. This group consists of one stressed male and four stressed 
females who have no plan to move and are relying on government actions. Therefore, more 
than a half of participants (n=15) form a group of those intending to stay at the site while 
the remaining participants (n=12) generate new flows under the external pressure.  
 
Figure 6-6: The vulnerability and realistic moving options of residents. 
 
Thus, the overwhelming majority of participants, in the absence of government 
policy pressure, would choose to remain in their current location, sometimes even despite 
the stresses associated with flooding. Of the participants who indicated a desire to move, 
three of the five were interested in doing so for reasons unrelated to flooding stress. In 
figure 6-6, we could see that the exertion of policy pressure has directly affected the future 
planning of a further seven participants. Nevertheless, more than half of the participants in 
the study have remained passive in their future planning and are therefore very vulnerable 
to the effects of government policy being enacted.  
Four modalities suggest differing locals’ capacity to respond to flood-related policy in 
flood-prone areas (figure 6-7). The independent households modality is based on high 
adaptability and low stress (vulnerability), focusing on groups of participants who have 
capacity and potential to deal with pressure from flooding and flood-control policy. It is the 
least vulnerable and most adaptable group. The self-determined households is based on 
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high adaptability and high stress, presenting a group of residents who expressed high stress 
to flooding but have capacity and potential to respond to policy pressure. The dependent 
households is based on low adaptability and low stress (vulnerability) which outlines 
residents who could live friendly with flooding and have low motivation or low capacity and 
potential to move out. The last modality is dependent households for help, which indicates 
the most vulnerable and least adaptable residents expressed high stress to flooding and 
just waited the supports from outside. Each of these modalities provides an assessment 
about groups of community within which outlines the most vulnerable and dependent 
social groups to enhance their independence by increase adaptability or reduce flood-
related stress.   
 
Figure 6-7: Four modalities of locals’ capacity under resettlement policy, adapted from 
Lawson (2007). 
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Chapter 7: Discussion 
Chapter Five explored the characteristics of urban patterns and housing types of 
three communities in Cai Rang district, while Chapter Six focused on locals’ daily life around 
flooding time to develop an understanding of social practices in relation to living with 
flooding. It discussed the everyday practices in order to understand the vulnerability of 
different social groups and housing types. By using flood-related utterances of stress as an 
impact indicator for individuals, the patterns of females, males, and householders in 
general were revealed. The relationship between adaptive capacity and vulnerabilities of 
social groups and housing types gave a view of the resilience of the social system in 
waterfront settlements in Can Tho.  
This chapter discusses the role of stakeholders regarding flood-control actions in the 
Mekong Delta. There has been little research on the impacts of flood-control nation-
building program as well as the contribution of community capacity to the physical and 
social transformation in the Mekong Delta. The government and local residents are 
conforming to both state and local efforts to deal with flooding, however, with different 
visions. Local people’s everyday activities and their self-organised living environments 
reflect how Deltaic people live with flooding, flood-related stresses, and flood-control 
nation-building programs. Meanwhile, government policy makers are implementing 
physical control strategies to protect human lives and economic resources. Based on the 
Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of perceived, conceived and lived space as discussed in Chapter 
Three(page 70), the shared mental construct of a place - conceived space - in Deltaic 
waterfront communities is inadequate to bridge the divide between local residents and 
policy makers. The Mekong Delta needs a new urban construct where nation-building 
programs are designed with the involvement of local residents to adapt with flooding. 
The structure of this chapter includes the following:  
- conceived space of nation-building programs for flood control in the Mekong 
Delta;  
- conceived space of  local community actions for ‘living with flooding’; 
- identification of social vulnerability in flood-prone places;  
- characteristics of community resilience and self-organised communities;  
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- changes in water urbanity in the Mekong Delta; 
- a new Deltaic urbanism for future development of Mekong waterfront 
communities.  
7.1 FLOODING STUDIES IN VIETNAM 
7.1.1 Conceived space of nation-building program for flood control 
The results in Chapter Five showed the existing physical patterns of Cai Rang 
waterfront community that have reflected the involvement of local residents and 
government in shaping the urban form throughout history. The government policies have 
regulated the expansion of roads as well as the location of bridges and markets, particularly 
the floating market in the Cai Rang site. They were all separate policies and did not belong 
to a cohesive overall plan. This showed that the participation of professional designers and 
urban planners in the formation and development process of this site did not occur. As 
such, the conceived space is inadequate when describing the history of Deltaic waterfront 
communities.  
Findings from collected documents in Can Tho City reveal contradictions in the 
conception of the conceived space in the city master plan and flood-control urbanism 
projects. As shown in the reports “The detail plan of resettlement areas in Can Tho City” 
and “Landscape design project to Can Tho River embankment in 2010”, the design of 
resettlement areas and river embankment landscape currently focus on the road-based 
development. In this context, the conceived space is road-based space. Meanwhile, the 
planning concept of Can Tho City in the report “The master plan of Can Tho City to 2030 
with a vision toward 2050”firmly outlines the vision of Can Tho City as water-based city 
strategically using the waterways network as the city’s backbone. The water-based space is 
emphasised as the conceived space of the city. The city vision is also in conflict with the 
nation-building programs for flood-control in the whole Mekong Delta which involve 
concrete dyke and embankment systems.  
The Can Tho City master plan utilises water-based space as the conceived space 
which underpins the urbanism strategy for the sustainable development of Deltaic cities. It 
addresses the importance of the topography, alluvial soil, and expected flooding; informs 
the orientation linked to Hau River and perpendicular waterways; as well as integrates 
water management techniques into the spatial plan. However, it primarily focuses on 
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physical design with a strategic plan for the whole city and a variety of strategic projects 
that are not informed by locals’ social practices.  
7.1.2 Conceived space of local community actions for ‘living with flooding’ 
In urbanism, according to Healey (1996), understanding how planning is ‘locally 
contingent’ or how community context and social circumstances shape the policy is the key 
for spatial development strategies (Fainstein & Campbell, 1996). It is necessary to 
understand how occupants (or users) engage in the design process or production of spaces 
by adding local values and making sense of their places. Carp (2008, p.140) asserts that 
“one of the most important implications of using the conceptual triad in particular planning 
situations is a kind of levelling of the playing field in terms of space so that the 
differentiated social spaces in a location shape its representation in planning”.  
As described in Chapter Six, the perceived space in Cai Rang waterfront communities 
includes collective perceived space embodied collective patterns of social movements of 
local residents; and individual perceived space embodied individual rhythms which are 
recognised via outdoor and indoor everyday activities of local residents. The collective 
perceived space is represented as on-river trading space before flooding, and is turned to 
on-river travelling space, indoor gathering space, and road attending space during flooding. 
It confirms the concentration of social practices on river place despite flooding 
circumstances as well as the increase of using road-based transports and road-based space. 
The individual perceived space shows the adaptability of indoor space and users to flooding 
through the transformation of living space to adapt with a flood situation.  
The perceived space in Cai Rang indicates river and recent social practices along 
waterways as major elements of physical lived and practiced experiences of places. While 
urban planners might view the river as urban infrastructure, locals’ perceptions might 
introduce different ways to use it as Deltaic public space. River is locally identified as place 
where not only occurs daily activities but also converges every particular moments, 
performances, and experiences of local residents through traditional festival, social events, 
and creative works.This perception mediates the design, construction, and modification 
process of conceived space of Deltaic waterfront communities (Carp, 2008; McCann, 1999).  
The research findings also indicate the river as the major lived space in Deltaic 
waterfront communities, which is categorised in various conceptions of ‘living with 
flooding’ regarding different locals’ experiences and feelings about flooding. River is 
mentally conceptualised as loved entity, living community, feared object, and disastrous 
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agent based on locals’ flood-related sensitivities, which could be seen as the key element of 
‘sense of place’ in waterfront communities. It helps inform designers and urban planners of 
the core valuable spaces of Deltaic waterfront settlements, particularly in the context of 
contemporary urbanism in the Mekong Delta which is too much focus being placed on 
roads.  
In urbanism processes in the Mekong Delta, many contradictory and conflicting 
stakeholders, practices, and strategies coexist. This study describes how including an 
understanding of perceived space and lived space could contribute to formulate a new 
conceived space for Deltaic settlements. This requires a new urbanism approach for the 
Mekong Delta region in general and waterfront settlements space in particular. 
7.1.3 Nation-building programs – adapt or control? 
As a convergence of complex socio-ecological dynamics (Kakonen, 2008) and 
unpredictable influences from flooding and climate change (Huong & Pathirana, 2013; 
ICEM, 2009; MONRE, 2009; Tuan & Chinvanno, 2011; Yusuf & Francisco, 2009), the Mekong 
Delta is confronting a variety of Deltaic issues which require an understanding of flood-
control capacity both at national and community levels. The current environment in the 
Mekong Delta has been oriented much as an engineering product under flood-control 
programs since the Doi Moi period in 1980s. Previously, the nation-building mostly focused 
on building canal systems for irrigation purposes which produced a man-made system 
relatively consistent and harmonised with Deltaic natural and social structure (Biggs, 2012; 
Biggs et al., 2009; Biggs, 2004; Kakonen, 2008). In nation-building programs, the technology 
to control flood existed, but the concerns about environmental consequences of flood 
control measures has increased in recent years. In the Mississippi River basin, the 
appearances of channelisation and levee construction, rather than reservoir impoundment, 
are primarily responsible for the trend of steadily increasing flood stages with the most 
severe effects are found along stretches with wing dams and levees (Criss & Shock, 2001). 
The flood control program in Bangladesh – one of the largest deltas in the world - has so far 
been dominated by the cordon approach or embankment approach. According to this 
approach, it is necessary to cordon off areas in order to protect local residents from 
flooding with a 15–20 feet high embankment has been constructed along a considerable 
stretch of the river sides. However, it is noted that the embankment systems necessarily 
have to be constructed as structures to regulate inundation of floodplains instead of 
preventing inundation. It is might called open embankment type to let the river water enter 
the floodplains (Islam, 2001).As mentioned in the literature review, the change of Dutch 
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approach from control sea level to work with river indicated a new behaviour to water in 
general, and flooding in particular. The Dutch people now are starting to let the water in, to 
live with nature, rather than fight with the reality of keep rising sea and river levels (Meyer 
et al., 2010). This paradigm is now evident in the future flood control approaches for the 
Bangladesh Delta which is seeking to increase as much volume of space as possible to 
accommodate river water overflow (Islam, 2001).  
The Mekong Delta, as stated by Kakonen (2008), currently stands at the crossroad of 
“more control or adaptation?”. Controversy exists about the dyke approach in the Mekong 
Delta with a small number of studies emerging about the negative impacts of the dyke 
system in terms of environmental, agricultural, and social issues (Hoa et al., 2008; Hoi, 
2005; Kakonen, 2008). The nation-building programs emphasise regional development, 
particularly large-scale water-control structures with the objective “being ‘closing off’ the 
Delta to floods and saline water intrusion in order to make farming systems less dependent 
on natural conditions and expand multiple cropping to former flood-prone and brackish 
areas”, challenge environmental sustainability and social equity (Kakonen, 2008, p. 207). 
According to Dat (2013), in 2012, the area surrounded by agricultural dyke systems in the 
whole Delta region had reached to 1,312,170 ha or 33% of the total area, and this figure 
will increase in the coming years. In addition, the increase of river embankment systems 
applied to all Deltaic provinces with aesthetic and flood-control purposes has also involved 
transforming natural structures and waterscapes. Accompanying the dyke and 
embankment system are a number of modern resettlement areas to relocate locals from 
flood-prone areas and waterfront communities in order to support flood-control programs 
and embankment projects. These hard-structure systems have been strictly applied 
throughout the Delta region, which being transformed the whole Delta attributes.  
If the eventual consequences of dykes and embankments are severe and 
destabilising, why is it that the dyke approach has dominated flood control thinking of the 
Mekong Delta for more than 20 years and appears to be continuing? The primary reason is 
the ‘production goal’ with targets to increase rice productivity and to maintain the nation’s 
ranking as the world’s second largest rice exporter. However, as warned by Kakonen (2008, 
p. 211), accompanying the enormous productivity, there are increasing ‘‘production costs,’’ 
including strengthening saline intrusion, worsened water quality, declining biodiversity, and 
increased social differentiation. The other reason is misperception in flood control 
strategies responding to Deltaic floods. As Hoi (2005) concluded, it is necessary to consider 
the widespread implementation of high dyke systems which produce an unsustainable 
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development for the whole Delta region. This dyke strategy is adopted from now-outdated 
Dutch high-tech engineering approach which was exported worldwide with the successful 
building of ingenious network of dams, sluices, and barriers. It was more appropriate and 
successful in flood control in the Northern region of Vietnam. However, it was a less 
suitable approach to apply in the Mekong Delta, Southern region of Vietnam, without 
taking account of the Deltaic dominant attributes such as ‘water’ land, peaceful flood, and 
floating lifestyle. From environmental and social perspectives, a re-emergence of the ‘living 
with flooding’ philosophy which has existed historically, traditionally, and daily in the 
Mekong Delta in many generations is required. This has strong parallels with the “Room for 
the River” approach of Dutch people today or the “Space to accommodate river water” of 
Bangladeshi people which opens space for water and lets water flow to achieve 
environmental and social sustainability. In the Mekong Delta, however, the conception of 
‘living with flooding’, strong in the locals’ social practices, now requires nation-building 
involvement to accept the wisdom of this philosophy.  
7.1.4 Local community capacity building 
This study explores the role of community capacity building in developing strategies 
to cope with flooding issues while protecting environmental and social sustainability in the 
Mekong Delta. Findings indicate two major features of local community capacity building: 
flexibility of mobility plans responding to resettlement programs; and flood-related 
adaptive capacity in terms of locals’ housing types and everyday activities. In a series of 
vulnerability studies in Vietnam, Adger (2012) finds that social and political changes 
implemented at the national level can have significantly different impacts in different 
regions dependent on the vulnerability and resilience of local people. As stated at the 
beginning of the study, the flood-related nation-building programs using a mega-structure 
approach are produced at national level without regional identity adaptation (Hoa et al., 
2008; Huu, Ehlers & Subramanian, 2009; Le et al., 2007). This study views dyke, 
embankment, and resettlement policies as factors in addition to the influence of flooding 
which impact upon locals’ future lives. The impacts and risks caused by the modernist 
nation-building projects are “derived essentially from underestimations of the complexity 
and integrated nature of the ecology and livelihoods of the Mekong Delta” (Kakonen, 2008, 
p. 211).  
Findings of this study confirm that the river embankment and the resettlement 
program directly impact upon locals’ daily life and their recent living place because of the 
strict relocation strategy. Offering a no-water lifestyle with road-based urban design, the 
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resettlement areas threaten not only two fundamental levels of human needs: physiological 
needs and safety needs; but also a third: love and belonging needs, which could impact 
upon the individual’s belonging in a social group, and capacity to maintain the relationship 
of friendship, family, and intimacy (Maslow, 1943). Those kinds of needs should be 
acknowledged in any social equity policies in the sustainable development orientation of 
the whole Mekong Delta. The data indicates that most local residents expect to stay at their 
recent places even faced with stress from flood and other issues. It outlines that flooding 
impacts less on the future mobility of local residents, than do resettlement policies.  
Despite this, under pressure of future resettlement policies, locals reveal a significant 
flexible adaptability as outlined through four modalities: independent households, self-
determined households, dependent households, and dependent households for help. 
They show the independent capacity of locals to deal not only with flooding but also with 
policy pressure. For instance, according to a self-determined male’s story about how to 
deal with resettlement policy, he said he would disassemble his stilt-house, using those 
materials to assemble a new floating-house near or following the floating market to 
continue his normal life.  
In fact, the findings proved that locals could flexibly manage their lives with or 
without support from government. The group of dependent households for help need 
support to reduce flood-related stress, then to enhance their adaptability; while dependent 
households group just need support to increase their capacity to adapt. A half of 
participants, who belong to independent households and self-determined households 
modalities, prove the self-organised capacity of local communities. This feature is both a 
strength and a weakness in responding to nation-building programs. If these waterfront 
communities’ structures self-reformed under resettlement program pressures, the 
transformations are unstable and unpredictable alternatively, if locals are able to remain in 
their home communities and maintain life following their own ways, they might need 
technical support and urban design guidance to be ‘living with flooding’ sustainably. 
The locals’ mobility has contributed to shaping the transformation of the Deltaic 
waterfront settlement. The concept of transformation in a social system could be seen as a 
social process in which individuals and groups deeply change and emerge with a new way 
of being in their actions, creativities, and paradigms (Walker et al., 2004). The traditional 
knowledge and history are grounded for iteratively forming a new social emergence. 
However, the recent effects from flood-control nation-building programs are in contrast to 
local community capacity building, which emphasises more traditional and adaptive coping 
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measures in relation to floods. According to Walker et al (2004), a fundamentally new 
system is created when ecological, economic, or social conditions make the existing system 
untenable by introducing new components and ways of making a living, thereby changing 
the variables, and often the scale, that define the system.  In the Mekong Delta’s case, a 
new social system requires both adaptive practices of local people as well as government 
supports to consolidate and enhance the core physical infrastructure for living with water 
(flooding).  
In thinking about the Mekong Delta’s flood, some future concerns also need to be 
taken into account. The first is what level of intervention of nation-building programs is 
appropriate to mitigate the flooding impacts with fewer disturbances to ecology system, 
natural and social structures. The second is the self-organisation capacity of local 
communities to flooding, particularly the vulnerable communities in flood-prone areas. The 
last concern is how to embed community capacity in nation-building programs to satisfy the 
needs of all stakeholders.  
7.2 VULNERABILITY STUDIES OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES 
7.2.1 Gender vulnerability differences 
Findings from this research pointed out that vulnerability to flooding are not equally 
distributed to individuals and social groups. As agreed by Enarson and Morrow (1998), 
individuals and social groups experience different and disproportionate vulnerability 
bundles. The findings of this study differed from much research on disproportionate 
vulnerability as poverty was not found to be the essential factor influencing the 
vulnerability of individuals and social groups. Although most locals in the study site are poor 
and have low levels of education, the key factor, which determined their vulnerability, was 
their gender. Much research about social vulnerability associated with gender emphasises 
poverty as the key parameter to assess vulnerability (Alwang et al., 2001; Enarson & 
Morrow, 1998; 1999; Rygel et al., 2006). In fact, gender affects vulnerability (Enarson & 
Morrow, 1998; Morrow, 1999; Rygel et al., 2006). According to Enarson and Morrow (1998, 
p. 3), “the social experience of disaster affirms, reflects, disrupts, and otherwise engages 
gendered social relationships, practices, and institutions”; and “disaster is certainly 
gendered in the discourse we employ to depict and speak about natural disaster” (p.4).  
The stress patterns of women as a group and men as a group showed that women 
are more vulnerable than men to the impacts of flooding, mainly because women are 
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primarily responsible for taking care of children and doing housework during flooding 
concurrently with the business of earning a living equally as men. Most of the female 
participants in this study are working in low-status jobs in the informal economy such as 
boat-drivers, home-vendors, shopkeepers, and boat-vendors. While the low-status jobs or 
jobs in the informal economy often disappear after a disaster strikes (Morrow, 1999), the 
women in the study site are also in charge of meeting daily needs for the whole household. 
They are usually the informal head of a family even during flooded time and under 
submergence situations. Women are involved and play important roles in most everyday 
practices in their waterfront communities even during flooding. 
7.2.2 Stress as a key indicator to understand social vulnerability 
One of the key findings from the interviews with local residents who live in Can Tho 
river waterfront community in the Mekong Delta was the understanding of locals’ stress 
during flooding. The locals interviewed are genuine residents who are living in waterfront 
communities and having a water-related daily life. By using an ethnographic approach: 
living with local residents and listening to their stories, the researcher gradually elicited 
deep sharing from local residents about their feelings about floods. Information gained 
from analysing participants’ discourse and key utterances was used to assess the different 
levels of stress they were experiencing.  
Alwang et al. (2001, p. 2)writes, “practitioners from different disciplines use different 
meanings and concepts of vulnerability, which, in turn, have led to diverse methods of 
measuring vulnerability”. As such, it is critical to define what is meant by vulnerability in 
this study both in terms of discipline and scale (Adger et al., 2004; Füssel, 2005; Rygel et al., 
2006). To assess the vulnerability of local residents and social groups in a waterfront 
community in the Mekong Delta under impacts of floods associated with climate change, 
this study follows the ‘starting-point’ approach (O'Brien et al., 2004) and focuses on 
exploring the social vulnerability (socioeconomic domain) from the local level (internal 
scale) and related policies are regarded as the external factors (Brooks, 2003; Füssel, 2005). 
In this scale, the role of local individuals and their everyday practices are essential 
attributes to making the vulnerability assessments. Adger et al. (2004) agree that local is 
the fundamental scale of vulnerability which contributes significantly to patterns of 
vulnerability though processes that may be operating at broader spatial scales. It is also 
concerned about the multiple pressures that might affect individuals, households, social 
groups, and communities at the same time in addition to climate change, such as economic 
change or political conflict(Adger et al., 2004). 
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However, vulnerability is also a dynamic biophysical and social process with multiple 
stresses and has a variety of exposure outcomes (O'Brien et al., 2004). As such, the 
vulnerability measurement must reflect social processes as well as material outcomes 
within complicated biophysical and social systems.  One of the greatest struggles in 
vulnerability researches is to find suitable variables for vulnerability measurement which is 
not easily reduced to a single metric and is not easily quantifiable (Adger, 2006). In fact, 
most social vulnerability studies and flooding studies use quantitative metrics to assess the 
vulnerable system, and avoid the complexities of qualitative variables. Alwang et al. (2001) 
also mention the reduction and hiding of impacts and complexity when the complex set of 
parameters are reduced into a quantitative metrics in different ways. Qualitative variables 
might be essential to understand and assess the vulnerability of a system through the 
quality of responses of individuals to multiple pressures that could provide valuable insight 
into how the vulnerability performing and processing. Alwang et al. (2001) agree that it is 
possible to recognise personally the feeling of vulnerability and perhaps to grasp the 
outcome of social vulnerability in others in a similar situation.  
By doing an ethnography to interpret behaviours of human subjects in their place 
settings (Lee, 1991), the researcher can understand the meaning of local behaviours in 
different levels of practices to reveal their true circumstances under flooding hazard. In his 
studies of human behaviour, according to Maslow (1943), individual human behaviours 
could be generally understood and motivated through many basics needs that may be 
simultaneously expressed or satisfied. Based on the Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs, 
there are five basic needs including the physiological needs, safety needs, love needs, 
esteem needs, and self-actualisation within which the first four first layers of the pyramid 
called ‘deficiency needs’.  Without ‘deficiency needs’ satisfactions (excluding most of 
physiological needs) the individual will feel anxious and tense (Maslow, 1943). In the Cai 
Rang waterfront community, local residents are recently under pressures not only from 
flooding and climate change, but also from economic changes and resettlement policies. 
Flooding during six months of rainy season can be regarded as the major external stress to 
local residents, with impacts upon locals’ two basic needs: physiological needs (lack of clean 
water, food, and sleep) and safety needs (insecurity of body, of employment, of resources, 
of the family, of health, and of property) by disruptions of their daily routines. However, a 
number of interviews with local residents show that locals are quite happy with their 
current life even though they are poor, illiterate, and have inadequate basic social and 
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infrastructure facilities. It might be hard to adopt quantitative metrics to reveal different 
levels of tension in locals’ stories, memories, and feelings.  
It is not easy to extract the locals’ deep feelings from stories about water-related life 
in general, and flooding in particular, in the intertwining of personal life issues. Different 
individuals’ stories draw out different issues and difficulties in flooding, and then disclose 
completely different states of individual emotions. Some locals feel confident and enjoy in 
the flooding season; others admit that they experience hardship during flooding time, while 
some feel totally depressed under flood impacts. In addition, stress may occur due to a 
variety of issues, not only from flooding. It requires the use of appropriate methods to 
extract the real flood-related stress from a matrix of feelings, issues, and play-acting 
feelings and issues. This study developed a series of activities to approach local residents 
including naturally occurring talk, unstructured interviews and house visits to get closer and 
closer to the true feelings and emotions of people to flooding, within which, the personal 
flood-related stresses are revealed.  
Stress in this study’s volume is personal stress, which is defined as “the nonspecific 
response of the body to any demand made upon it” (Selye, 1973, p. 692). The demand is 
also nonspecific which requires adaptation to a problem, regardless of what that problem 
may be (Selye, 1973). Stress is used as a social vulnerability indicator although it is not easy 
to measure because of its highly subjective nature. By using the key utterances extracted 
from the flood-related discourse, which express locals’ feelings and emotions, four levels of 
stress (or flood-related stress) of no stress, low stress, moderate stress, and high stress the 
study aims to expose individual vulnerability to flooding.  
7.2.3 Social vulnerability in waterfront settlement 
In most of social vulnerability assessments, one of the effective ways to present 
outcomes is using vulnerability mapping (Cutter, 1996; Cutter & Finch, 2008; Morrow, 1999; 
Rygel et al., 2006). Cutter (2008) uses six social vulnerability maps in six decades to 
illustrate the geographic patterns in all counties in the United States. The primary focus is 
on the extremes of the distribution, the variables of social high and low vulnerability as 
those counties are defined. Rygel et al. (2006) use maps of block-group scores for poverty, 
immigrants, old age/disabilities component to illustrate overall social vulnerability 
throughout a region. In addition, the hazards mapping using GIS is also a useful tool which 
has increased during the past decade (Cutter, 2003).   
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Analysis of results at an individual-level in the Cai Rang waterfront community 
revealed the complex mesh of patterns that shape the vulnerability of the community. As 
explained by Tesch (1990), the pattern is constituted in the commonalities of data which 
reveal certain patterns repeated across data sets. In this study, individual stress as the 
common element appears and is repeated across a range of data which draw vulnerability 
patterns in three major social groups: the female group, the male group, and the 
householder group. However, this study outlined another type of vulnerability outcome, 
specifically, vulnerability patterns of different social groups to flooding.  
Vulnerability patterns from stress indicators showed that gender is one of the 
essential elements causing different level of stress to flooding. Findings from data show 
that women expressed more stress than men to flooding, mainly because most social and 
family responsibilities seem to be women’s responsibility as well as housework and also 
earning a living even during flooding days. Vulnerability patterns from using the stress 
indicator also showed that the housing type is a key element of flood-related stress. The 
research findings showed that occupants who live in stilt-houses experience more high-
stress than others in the remaining housing types. Occupants who live in the on-water 
housing types including boat-house and floating-house experience no stress. As emphasised 
by Lefebvre (1991), space is populated by an invisible group of needs. He takes ‘need’ into 
account the product’s conception, which qualitatively defined things and products in space 
correspond to specific needs. This study outlined the capacity of each housing type to 
facilitate two fundamental needs of humans including physiological needs (lack of clean 
water, food, and sleep) and safety needs (insecurity of body, of employment, of resources, 
of the family, of health, and of property) (Maslow, 1943). Stilt-houses, which experience the 
greatest impact from flooding in comparison with other housing types, is meeting locals’ 
needs less well in non-flood times and threatening needs significantly during flood time.  
The findings also showed that geographical place or location contributes less to 
locals’ stress experience than other factors. The scale for describing location for this study is 
at community level including the Southbank, Northbank, and floating-market communities. 
Most studies about social vulnerability use geographic vulnerability mapping and embed 
vulnerability in relation to geographical places (Cutter, 1996; Cutter & Finch, 2008; Morrow, 
1999; Rygel et al., 2006). It was found in this study that locals who live in the Southbank 
express more stress than residents living in the Northbank and floating-market 
communities, despite the Southbank being considered an appropriate place for settlement 
where there are alluvial deposits and no erosion threat. 
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In a study of social vulnerability, Adger (1999) considers social vulnerability as the 
exposure to external change and stress into human adaptation and interaction with the 
physical environment. The researches by Adger suggest, social vulnerability is split into two 
aspects: individual, and collective vulnerability (Adger, 1999; Adger et al., 2012).  According 
to Adger (2000) and Brooks (2003), the exposure of individuals and groups to stresses 
depends on where people choose to (or are forced) to live, their settlement construction, 
their communities, and their livelihoods. These stresses then force adaptation to the 
changing physical environment. According to the findings of this study, the stress 
experiences of individuals and groups varied most according to gender and housing type. 
The findings of this study confirm those made by Bankoff (2004) that social vulnerability 
includes the susceptibility of social groups or society to hazards with distinct spatial 
outcomes; and helps to understand risks that have characterised relationship between 
human societies and their environment.  
7.3 RESILIENCE OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES 
7.3.1 Resilience of housing typologies in the Cai Rang waterfront community 
There has been little documentation providing a comprehensive understanding about 
housing typology of Vietnam in general, and of the Mekong Delta in particular. The main 
purpose of the housing typology approach is to illuminate the connection between multi-
level physical patterns and the daily activities of local residents in Cai Rang waterfront 
communities. This study outlined the characteristics of settlement patterns, featuring five 
main housing types in waterfront communities, housing indoor space where locals conduct 
their daily activities. The findings show that a wide range of housing types can 
accommodate not only locals’ needs but also adapt to flooding hazards. Flexibility and 
capacity are different for each housing type and this study has described the vulnerability 
and adaptive capacity of each housing type to flooding. A direct correlation was found 
between housing typology with the resilience of locals. The more vulnerable the housing 
type, the less resilience they produce. This is an important consideration in designing an 
appropriate future housing type for waterfront communities in flood prone areas.  
The stilt-house is examined first. According to Phuong (2012), this housing typology 
with a long existing history is a typical and popular solution in most flooded areas or 
mountainous regions in Vietnam as it forms an amphibious structure for specific conditions 
of climate and topography. However, findings show that the stilt-house in a waterfront 
community was the housing type most vulnerable to flooding due to its temporary building 
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structure and less flexibility to adapt to varied flooded levels. The stilt-house is the least 
suitable housing model for a waterfront community.  
The two most flexible housing types were boat-house and floating-house which 
presented low vulnerability and high adaptive capacity to flooding. These housing types are 
indicated as the most resilient housing models for flood prone areas. They are very well 
suited to the water environment and the fluctuations of flooding levels. Findings from this 
research also emphasise the features and strengths of the boat-house and the floating-
house types as the most likely to produce no-stress for occupants. 
7.3.2 Interconnected clusters 
This study not only focuses on single housing typologies, but is also concerned with 
their interconnection in diversified housing clusters as well as their interaction in flooding 
with the belief that the formation of housing clusters indicates the resilience of small 
communities to adapt with a water environment in general, and with flooding in particular. 
Six major housing clusters exist in Cai Rang waterfront communities as outlined in the 
findings. These show a variety of ways to mix five housing types into clusters which produce 
a self-help system for householders to interact and support each other during flooding. For 
instance, a cluster of boat-houses, which are rafted in the floating market, assembles a firm 
structure in the middle of the river to facilitate trading activities and avoid damage from big 
waves, winds and storms. A stilt-house cluster as a group of stilt-houses that is strongly 
attached by sharing bamboo footbridges in normal days, and by boats in flooded days. The 
floating-houses commonly combine with other housing types to be mixed housing clusters 
that could facilitate power, clean water, and connecting bridges for floating-houses. These 
clusters establish small self-organised communities in order to maintain the smooth traffic 
connectivity, supply power and clean water, and help each other in some emergency cases. 
The study found that locals in these communities create a very strong physical and social 
network, which is relied upon on during flooding time and provides a foundation to build 
community resilience. 
7.3.3 Community resilience 
Resilience results from living with disturbances (Walker et al., 2004). It is frequently 
associated with self-organisation, adaptive capacity, and redundancy within which, 
adaptive capacity can increase resilience over time (Liao, 2012). Viewing social vulnerability 
of those communities under the starting-point approach within which the vulnerability 
determines adaptive capacity (O'Brien et al., 2004), this study outlines adaptive capacity as 
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it pertains to the present abilities to cope with external stresses. Folke et al. (2005) also 
agree that patterns of adaptation can be understood by individual practices, and these 
practices combined with the roles of groups are important factors for building adaptive 
capacity and provide a source of social resilience in social-ecological systems.  
Within socially vulnerable groups, this study explored insightfully the daily life of core 
individuals who experienced different levels of stress in different housing types. By using 
house visit, and photovoice methods, the daily routines of those local residents during 
submergence time were recorded to investigate their exposure, risk awareness, 
preparedness, and immediate measures to respond and mitigate flooding impacts within 
their living spaces. In the same flooding circumstances but in different levels of influence, 
the variety of emotions and behaviours of locals are revealed differently. For those living in 
the boat-house and floating-house, the choice for appropriate housing typologies is their 
adaptive way to maintain their stable daily routines even in flooding time without flood-
related stress. Locals living in stilt-house, which is the most vulnerable housing type in 
waterfront communities, involved high levels of flooded submergence, expressed different 
levels of stress from no stress, low stress, moderate stress, to high stress. However, they 
produced the similar adaptive responses to flooding which is to accept the submergence 
situation, and then exhibited various ways to maintain daily routines in a new water 
environment. In the remaining housing types (half-stilt-house and on-land-house), it could 
be seen that the occupants more or less presented their own ways in combination with 
spatial features of housing typologies to adapt with fluctuated flooded levels. It could be 
assumed that depending on the various levels of flood affectedness, locals produced 
different ways of coping which all showed the capacity to adapt and mitigate the impacts of 
floods through their daily practices and chosen housing types. Waterman (cited in Liao, 
2012) argues that the more pressures the community can withstand to preserve 
functionality, the faster the recovery is. This study also supports this statement with the 
finding that the more personal stress is presented to flooding, the more adaptability and 
survival, thereby, improve the resilience at individual level are produced. Social resilience, 
then, could be increased through the enhancement of risk awareness and preparedness 
ability as Cutter et al. assumed (2008).  
The flexibility of housing types, diversified solutions to maintain daily life in flooded 
water, and different mobility plans to respond flood-control policies produce a self-
organising process within local community. It is a long enduring process for communities 
that adapt, not resist, to disturbances (Berkes, Colding & Folke, 2003). It emerges from 
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vulnerability, presents adaptive capacity, and then, produces community resilience that 
explain how local residents could live, maintain, and enhance their social life and built 
environment under threat of flood hazards. That self-organised process of community as 
community resilience to flooding echoes the ancient phenomenon of ‘living with flooding’ 
based on the simple principle - working with the river rather than against it (Liao, 2012). 
That philosophy is still practiced today in several developing countries such as Vietnam, 
Bangladesh, and Cambodia (Berkes, 2007; Islam, 2001; Shaw, 2006). It also influences the 
contemporary management schemes that restore floodplain functions in developed 
countries such as the “Room for the River” program in the Netherlands and the “Making 
Space for Water” policy in England (Liao, 2012; Meyer et al., 2010).   
7.4 DELTAIC URBANISM 
7.4.1 Water urbanity in the Mekong Delta 
A complementary analysis can be performed by looking at the scale of waterfront 
communities, as they have changed over time. The findings from the Cai Rang waterfront 
communities reveal various scales of social practices to structure the unique urban form as 
well as to cope with water-related issues, particularly flooding. The macro scale is 
presented through the plot patterns of waterfront communities and floating-market 
community where locals create their own urban fabrics by creating on-water housing 
clusters and waterfront housing clusters to adapt with the changing water environment. 
The micro scale focused on the housing typology and indoor spaces that can be adapted to 
cope with flooding conditions. A fine-grained pattern and diverse mixed land use put local 
residents close to their daily needs engaging with the river, on-land markets, floating 
market, and shops. The mix of housing typology describes what range of different housing 
types is available to local residents in a water environment. A well-interconnected 
arrangement of housing types in different clusters makes it easier to establish the 
necessary access to water (river) and on-water trading services as well as adapt with 
flooding submergence. 
As stated in the literature review, the floating settlements and waterfront 
settlements contribute to the unique water-based urbanity of the Mekong Delta. They are 
dynamic landscape elements with the involvement of locals’ trading activities and daily 
activities. According to Lynch’s statement, the flow perception highlights the respect of 
form to use with the ‘persons doing things’ and ‘flows of persons’ in the relationship with 
the space that accommodates the activity (Lynch, 1981). This research contributes by 
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illustrating two flows that have occurred in Cai Rang waterfront community, which are 
involved in the process of formation and transformation of urban form and use of space. 
The first flow is plot pattern mobility, which is outlined through the ways locals expand, 
detach, or move their building plots in the relation to river. The second flow illustrates 
locals’ mobility including trading and daily activities as well as future moving plans, which 
impact upon the transformation in use of space and urban patterns.   
It must be emphasised that the spatial patterns in Deltaic waterfront communities 
are organic or self-modifying spatial patterns. In contrast to the spatial patterns in new 
urban development areas and resettlement areas where the with design has been 
determined by experts and local authorities, the patterns in Cai Rang communities are 
formed and organised essentially by social practices. As stated by Jackson (1984), the 
structures of local dwellings identify the vernacular landscape which emphasises the role of 
local people and their ideas, experiences and cognitions. The recent urbanity of Cai Rang 
waterfront communities still maintains some consistency with the Deltaic water-based 
vernacular landscape. However, in the future scenarios, the vernacular landscape will be 
replaced by a new type of landscape which is coined as political landscape by Jackson 
(1984, p. 12). He describes political landscape as “the landscape which evolved partly out of 
experience, partly from design, to meet some of the needs of men and women in their 
political guise”. This type of landscape can be identified through some physical elements 
such as walls, gates, boundaries, highways, monuments, and public places, particularly the 
boundary element. Their existence contributes a visible status to citizens and insures order 
and security. Jackson also mentioned several features of the political landscape including 
the visibility and sanctity of boundaries, the importance of monuments, the close 
relationship between status and enclosed space. Political landscape is also described as the 
‘landscape of power’ which has an integral role in the exercise of power (Winchester et al., 
2003).  
This study presents the possible transformation in water-based urbanity in Deltaic 
waterfront communities, while different patterns of urban development gradually appear 
with different typologies (figure 7-1). The urban morphology analysis confirmed the 
expected ‘vernacular’ character of contemporary patterns in waterfront communities in 
terms of figure-ground, land use, and building structure, though it does suggest that recent 
water-based urbanity is becoming relatively ‘virtuous’ with respect to the past. With 
reference to the road transport generated, higher transformation in those communities 
were proved to be associated with road-oriented land use, building structure, and daily 
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activities. Motorbikes seem to be exerting the strongest influenced both in terms of 
everyday practices and trading habits, as well as the future physical structure of water-
based communities. Additionally, the flood-control program with river embankment 
policies produces a new pattern of river waterfront as a new ‘political landscape’ with 
concrete walls replacing water-based settlement. Winchester et al. (2003) agrees that 
landscape is one of the key ways in which power can be expressed, maintained and 
enhanced through the control and manipulation of landscapes and the practices of 
everyday life. It also supports the emergence of on-land resettlement areas as a new model 
of lifestyle and mobility, which are very different from vernacular settlements of the past.   
 
   
a. Vernacular waterfront 
community  
b. Recent waterfront 
community 
c. River embankment – future 
river waterfront?    
   
d. Vernacular housing  e. Recent housing  f. Inhabited on-land house  
 - Future housing?  
Figure 7-1: The transformation of water-based urbanity in the Mekong Delta. 
 
7.4.2 Challenges of resettlement policy 
The Mekong Delta is a consistent water structure. However, the water-based urban 
patterns are gradually disappearing under the increase of mega structures such as dykes, 
embankments, and new developed resettlement areas on high land. In the contemporary 
development context, the transformation of urban form under urbanisation and changing 
social demands is inevitable. The transformation could be revealed through the 
development process such as the shifts in transportation modes, cropping schedule, 
settlement settings, and community and government innovations in various scales. This 
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study concerns the mobility of local residents in the waterfront communities as a factor 
influencing the transformation.  
In the Mekong Delta, the government, local authorities, and local residents might 
play different but essential roles in shaping the locals’ mobility.Urbanism in the Mekong 
Delta has a long history of involvement of both local practices and nation-building projects 
in shaping its particular form and social features. Researchers have documented in rich 
detail how historically specific patterns of natural structure relations within culture shape 
built environment identity and social interaction (Biggs, 2012; Brocheux, 1995; Evers & 
Benedikter, 2009; Them, 2013). As unfolded in the book “Quagmire: nation-building and 
nature in the Mekong Delta” of David Biggs (2012), the form of the Mekong Delta is the 
result of long evolution that has been shaped by nature and a variety of ‘nation-building’ 
projects of Vietnamese, French, and American design. Historically and narratively, Biggs 
(2012) also examines the interaction and negotiation between nation-builder and local 
residents to alter the natural structure and ecology of the region.  
However, the driver who controls the most is the government (Danh & Mushtaq, 
2011). Under the government’s resettlement program, 185,500 flood-prone households 
have been relocated to 982 resettlement clusters in the whole Delta region that create a 
huge flow of Deltaic people from water-based communities to road-based areas. A similar 
program has been applied in the Zambezi River Valley in Mozambique where the 
government planned and provided resettlement centres in flood-safe areas, close to 
schools, health centres and the low-lying fertile fields. Nevertheless, many people returned 
to their low-lying river areas because they could not grow crops at the dry resettlement 
centres. The relocation policy for hazard-affected people does not seem to be the best 
option to deal with the existing and upcoming impacts of environmental change (Stal, 
2011).  
7.4.3 Deltaic Urbanism as an engagement of Water Urbanism and Everyday 
Urbanism 
The review of nation-building programs in terms of dyke and resettlement policies in 
the Mekong Delta and Can Tho City illustrated a general image about the modernism 
approach, which has been applied widely in most of cities and provinces in Vietnam. The 
preference for mega-structures, high-rise buildings, and concrete constructions of 
Vietnamese policy makers, urban planners, and architects in order to conquer Deltaic water 
is producing a similar urban crisis as occurred in modern cities worldwide in the early 20th 
century (OSA, 2010). The appearance of a series of bridges, highways, dykes, roads, and 
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new modern settlements has re-formed natural structures, as well as disassembled and 
replaced traditional communities.  
The urban design of resettlement areas in the Mekong Delta copies that of New 
Urbanism neighbourhoods, following the simple formula of a central space providing public 
facilities such as primary schools or open spaces. Such designs, without community-based 
understanding, are imposing a new Western lifestyle to local residents whose recent 
experience has been with a dramatically different everyday life revolving around 
waterways. The Vietnamese urbanists play a role as a New Urbanism expert who try to 
impose the modernist design idea without public debate or democratic dialogue into 
holistic design and planning as suggested by Kelbaugh (2001).  
Using the Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of space, the comprehensive understanding of 
the relationship between locals’ everyday practices and spaces is explored taking the 
identity of social space into account in urbanism in the Mekong Delta. Thus, the unique 
characteristics and meanings of waterfront community spaces could be recognised, 
conceptualised, and implemented in planning strategies and design process. To develop the 
conceived space for Deltaic waterfront communities, to create sustainable communities 
that adapt and endure in the face of flooding and social restructuring policies, a new 
urbanism account is necessary. It helps reconnect the values of unique Deltaic spaces and 
respond to a variety of natural and social structures of the Deltaic region to “discover the 
forms of social action and organisation that typically emerge in relatively permanent, 
compact settlements of large numbers of heterogeneous individuals” (Wirth, 1938, p. 9). 
Water Urbanism and Everyday Urbanism are nominated to replace New Urbanism and 
simultaneously constitute a Deltaic Urbanism in the Mekong Delta.  
As discussed previously, the Mekong Delta is a water land with a long history of 
constructed hydraulic buildings combined with a dense network of natural waterways. As a 
dominant element in this region, water must be given proper regard in urban development. 
This study has found that the social space of Deltaic waterfront communities confirms the 
role of river (water) as the core valuable element of lived space and perceived space 
embodied movement patterns of local residents within spaces. Following a Water Urbanism 
approach, water is the determining element to the desired spatial development (Feyen, 
Shannon & Neville, 2009, p. 128)and can be designed to structure urbanism and thereby 
operate at the level of infrastructural and strategic planning (Shannon, 2008). Essentially, 
this approach does not differ from traditional behaviours with water over many 
generations in the Mekong Delta. However, under the new pressures of global issues such 
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as urbanisation and climate change, a more strategic and technical response to water is 
required. This would be underpinned by conceptions of ‘living with water’ and ‘water as a 
backbone infrastructure’ within which are embedded modern transportation, high-yield 
agriculture, and sustainable settlement clusters. The recent urban management and 
planning in the Mekong Delta is still based on administrative boundaries of each province 
without a proposed structure for the whole region, as well as the structure particularly for 
ecological zones, or for agricultural zones, and settlement areas. A change in mindset from 
the localised urban planning into strategic structural planning with water as major 
infrastructure is required (Shannon, 2009). In the proposal of the master plan of Can Tho 
City, Shannon (2009) also mentions the steps of strategic structural plan based on a Water 
Urbanism approach which respects vernacular waterscapes in terms of topography, river 
network, and city mobility to rework the ad hoc road-based planning. This proposal was 
approved in 2012, which proves that Water Urbanism can be a key tool for both policy 
makers and urban planners. As suggested by Shannon (2008), Water Urbanism “is possible 
when urban planning and design, civil and sanitary engineering and landscape architecture 
are folded into one another as are concerns for mobility, health, recreation and scenery”.  
The findings also illustrate that characteristics of Deltaic space are mostly created 
from locals’ everyday practices via the presence of perceived space. This space form is the 
space of social relationship and the interrelations between institutional systems and locals’ 
daily experiences (Hay, 1998). Long-term residents in Cai Rang have built their houses, 
developed a variety of housing clusters, then, created a waterfront community; within 
which they embed daily activities and trading activities to complete a comprehensive 
egalitarian and lively urban life. As “an approach to urbanism that find its meaning in 
everyday life” (Crawford & Speaks, 2005, p. 18), Everyday Urbanism is considered to be 
another appropriate approach to urban planning in the Mekong Delta. While Water 
Urbanism indicates a new design perception inspired and based on water structures, 
Everyday Urbanism embeds a sense to waterscape by everyday activities of local residents 
into the understanding of the waterscape. Kelbaugh (2001) argues that Everyday Urbanism 
is “the most populist, with the designer seen as an empirical student of the common and 
popular rather than the ideal and pure” which is “less normative and doctrinaire than new 
urbanism”. In his view, Everyday Urbanism is more modest and compassionate than new 
urbanism through the ways it reassembles and enhances the existing everyday practices 
rather than overturning them and starting over with a different model. As stated 
previously, Everyday Urbanism makes sense in developing countries where global cities are 
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mushrooming with informal settlements that challenge government control and planning 
(Kelbaugh, 2001). There are two points of concern in applying Everyday Urbanism: (1) is the 
conflict and resistance of urbanism between local practices and nation-building programs, 
and (2) one is the existence of the role of ‘insiders’ in relation to Everyday Urbanism who 
present their cognitive experience through daily life practices. The first may cause contest 
and debate as has resulted from the resettlement policies applied in the Cai Rang 
waterfront communities. The resistance may be “a struggle for one’s place, urban or rural, 
religious or secular, public or private” (Winchester et al., 2003). The second concerns the 
different conceptions of urbanism and urban values that exist between ‘insiders’ as local 
residents and ‘outsiders’ as researchers, or urban planners, urban designers, and local 
authorities. Findings show that insiders in Cai Rang waterfront community tended to talk 
about their place via their livelihoods, normal life, housing, and daily experience; while the 
researcher as an outsider approached the community firstly on visual and physical factors 
including housing types, housing clusters, and waterway transportation.  
The two paradigms, Water Urbanism and Everyday Urbanism, constitute a holistic 
theoretical framework: Deltaic Urbanism –an integration of both water management and 
local everyday life enhancement. It produces a planning discourse using water as the 
fundamental layer to formulate urban infrastructure and enrich inhabitants’ everyday 
activities; as well as using the dialogue between water and local’s participation as planning 
inputs. Deltaic Urbanism is different to Delta urbanism that is technically deployed in New 
Orleans and Netherlands. As learned from New Orleans’s lessons, Delta urbanism is safer 
with ‘soft’ protections of natural topography and marshy buffers; and the ‘hard’ protection 
of embankments, floodwalls, gates, and barriers that are deployed only when necessary 
(Campanella, 2010). From the Dutch’s experience, the water is considered from a variety of 
aspects with regard to planning decisions such as prevailing water levels, ground water 
depletion permits, water quality norms, strengthening sea water dykes, or river 
maintenance management, which has gradually become a technically controllable and 
adaptable element (Feyen et al., 2009; Meyer et al., 2010). However, technical solutions 
like dykes, dams, canals, and pumping stations implemented to protect land in the 
Netherlands, may no longer respond to issues related to climate change. The contemporary 
urbanism in the Netherlands aims at integrating issues of urban and regional planning, and 
water management. This has featured particularly a shift towards allowing more space for 
water at different levels. At the national level, there includes the “Dynamic coastal 
management” strategy that allows some space for the natural process of flooded coastal 
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land, and “Room for the River” which shifts a part of land use surrounding main rivers to be 
spaces for water. At the regional and local level, the strategy “Water storage” is developed 
to use ponds, parks or separate reservoirs in order to mitigate flood threat to locals (Feyen 
et al., 2009; Meyer et al., 2010). Technical solutions from experiences in these places can be 
applied to the process of urbanism in the Mekong Delta in combination with consideration 
of everyday social practices of local people.  
7.5 SUMMARY 
This chapter has discussed the findings from Chapters Five and Chapter Six in relation 
to the characterisation of the context from Chapter Two and the conceptual framework 
from Chapter Three. It has answered the question how local people in the Mekong Delta 
live with flooding by discussing the flood-control approach taken in the Mekong Delta in 
terms of intervention levels of nation-building for flood-control; local community capacity 
building to adapt with flooding, and social spaces in Deltaic waterfront community 
informed urbanism processes within the following findings:  
- stress of local residents to flooding as an indicator of social vulnerability which 
illustrates patterns of in vulnerability across social groups and housing types; 
- appropriate housing types which have potential to develop as a adaptable 
housing typology for the Delta future context of flooding and climate change; 
- Deltaic Urbanism as a theoretical mixture of Water Urbanism and Everyday 
Urbanism produces a strategic framework for urban planning and future 
implementation in the Mekong Delta region. It is also an inspiration factor to 
creative practical design models for housing type and housing cluster as a 
continuity design disciplines.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 
This study explores the characteristics and the self-organisation of Deltaic waterfront 
communities to live with flooding. Currently, the Mekong Delta is facing significant changes 
in natural and social structures in attempts to control flooding and enhance agricultural 
productivity. Studies are now emerging, however, which indicate how the major nation-
building programs negatively impact the region in terms of socio-cultural and 
environmental sustainability; as well as how Deltaic communities organise their daily life 
and build their living spaces to adapt to flood conditions. There remains very little 
published research on the social practices of contemporary Deltaic residents, using a 
bottom-up perspective to interpret the social vulnerability as well as adaptive capacity of 
local waterfront communities to flooding. Having identified this research gap, this study 
seeks to give voice to affected waterfront communities. 
Three research questions were used to investigate how complex social practices 
formed within physical spaces to produce the vernacular Deltaic urban form and Deltaic 
water-based practices of ‘living with flooding’. To respond to these questions, an integrated 
theoretical research framework was established which combined three interpretive 
methodologies including ethnography, phenomenography, and urban morphology. The 
patterns of social vulnerability within the physical patterns of the built environment in the 
Deltaic waterfront are considered in terms of community adaptive capacity to produce 
community resilience. Contemporary Deltaic community resilience represents the 
philosophy of ‘living with flooding’ which was identified in the way that people organise 
their day-to-day life and living spaces. The methodology used in this study investigates 
community resilience through the organisation and re-organisation of day-to-day activities 
and living spaces in response to flooding. Future flood management in Delta regions may 
not be sustainable without an in-depth understanding of how local people maintain their 
distinctive lifestyles. Furthermore, in a global context of expected increases in sea level, 
learning the practices of those living with floods in the Mekong Delta may help other 
Deltaic flood-prone people to survive and adapt to unpredictable floods and new water 
environments. 
Although there already exists a large body of knowledge, practices, and techniques 
on flooding management of deltas, most of this is produced from a top-down 
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monodisciplinary approach. Relatively little knowledge enables a comparative overview of 
Delta flooding management which collaborates both social and urbanism knowledge. There 
is a requirement for an urbanism framework applicable to Deltas to improve resilience and 
support sustainable development for the current and future context. In this study, the 
social perspective approach to understand urban morphology and community vulnerability, 
adaptive capacity and resilience has offered a valuable means for studying social practices 
discourse with the new concept of Deltaic Urbanism developed from this study, dedicated 
to the principle of social equity and access for all. Significant advances could be made 
within Deltaic regions worldwide, including flexible flood-control, risks mitigation, and 
internationalisation of context-based housing and community participation in co-designed 
environment.  
8.1 METHODOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION TO COMMUNITY RESILIENCE 
The day-to-day risks of flooding and climate change increase the concerns about how 
Deltaic residents live with flooding, under the interventions of flood-control policies. Living 
with flooding as a phenomenon is considered as the community resilience (Liao, 
2012)within which, locals’ everyday practices and their built environment are two major 
clues to understand this phenomenon. Therefore, this study needed to explore forms of 
housing and related land uses occurring in waterfront communities on Can Tho River while 
identifying local concerns and practices of residents associated with ‘living with flooding’ to 
discuss the relations between social practices and space suggest changes occurring in the 
social order of waterfront communities.  
These research questions were set up in Chapter One, which required a range of 
methodological strategies to use in the study. The purpose was emphasised in the 
investigation that these concerns would be informed in the urbanism approach for Deltaic 
regions. To respond to research questions, an integrated paradigm that combines 
appropriate methodologies in both social perspectives and urban morphology was outlined 
in Chapter Three. In fact, the way of problem is produced is complex with the mix of natural 
disaster and rigor policies which demand a relational and fluid view of how solutions is 
presented.  
Ethnography as the major methodology is used in this study to approach the site and 
local residents in the Cai Rang area, as well as to describe and interpret a social group by 
analysing Deltaic residents’ practices and beliefs (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994; Creswell, 
2008; Tesch, 1990). The researcher was an observer who involved explicit interpretation of 
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the meanings and functions of human actions to explore the facts on how local residents in 
waterfront communities think about flooding, how they suffer from flooding, and how they 
organise to prepare for, mitigate, and recover from flooding hazard; rather than to test 
hypotheses about them(Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994). It must be stated that it is hard to 
approach and understand precisely individuals’ feelings and emotions without being a part 
of their social life. Ethnography approach supports the researcher to embed in local society 
to understand how locals think and act locally.  
To measure social vulnerability to flooding in Cai Rang waterfront communities, the 
ethnography methodology helps extract the individual flood-related stress as a social 
vulnerability indicator through locals’ stories and their capacities to cope with flooding 
circumstances. It required the on-site living with local residents in a highly complex, 
susceptive flood prone area in the Mekong Delta in substantial period of time to get use to 
with local residents and their daily life, then, to understand their personal flood-related 
stress during flooding season. Using this approach in developing country contexts with non-
availability of relevant quantitative data would present an advantage to the local residents’ 
participations and contributions.  
The integration between ethnography, phenomenography, and urban morphology in 
this study helps the researcher explore the self-organising capacity of community through 
the flexibility of housing types, a variety of individual solutions to maintain daily life in 
flooded water, and different individual moving plans to respond flood-control policies. That 
self-organised process of community is discussed as community resilience, which is 
considered as locals’ contemporary ‘living with flooding’ phenomenon. It is emerged from 
social vulnerability, then adaptive capacity of local residents in flooding circumstances. In 
addition, ethnographically informed urban morphology and phenomenography were used 
in this study to archive a deep understanding of how local people experience a given 
phenomenon “living with flooding” in their places(Marton, 1981, 1986; Tesch, 1990) 
through locals’ daily routines, social spaces, and flood-related stresses corresponding to 
different conceptions of flooding and ‘living with flooding’ phenomenon in the Mekong 
Delta.  
8.2 THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE OF SOCIAL VULNERABILITY 
In this research domain, ‘social vulnerability’ could be defined as the vulnerable 
pattern of different social groups intertwined by individuals’ stress in exposure and 
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responding to natural hazards. This definition comes from a logic sequence constituted 
from appropriate epistemology, methodologies, and methods. By taking an interpretivist 
perspective combined with ethnography, phenomenography, and urban morphology to 
describe and interpret locals’ practices and behaviours in their place settings, this research 
produces an alternative approach to understand social vulnerability. Corresponding to 
three methodologies, a series of methods to approach local residents including naturally 
occurring talk, unstructured interviews and house visits were used to get closer and closer 
to the deep feelings and emotions of people about flooding. Based on locals’ utterances 
expressing flood-related feelings extracted from unstructured interviews, social 
vulnerability was determined using the individual’s self-reported stress as the key 
qualitative indicator in this study.  
It is important to emphasise that the research presented here applied the new social 
vulnerability indicator to a poor community in a developing country. As stated in Chapter 
Two and Chapter Seven, social vulnerability to natural hazards is dynamic and emerges in 
both the biophysical and social domain of individuals and society(O'Brien et al., 2004). A 
bottom-up approach was more appropriate to develop qualitative indicators for assessing 
and analysing social vulnerability that help specify the community adaptive capacity and 
resilience. The flood-related stress indicator in this study was associated with place at a 
housing level that represented the vulnerability of an individual within a specific geographic 
domain. In developing countries, poverty and property factors might not emerge as 
important vulnerability indicators because most people are poor and most property values 
are low. An assessment approach using qualitative indicators was proposed in this study to 
measure social vulnerability instead of quantitative indicators which might be not enough 
to understand entirely the vulnerability in both individual and society levels (Adger, 2006; 
Alwang et al., 2001). 
Analysis of individual-level data of this research uncovered a complex mesh of 
patterns that shape the community vulnerability. This study used patterns, as described by 
Tesch (1990), to explore the vulnerability of local residents in flooding circumstances. 
Vulnerability patterns of different social groups to flooding were woven by individuals’ 
flood-related stress as the common element appears and repeats. The identification of 
vulnerable groups using the individual stress indicator to assist in measuring social 
vulnerability is a critical element for preparation, response, mitigation, and long-term 
recovery planning for flooding. Understanding social vulnerability at an individual level 
helps highlight locals’ adaptive capacity, and the resilience of social system as a whole.  
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8.3 NEW CONCEPT OF DELTAIC URBANISM 
Delta regions worldwide are predicted to be severely affected by climate change. 
Besides the recent and future threats from sea level rise, floods, and water-related issues, 
Delta regions are viewed as magnets for urbanisation with long histories of conflicts 
between natural and human intervention. In the future, a new balance will need to be 
struck between urbanisation, the natural environment, and social practices. It will become 
increasingly important to approach to urban development, in a way that facilitates the roles 
of both nation-building programs and social practices to adapt to water-related natural 
hazards. Reviews of the resettlement program in the Mekong Delta and detailed plans of 
several resettlement areas in Can Tho City illustrated a rigid urbanism, adopted from 
modernism and New Urbanism and which has produced a number of urban and social 
issues (Danh & Mushtaq, 2011; OSA, 2010).  
Insights gained about locals’ everyday practices in generating and forming Deltaic 
water-based urbanity as well as living with flooding emphasise the essential role of a social 
perspective of everyday life in urbanism. A more sustainable urbanism approach is required 
which is appropriate to the natural and social space as well as to existing urban conditions 
of the Delta regions. This study based on the Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of perceived, 
conceived, and lived space as the theoretical conception to identify characteristics of social 
spaces in Deltaic settlements as well as to interpret the relationship between space and 
everyday practices of locals. It is indicated that river and social practices along waterways 
are key elements to value the physical lived and practiced experiences of places, which are 
corresponding to Water Urbanism and Everyday Urbanism’s subjects.  
Therefore, this study presents a new concept of Deltaic Urbanism blending Water 
Urbanism and Everyday Urbanism as a potential approach for Delta regions and flood-
prone areas worldwide. Deltaic Urbanism designates water as the key natural, social, and 
infrastructural element to formulate city and enhance everyday practices of local residents. 
Chapter Two presented a summary of the debate about the strengths and inadequacies of 
existing urbanism concepts including New Urbanism, Landscape Urbanism, Water 
Urbanism, and Everyday Urbanism in contemporary urban studies. Water Urbanism views 
water as a fundamental element that can be designed to structure urbanism in terms of 
infrastructure and strategic planning (Meulder & Shannon, 2008; Shannon, 2008). 
Accompanying Water Urbanism, Everyday Urbanism implants a sense and vitality to the 
waterscape and water (infra)structure by incorporating everyday activities of local 
residents. Water Urbanism and Everyday Urbanism make sense in developing countries 
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where opportunities still exist with vernacular water structures and informal settlements 
that challenge the urbanists (Kelbaugh, 2001).The Deltaic Urbanism concept proposed here 
is different to Delta urbanism applied in New Orleans and in the Netherlands (Feyen et al., 
2009; Meyer et al., 2010). It supports the bottom-up approach to develop design by 
research which is willing to adopt technical and engineering lessons in flood-management 
from Delta Urbanism to the process of urban development in order to mitigate the flood 
exposure and enhance locals’ living quality.  
As a Deltaic Urbanist, some fundamental points need to be emphasised when 
seeking to apply Deltaic Urbanism worldwide. The first point is the primacy of water. It 
must be considered where the water comes from, the characteristics of the water regime, 
the impacts of water on locals’ lives and cities, and how urban development patterns can 
be adopted and sustained with water sources that often extend beyond political, regional 
or even national boundaries. The second point is that the Deltaic Urbanists need to 
understand how communities along waterways have experiences that they utilise and have 
inter-generational traditional knowledge about how to live with water. A bottom-up 
approach using ethnographic methods is suggested. The final point is that the Deltaic 
Urbanists play a role not only as urban designers, urban planners, and urban developers, 
but also as coordinators who negotiate a consensus between different stakeholders, 
partners, disciplines to achieve a commitment in (flood)water management and urban 
development.  
8.4 FUTURE DESIGN INSPIRATION 
8.4.1 Housing typology - adaptation or new design? 
Future scenario of each housing type 
According to Habraken (as cited in Gieryn, 2000), social processes happen through 
the material forms that are designed, built, used, and protested. In the context of this 
study, all five housing types in the Cai Rang waterfront communities essentially contribute 
to maintain locals’ life and waterfront built environment. Each housing type presents 
specific housing form, structure, function, and indoor space organisation, which meets the 
needs of a specific subject. However, in the future of unpredictable climate change as well 
as severe natural hazards, scenarios for the future viability of each housing type are 
required based on the attributes of vulnerability and adaptive capacity.  
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The understanding of housing typology examines the effects of flooding on single 
housing types in terms of vulnerability, adaptive capacity, and resilience, to explore the 
appropriate living models in a Deltaic waterfront community. Then, the core elements of 
waterfront communities, which are needed to be maintained and enhanced within nation-
building programs to adapt with flooding hazard, are indicated. It, firstly, has to be the 
physical traditional water-based built environment including waterfront housing clusters 
with half-stilt-houses and on-water housing clusters with boat-houses and floating-houses, 
which are considered as a backbone of water-based activities. All of them were established 
by social practices, not by nation-building programs to create the vernacular water-based 
physical patterns on the Mekong Delta. Secondly, it must be the water-related practices 
including daily activities on waterfronts, trading activities on floating markets, and travelling 
activities by boats, which vitalise water-based identity in Deltaic waterfront communities. 
Understanding the core values of Deltaic built environment is the foundation for Deltaic 
Urbanism from a social practice approach. Findings can be applied for sustainable 
development not only improving existing water-based communities, but also for inspiration 
of designing new resettlement areas in the future. The existing waterfront community 
could be reinforced to adapt with flooding through enhancing housing and locals’ adaptive 
capacity instead of relocating all local residents, removing the existing built environment, 
and installing embankments along the river to ‘protect’ people from flooding.  
In the on-land cluster, the on-land-house and half-stilt-house have a stable expansion 
in the Cai Rang waterfront community due to the packed building density. Of these, the 
half-stilt-house is considered the major housing typology that creates the unique river edge 
façade in the Mekong Delta. There are several changes that could happen in the near future 
for these two housing types: (1) one large half-stilt-house could be divided into two or three 
smaller half-stilt-houses for family members or for sale; (2) one long half-stilt-house could 
be split into layers including one half-stilt-house and a few on-land-houses; or (3) the on-
land-houses and half-stilt-houses could expand the vertical volume by increasing the 
number of floors.  
Within the on-water housing cluster, stilt-house temporarily meets the living 
demands of poor residents who have water-related occupations. To build a stilt-house, the 
occupants must find the on-river place adjacent the river edge without erosion and 
subsidence. In addition, they have to achieve the consent from the on-land houses owners 
near their houses and permission of the local authorities. However, this is the most 
vulnerable housing type in the waterfront community where this study found the most 
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high-stress occupants. The temporary and inflexible structures as well as poor sanitation 
conditions create the considerably low living conditions of the stilt-house. Moreover, direct 
impacts from large waves due to the waterway transportation and annual influence from 
flooding are also reasons that make people averse to this housing type. As such, the 
number of stilt-houses in waterfront communities is becoming increasingly less. The design, 
necessity, and existence of the stilt-house should be considered in the sustainable 
development scenarios of a waterfront community. The solution of permanently elevating 
may avoid flooding submergence, however, it produces new problems. The householders in 
higher stilt-houses must confront daily inconvenience and a reduced quality of life due to 
difficult access to living space, loss of neighbourhood character, and an increased 
vulnerability of the structure to wind damage.   
The boat-house and floating-house types are distinctive housing models in the 
Mekong Delta which belong to the on-water housing cluster. The boat-house has its main 
functions as the floating-store and stock and is considered as inconvenient living space for 
permanent settlement purpose. The study’s findings indicated that the floating-house is the 
most flexible housing model, which has more potential to improve its structure and expand 
the living capacity to meet locals’ demands and to adapt with future floods. A look at 
floating-house and boat-house design suggests that there may be an alternative approach -  
one that would allow a house to remain close to the ground under normal conditions but 
float as much as necessary, when flooding occurs. 
..or new design model 
The determining role of water in urbanism and the involvement of local practices are 
two key elements that inspire urban design and architectural design. An appropriate 
strategy in housing and community design needs to adapt for unpredicted flooding 
circumstances, living demands of local residents as well as technical requirements of 
sanitation. Most new housing designs in the Mekong Delta are focusing on the floating 
housing model. For instance, a low-cost bamboo housing project in the flood-prone area is 
being developed by H&P architects - a Vietnamese architecture company - to meet the 
most basic residential needs of living: adequate living space, proper sanitation, and flexible 
structure to adapt with flooding. Its building structure is from bamboo that is firmly secured 
using anchors, ties, and other solid connections to ensure that the structure is strong 
enough to float in floods and withstand the battering of storms. Each house is designed as a 
module with a structure that could be assembled with one or two additional modules to 
accommodate a large number of family members.  
   
8.4.2 Waterfront community – relocation or adaptation? 
The near future of most waterfront communities in the Mekong Delta is relocation to 
make space for river embankments and river parks. The traditional knowledge and social 
practices to live with water and flooding as well as vernacular water-based landscape and 
housing could be disappeared within few decades. Potential exists for the idea of a floating 
resettlement village installed from a number of new-designed-floating-house clusters to 
replace the recent road-based resettlements. A floating resettlement village concept 
adopts much from the existing model of floating villages distributed sparsely in large 
waterways in some provinces in the Mekong Delta. A floating resettlement village could be 
located within close proximity to the existing waterfront communities, which is convenient 
for temporary evacuation of local residents in flooding days. In normal days, while people’s 
original housing was still habitable, the floating resettlement village could be operated as a 
public facility involving community and tourism activities.  
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8.5 FUTURE RESEARCH
8.5.1 Limitations of this study
 This methodological framework requires the consideration about time and 
geographic space. Within the scope of this study, data collection was undertaken in four 
months during flooding season in Can Tho City, the Mekong Delta from August to 
November 2013. The time restrictions dictated by a PhD candidature and the annual 
flooding of the Mekong Delta accommodated only one period of fieldwork on-site. The 
specific schedule of the on-site study activities was dependant on the flooding schedule and 
the flooding situation that causes temporal limitations. This study was just focused on local 
events happened during the flooding season, not on the time after flooding season when 
locals continue their daily life and prepare for floods next year. The short time also 
restrained the number of participants and scale of the site study.
 The other limitation to the scope of the site study was geographic. The chosen study site 
was Cai Rang waterfront community in Can Tho City that hardly approach frequently 
for data collection. The study site was selected as it demonstrated the general features of 
Deltaic water-related settlements such as flood influence, local settlement density, and 
water-related local activities. However, three waterfront communities in one study site 
cannot address all issues experienced for others areas located in different hydrological 
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regimes, natural contexts, and social contexts in the whole region. It is required expand 
study spots to examine comprehensively the research problem. 
8.5.2 Recommendations for future research 
As mentioned in the study limitations, a short time for fieldwork restricted the scope 
of the study site and the number of participants. It needs more research about the 
resettlement areas as a further study site for comparison as an extension of this research. 
In addition to further deepening our understanding of how local residents in the Mekong 
Delta are living with flooding through their everyday practices within housing typologies, 
this research could be developed more in the future in a variety of domains. These might 
include locals’ day-to-day practices in water-based public spaces, traditional knowledge 
maintenance, or gender equality. Analysis of different stakeholders’ opinions and 
perceptions of the feasibility and acceptability of different responses to flooding is also a 
suggestion for further studies. 
The methodological framework of this study could be applied to study the social and 
physical practices as well as vulnerability and resilience of individuals and society in other 
countries with different cultures. Future research could use this methodological framework 
to track shifts of social organisation in spaces by identifying changes in social interactions of 
the users. Therefore, relationships between culture and context-based housing could be 
recognised throughout changes occurring in the social order. Parallel to the previous 
methods, focus group discussions could be applied as an effective method to more deeply 
explore social group patterns. Particularly, women as a group should be a focus for future 
study. According to Morrow and Enarson (1998), women play a role as neighbourhood 
members, informal community leaders, and social activist, which equips them to respond to 
community crisis. 
Further works will also be needed to apply the Deltaic Urbanism approach into urban 
planning and urban design processes in the Mekong Delta as well as to evaluate its 
effectiveness and impacts on society and natural systems. Deltaic Urbanism could be 
introduced firstly to initiate the strategic thinking of decision makers and urban planning 
experts, then, to experiment with water-based urban design projects. More research could 
be developed based on further studies on the ‘expert-led masterplan vs. lived reality’ 
subject or community participation involving water-sensitive urban design projects. 
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Appendices  
Appendix A: Extracts of locals’ interview to express flood-related stress. 
 
F01  
H:Cuộc sống có bị ảnh hưởng nhiều lắm không 
Bảy ? 
F01:Thì cũng như là nước ngập thì nó hơi ế một 
chút, hơi ít là tại vì rẫy không có nè, tại vì người 
ta trồng không được, cái nhứ nhất, cái thứ 2 là 
mấy ông đi mua bán nè, người ta cũng không đi 
nữa, người ta đi chợ nổi cũng ít, tại vì đi chợ nổi 
nước ngập lủm chủm, trên lộ kia còn ngập nữa 
thì đi đâu, rồi đi thứ 7, chủ nhật cũng như vậy 
nữa nhưng mà nó ít. 
H:Thế Bảy thích hay là không thích mùa lũ, Bảy 
cảm thấy như thế nào ? 
F01:Thì coi như mùa nào cũng như mùa nấy, tới 
đây quen rồi, ví dụ mùa hạn cũng vậy, mùa lũ 
cũng vậy, mùa gì cũng vậy, bình thường à. 
 
H:Không bị ảnh hưởng lắm đúng không ạ ? 
F01:Ờ, không có sợ gì hết trơn, cũng coi như là 
được ngày nào mình biết ngày đó đi chứ giờ ế 
mình biết nói gì giờ, không sợ luôn, trời cho 
mình sống, không cho mình chết thôi chứ giờ 
cũng không biết sao nữa, bây giờ cũng vậy nè, 
nằm đó sáng ai kêu thì đưa vậy thôi, vậy cũng 
bình thường thôi, bữa nào có tiền thì ăn đồ ngon 
hơn chút, bữa nào không có tiền thì ăn nước 
nắm hay là chao, rau luộc, rồi cũng xong một 
bữa, yêu cầu có gạo là được rồi, không cần đồ 
ăn, vậy đó, cầu có gạo ăn hoài thôi, đừng có hết 
gạo ăn là được rồi 
 
Q: How does flood affect you life, Bay? 
F01: Well, during the flooding time, there is a 
little bit dull, because of poor farm produce, 
farmers cannot grow anything; also, buyers do 
not want to come here anymore, and not go to 
the floating market as well. Even the street is 
flooded, how dare they go anywhere. Saturdays 
and Sundays or weekdays are all the same. 
 
Q: So do you like it or not? How is your feeling? 
F01: We are up to anything.  I get used to it, for 
example, it doesn’t matter when it is the dry 
season or it is the flooding season. It is normal. 
Q: Not too affected, right? 
F01: It is nothing to be scared of.  I think I am 
live up for today.  If the business is not good, it’s 
because it’s not good.  As long as I am alive, it’s 
okay.  Like today, if someone hires me, I will go.  
When I have money, I can have a good meal, if 
not, having fish sauce, vegetables would not be 
that bad as long as there is rice.   Rice without 
any main food can be enough.  At least I am not 
running out of rice 
F03  
H: Thường nước vào trong nhà bao lâu thì nó rút 
ra ạ ? 
F03: Cũng vài tiếng á, những con nước lớn đó, 
rồi nước ròng lại, là nó rút. 
H: Thế là cứ để đồ đạc ngập hết trơn hay sao ạ ? 
F03: Ngập hết, rồi mình phải rửa, nó mục hết 
trơn rồi văng nươc đó, đồ gỗ đó cô, giờ nó mục 
Q: How long does the flooded water occupy the 
house before receding? 
F03: About hours, the peak tide comes in, then, 
recede 
Q: How about furniture, they were sunk into 
water? 
F03: Flooded all, then I had to wash them. They 
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hết trơn. 
H: Cái giường này hồi trước cũng kê lên đúng 
không ạ ? 
F03:Cái đó thì nước cao cũng phải kê, nước nó 
ngập sợ ngủ nó văng nước lên ướt hết trơn phải 
kê, lấy gạch kê hết trơn lên. 
H:Vậy là mình kê lên trước khi nước ngập ạ ? 
 F03: Kê trước rằm, rằm 17 rồi đó là cô bắt đầu 
sửa soạn chuẩn bị rồi đó, đặng mình kê lên hết, 
để nữa đêm nó lên rồi không hay nữa. 
H: Thế cô có sợ không cô ? 
F03: Cũng sợ chứ, sợ nước lũ rồi nó nhiều nó 
dâng lên đó mình cũng sợ, với mình coi tivi cũng 
thấy nước trôi nhà cửa rồi đó, cũng sợ lắm, mà 
gió, cũng sợ gió, nó tốc một cái là nhà sập hết 
trơn. Cây yếu hết trơn rồi, cây chàm đó, lâu nó 
cũng mục. 
 
H: Nhưng mà bao nhiêu năm sống ở đây rồi cô 
thấy mùa nước nổi như thế nào ? 
F03: Cũng bình thường à, hết sợ rồi, nhiều lần 
quá giờ cũng hết sợ, chứ hồi đó sợ lắm. 
 
 
were rotten, because they were made from 
wood.  
Q: This bed was chocked up, right? 
 
F03: Yes, it must be higher than water level. If 
not, everything would be wet. We had to put 
brick under the bed legs.  
Q: So we had to chock up before flooding? 
F03: Do that before full moon at 17th and we 
started to prepare before hand, in case it 
happens at midnight. 
Q: Was you scared? 
F03: Well, it was scary.  I was afraid of 
floodwater rise. I saw other houses were swept 
away by water on television, it was freaking out. 
The wind! The wind was scary; it destroyed all 
houses on its way. Trees were weak and fallen 
down. 
Q: After many years living there, how do you feel 
about floating season? 
F03: It’s ok, I’m not scared anymore. I used to 
be nervous back then, but, you know, it occurs 
too many times 
F04  
H: Quang cảnh ở hai bên sông ngày xưa như thế 
nào, bây giờ thì như thế nào hả bác? 
F04: Như hồi xưa cũng bên sông dãy bên sông 
đó, người ta đi hết trơn rồi đó, bị quy hoạch đó, 
đi hết trơn, hồi đó bên đó cũng sửa máy, ghe rồi 
cũng đặc nghẹt hết, còn giờ đi hết rồi, còn đây 
cũng sắp đi mà không biết chừng nào đi nè. 
H: Ngày xưa có nhiều bè như bây giờ không ạ ? 
F04:Có, nhà bè không à, như cái bà này cũng nhà 
bè, cọng cỡ hư đó, nhà tui cọng cỡ trước năm 
nay đó, nên hư trước, tại vì tui về đây cặm ở 
người ta cũng về đây cặm ở. 
H:Mà ngày xưa có nhiều nhà sàn như bây giờ 
không ạ ? 
F04:Hồi đó không có, hồi đó nhà tui là nhà máy, 
người ta xay gạo đó, rồi bắt đầu không xay nữa 
rồi dỡ, trên đầu cầu mình là cái nhà máy đó, rồi 
giờ về đây dưới sông không có nhà sàn, hồi đó có 
nhà trên bờ, bây giờ nhà sàn toàn dân tứ xứ ở 
không à, nhà bên đó cũng vậy, ở nhà bè đằng 
trước cũng chìm lên chìm xuống rồi cất nhà ở 
nữa đó. 
 
 
Q: How does the landscape on both sides of the 
river look like in the old days? How about now? 
F04: In the past, that riverside used to be 
crowded, people fixed boat machine, there was 
so much noise. Now, nobody is there, they all 
left due to planning policy and here, we also will 
be going soon, but not sure when. 
Q: In the old days, were there many floating-
houses as now? 
F04: Yes, a lot. That women, also got a floating-
house, as the same with mine, but my house was 
built first, so it collapsed first. 
Q: Were there many stilt-houses in the past like 
there are now? 
F04: Back then, probably no. At that time, my 
house was a factory for milling rice; then it 
stopped working and was disassembled. Now 
stilt-houses are only for immigrants from 
different places, not local people. You see, the 
floating-houses over there have sunk many 
times.  
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H:Bác có kỉ niệm nào gắn với mùa nước nổi 
không ạ ? 
F04:Kỉ niệm hồi đó vậy đó, nhiêu đó cực khổ lắm 
cô ơi, mưa gió rồi nước nôi vất vả lắm. 
 
 
Q: Do you have any memories associated with 
flooding season? 
F04: It was all I told you, really hard, heavy rain 
and flooding, it was extremely hard. 
F08  
H:Bây giờ nước lên như thế thì chị bán buôn làm 
sao? 
TL:Người ta cũng ăn, cũng nhiều người lại ăn, có 
điều người ta ngồi chồm hổm vậy đó, ngồi đại 
vậy đó, vẫn ăn bình thường vậy đó. Nhiều người 
thậm chị người ta đi chợ nổi chơi người ta cũng 
khoái. Ta nói là ăn giống nhà hàng nổi nên người 
ta khoái. Tại từ hồi nào đến giờ người ta không 
có được ngồi ăn dưới nước vậy. Ăn dưới nước 
vậy vui, ăn mà còn dọc nước nữa. Mà nó sạch sẽ 
lắm nghe, tại ở đây gần sông nên nước ngập nó 
vẫn sạch  sẽ chứ không phải nước ngập nó đóng 
sình, nó dơ đồ là không có. Khi nước lớn nó vẫn 
sạch mà khi nước trôi nó trôi mạnh, nước trôi ở 
trên cũng sạch hà, sạch lắm, nước sạch chứ 
không có dơ. 
H:Thế là nước chị vẫn bán luôn? 
 
TL:Bán bình thường, đứng dưới nước, chị thì 
đứng dưới nước, khách thì ngồi, nước không 
ngồi vẫn ăn bình thường. Mùa nước nổi thì nó 
vui lắm.   
H: Nếu như mà không có kế hoạch giải tỏa hay gì 
thì chị vẫn thích ở đây à?    Nước nổi như thế mà 
chị vẫn không sợ à? 
TL:Không. Vẫn khoái hà. Tại vì nước nó có mấy 
tháng à, hai tháng nước nổi chứ đâu có nhiều 
đâu mà đâu phải có rằm đâu, rằm mới có nước 
nhiều, mười bốn, rằm mới có nước nhiều với 
mùng một., mùng hai mới có nước nhiều, chứ 
mấy ngày thường nó không có nước nhiều nghe. 
 
 
Q: How are you doing with your business when 
the water gets so high? 
F08: People still come to eat, of course it’s less 
convenient for them to sit around, but they still 
are able to sit and eat.  Sometime it’s fun for 
people to experience the float market.  They said 
that it is interesting to feel like eating in a float 
restaurant that they have not experienced 
before.  Eating and playing with water at the 
same time.  Since it is so close to the water, it’s 
very clean because the water here is very clean.  
It is still clean even when the water is very high. 
 
 
 
 
Q: So you still open your business when the 
water gets high? 
F08: Yes, of course.  I still stand in the water and 
the customers are sitting around and eat as 
normal.  Is is tons of fun during floating water 
season. 
Q: If there is no plan of resettlement, would you 
mind living down here?  You are not afraid of the 
water, aren’t you? 
F08: No, it’sso funny.  Water is only for several 
months, 2 months of floating water is not bad.  
Also it only gets really high during 2 days in the 
middle and at the beginning of the month.  The 
other days it’s not that bad. 
 
F10  
F10: Hồi xưa ở dữ lắm, đông lắm. Có người thì đi 
bán xôi đó, bè nấu xôi chè rồi bắp chè gì đó đem 
bán, nhiều ghe đi bán, hồi đó cũng vui có điều 
hơi cực, giờ sung sướng rồi, mấy người bè cũng 
có tiền rồi cũng đỡ. 
H: Cuộc sống ngày xưa như thế nào hả cô ? 
F10: Ờ, cực lắm, xưa mấy người bè đó có người 
thì đi chở mướn, người thì nấu xôi, mẹ thì nấu 
xôi với bắp trà đó, chèo ghe bán dài dài, vòng 
vòng giờ hết rồi, nghỉ rồi. Đủ nghề hết trơn đó. 
F10: In the past, it was extremely crowded. 
There were many people selling sticky rice, they 
cooked corn sticky rice then sold it on boat. It 
was really fun but so hard. Now their lives are 
improved, they seem to be happier. 
Q:How was your thinking in the old days? 
F10: Yes, it was very hard, people whose livings 
relied on boats worked as boat-drivers or sold 
sticky rice. I cooked rice and tea and drove the 
boat around for selling. I did many jobs but now I 
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H: Họ là dân ở đây hay là ở đâu hả cô ? 
F10: Ở đâu đó, ở đâu lại, rồi mua tàu mua bè rồi 
sống rồi, chở đồ. 
H: Vậy ngày xưa cô hay đi chợ trên bờ hay chợ 
nổi hả cô ? 
F10: Ít đi chợ nổi lắm, đi trên chợ không à, lâu 
lâu rồi ở đâu ở Cần thơ vô, đi chợ nổi đi vui thì đi 
chung vậy thôi à. 
 
H: Ngày xưa là mình có ghe không cô ? 
F10: Không, mỗi lần mình đi là mướn ghe. 
H: Cần đi thì mướn ạ ? 
F10: Một nhóm vậy đó, 7-8 người đi chung, đi 
cho biết chợ nổi ấy mà. 
H: Vậy sống mấy chục năm dưới mùa nước nổi 
thì cô thấy thế nào hả cô ? 
F01: Phải chịu thôi. 
H: Cô có quen chưa hay là thế nào ạ ? 
F10: Khổ muốn chết, rầu muốn chết, vái cho 
nước nó thấp thấp đừng có lên quá. 
H: Thế cô có sợ không ? 
F10: Sợ sao không sợ, rắn độc quá trời, rắn, sợ 
rắn đó rắn nó bò ngang này kia. 
 
 
already quit.  
Q: Those people, where do they come from? 
F10: From many places, they came here, bought 
boats and lived here.  
Q: Did you go to normal market or floating 
market? 
F10: I rarely go to floating market; I only go to 
the normal one. Sometimes people from Can 
Tho city visit me, I go with them to floating 
market for fun.  
Q: In the past did you have a boat? 
F10: No, I had to hire boats. 
Q: How did you do that? 
F10: A group of 7 or 8 people hired a boat then 
went to the market. 
Q: After several decades living with the floating-
water season, how do you feel? 
F10: We have to accept it. 
Q: Do you get used to it? 
F10: It is deadly hard and deadly sad, I pray for 
low floodwater level. 
Q: Are you scared of it? 
F10: Yes, of course, there are many snakes, so 
scary. 
F11  
H: Cô sống ở đây lâu năm như thế thì cô suy nghĩ 
như thế nào về mùa nước nổi hả cô?  
F11: Rầu lắm, mùa nước nổi là cô rầu lắm. 
Nhưng mà phải ở đây mà không giải tỏa là cô xây 
cái nhà cao lên, cô xây nhà cao lên để cho khỏi 
nước rồi đó, nhưng mà bây giờ con không xây 
được, nó giải tỏa tới nơi rồi, giờ phải sống chịu 
đựng ở đây. Lúc giải tỏa rồi cái mấy chú nhà 
nước mình đó, coi cho cái chung cư ở đâu. Xây 
nhà bự lên, xây nhà cao lên ở. Còn nếu như mà 
thấy ngay cái chung cư mà thấy mình làm ăn 
không được thì mình kiếm cái nhà nào đó. 
Mình mua nhỏ nhỏ chút cũng được. 
...Nó cũng lên bất thường, như chiều nay cái 
nước nó lên ít ít ít ít. Cái cô nghĩ coi khoảng đó 
thôi, nhưng mà tối 29 sáng 30, cái là cái thủy 
triều nó lên nhiều, cái tối 29 đó cái sáng 30 cái 
nó nửa đêm nó lên quá trời lên luôn, mình đang 
ngủ ở trên xong xuống, ta nói nước nổi nó trôi 
đồ ta mắc cười chết. 
H: May mà không mất đúng không cô? 
F11: Ừ, nó trôi mà nó không trôi ra sông được, 
cái lưới này nè nó là cái cửa đâu có xây tường đồ 
gì đâu. 
H: Thế là hỏng hết đồ ạ? 
F11: Ừ làm cửa kéo ra. 
H: Cái đồ có hỏng không? 
F11: Hư, cũng có hư mới lúc đó, thùng giấy này 
nè, cô chất lần mấy tấn đó để đặng dô đồ đó, 
nước ngập ướt hết cái đi bán cho mấy người 
Q: After living there several years, how do you 
feel about the floating season? 
F11: So sad, I was very sad in floating-water 
season. I had to build it up higher than the water 
level, but now I cannot because this area is in 
sight clearance soon; I have to suffer in here, for 
temporary living. Then the authorities found 
good areas to build the apartment. It is so big 
and nice for living, but if we could not earn 
enough money, we would only buy a small 
house.   
 
 
... It is unstable, for example, this afternoon the 
water has just risen a little bit. Only that much, 
but at 29th midnight or 30th early morning, the 
tide went up, it rose so fast. We were asleep, our 
neighbours said water rising swept our stuffs 
away; it was too funny. 
Q: luckily, nothing lost, right? 
F11: Yeah, furniture cannot flow to the river 
thanks to that barrier.  
 
Q: So these stuffs were damaged? 
F11: Yes. 
Q: Were they broken? 
F11: yeah, many things were smashed. These 
carton boxes, I collected a lot of them, but they 
all were wet, I had to sell with half-price.  
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mua ve chai có phân nửa giá tiền. 
H: Như vậy là nhiều kỷ niệm hay đúng không? 
F11: Ừ, có nhiều cũng vui, cực mà vui. 
 
 
Q: So you have many good memories? 
F11: Yeah, a lot, it’s hard but fun. 
F14  
H:Thế nước lên càng ngày càng cao hả chị ? Thế 
hồi chị mới cất nhà sàn này nước có vào nhà 
không ? 
TL:Không, hồi chị mới cất thì nó không có ngập 
nha, rồi khi năm mà nước lớn quá thì nó ngập. 
H:Vậy mình có kinh nghiệm gì không để nhìn 
nước năm nào nó cao, nó ngập ? 
TL:Cái đó không biết đâu em ơi, năm nào mà 
mưa gió bão lụt nhiều thì nước nó dâng lên dữ 
lắm, mà năm nay tháng 9, thắng mình thấy 
không, ít mưa, mà chắc năm nay nước nó cũng 
không lớn đâu nha, mọi năm em thấy tháng này 
là mưa dầm mưa dề, nó thôi chị rầu đó, thấy 
nước lớn là chị rầu rồi đó, ngập cái dời đồ, chồng 
hạ xuống cái cực lắm.                                              
TL:Nếu mà em không gia cố là nước nó chảy sập 
sàn luôn đó, nó rung dữ lắm, bởi vậy nãy em đi 
thấy nó rung rung là yếu dữ lắm, nó gãy, nó mềm 
cột hết trơn rồi đó. Rồi ổng tính ít bửa, ổng xin 
nghỉ bửa, hai bửa ổng đặng ổng mua chàm chặm 
xuống, tại thấy nước nổi rồi chảy dữ lắm, bởi vậy 
em thấy ở dưới sông vất vả chỗ đó. 
H:Vào mùa nước nổi thì sao hả chị? 
TL:Sợ chứ, nước nổi chị sợ lắm đó, mùa mưa với 
mùa nước nổi này là chị sợ lắm đó. 
 
 
Q: Is the water level getting higher and higher?  
Did it get into the house when you first built it? 
F14: No, when I first built this house, it was not 
flood.  After that, when the water gets so high, it 
is flood. 
Q: Do you have any experience to foresee 
whether the water would be high enough to be 
flooded? 
F14: There is no way to see it.  When it has a lot 
of heavy rain then the water level will be very 
high.  For example, September supposed to have 
a lot of rain, but this year as you see, it is 
September but there is not much rain.  I am sad 
because we will have to move things when it is 
flooded, too much work, extremely hard. 
F14: If the floor is not reinforced, it will be 
collapsed when water is strong.  It’s very 
dangerous.  Can you feel it when you’ve just 
walked on the floor? It vibrated because the 
floor and the column are damaged by the water.  
My husband is going to take a day or two off to 
fix it.  Living in the water is very hard. 
Q: How about during the floating water season? 
F14:Yep, so scary. I am so scared the floating 
water season, and also the raining season.  
F15  
H: Nhà này cách xa sông  mà cũng bị ngập luôn 
à? 
TL: Cũng bị ngập luôn.  Hồi năm vừa rồi đó, năm 
vừa rồi đó là chị phải bỏ hai cụcgạch. Đi lên vậy 
nè, chị chét lại, đi lại cho được. Không là ảnh tràn 
vô nhà, mà ảnh cũng hơi bịnh rịnh với mấy cái lỗ 
mọt đó ở dưới nó sịt sịt lên vậy nè nhưng mà nó 
đỡ, nó đỡ hơn là nó tràn lan vô trong nhà. 
H: Thế là ngoài đường, ngoài lộ ngập hết à? 
TL: Ngập hết à, ngập trên đường em đi tới đầu 
gối nè, em lội chủm chủm, sáng mà cứ như buổi 
chiều ảnh lên xuống tùy theo mức nước nó tràn. 
Thang chín coi ngập bây giờ nè. Hổm nay đang 
rầu lo cái nước ngập rầu lắm. 
H: Mà mùa nước nổi bắt đầu từ tháng nào hả 
chị?  
TL: Băt đầu mùa nước nổi là cuối tháng 08 đó, 
đầu tháng chín là đỡ hơn rồi. Chuẩn bị gần tháng 
08 nhưng mà hết cái tháng tám này mình ăn 
triung thu qua cái là bắt đầu rằm là nó muốn 
ngập lên nhà rồi. Giống như là rằm tháng 08 qua 
bước qua tháng 09, cỡ lối rằm đó, rằm ba mươi 
đó là hai ngày là ngập. 
Q: This house if pretty far from the river, how 
come it still is flooded? 
F15: Yes, it is flooded still.  Last year, I had to put 
two more piece of bricks here to stop the water 
getting into the house.  It’d better when I did 
that. 
Q: So all the roads and ways are flooded? 
F15: Yes, they are.  They are all flooded up to the 
knees.  You have to walk in the water.  No mater 
morning or afternoon, the level of water flooded 
depends on how much the water level in the 
river.  September is likely the time that it might 
be flooded.  I am distressing, so sad about it. 
Q: When is the floating water season started? 
F15: It often started from the end of August.  At 
the beginning of September, it gets better.  After 
the mid- August festival, the water level rises 
very high, almost into the house.  At the end of 
August, the water will get into the house. 
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F16  
H: Thế hồi trẻ con em thấy mùa nước nổi thế 
nào? 
TL: Không mùa đó vui lắm mùa nước nổi dọc 
nước mà cứ thấy nước là hai chị em nhà bà Tư là 
nhà bà chị ở dưới có sàn gỗ ở dưới đó nhà bự 
hơn hai chị em chạy qua bển dọc nước tắm bơi 
tủm tủm tùm lum hết biết bơi đâu rành đâu có 
cái sàn cái mình dọc  nước dưới đó, đó mùa 
nước nổi nhà em vui lắm giỡn um sùm chứ bây 
giờ đâu dám bây giờ sợ muốn chết luôn  
H: Sao tự nhiên lại đang vui thành sợ ? 
 
TL:Nhỏ mình không biết nhiều, thấy nước mình 
ham, con nít mà thấy nước bơi dọc ai mà không 
ham. Lớn lên thấy nước dơ sợ đủ thứ hết đâu 
dám xài đâu  
H: Sợ là lý do sợ dơ đó hả? 
 
TL:sợ là thấy nước nó dơ với lại mình lớn lên 
thấy con nít nó dọc nước nó bẩn  
 
H: Thế khi mùa nước nổi đến nước nó chỉ vào cái 
sàn nhà mình thôi thì lúc nó rút ra rồi thì mình 
làm thế nào? 
TL: Quét nhà tại vì bùn sìn mình phải quét cho nó 
sạch dơ lắm ba cái bùn mình phải quét cho nó 
sạch để nó đóng cục trên đó đâu có đi được 
giống như cây cầu của mình bằng gỗ phải không 
mà mình không lau là nó trơn đi là té luôn.  
 
 
Q: What did you think of the flood season when 
you were a child? 
F16: Oh, no, it was so much fun during the flood 
season.  We are used to go to Mrs. Tu where it 
had bigger wood floor to play and swim in the 
water.  We had a lot of fun, not the same as 
today, it’sdeadly scary. 
 
 
 
Q: Oh, that sounds interesting, then why it is 
scary now?   
F16: When we were a kid, we would not be 
scared of anything.  We loved water and loved to 
play in the water. It changed when we grew up, 
the water looks very dirty now. 
Q: So it is scary because it is dirty, I mean the 
water? 
 F16: Both, the water is very dirty and also it’s 
scary to see the kids swim in that dirty water. 
 
Q: During the flood season, the water raise up 
into the floor and then what do you do after it 
goes down? 
F16: We have to mop the floor because it’s very 
dirty and slippery.  The mud when it is dry on the 
floor, same as the wood on the bridge, if not 
mopped, it would be very easy to fall. 
 
F21  
H:Làm sao mà biết được năm nào là nước lớn ạ ? 
TL:Cũng như tới tháng này mà thấy nước nó lên 
cái sàn bên tui này nó ngập nè. 
H:Mình có cái đấu hiệu gì nhìn trời, nhìn mây, 
nhìn nước gì để mà mình biết không ạ ? 
 
TL:Trong đài  đó, nó kêu là năm nay nước cao 
lắm, ai cũng kêu hết. 
 
H:Bảy sống ở nhà ở gần sông nước này Bảy thấy 
thế nào ? 
TL:Không, như là có sợ gì không đó hả. Tại vì nhà 
người ta nhà cao cũng sợ, nhưng tui không sợ 
đâu, như mấy cái nhà cao cao lơn lớn thì sợ, nhà 
tui không có gác có gì đâu, nên trời giông trời gió 
đâu có sợ, giông ở mép bên đây nó cao, bên đây 
cũng vậy, tui chính giữa tui không có sợ. 
H:Thế Bảy nói Bảy thích ở đây là vì sao ạ ? 
TL:Ở khỏe, mặt lộ nè, mặt sông nữa nè, thoải 
mái lắm. 
H:Ngày xưa là Bảy dùng nước gì ạ ? 
TL:Ngày xưa thì xài nước dưới sông không à, 
Q: How do you know when the water is high? 
F21: Well, as on this month, I often look at the 
deck, sometimes the water gets close to it. 
Q:   Is there any experience to look at the cloud, 
the sky or the river to forecast the level of 
floodwater? 
F21: Well, we look at the weather forecast on 
the TV.  It is said that this year the level of water 
will be very high.  Everybody is talking about it. 
Q: You are living close to the water, how do you 
feel, Mrs. Bay? 
F21: No, I am not afraid of it at all.  Some people 
their house is very high, they worry, but I don’t.  
They worry because their houses have several 
floors.  My house only has one floor so the rise 
of water is none of my concern.  Thunderstorms 
are bad on the two sides, I live in the central so I 
am not scared. 
Q: Why do you like living here? 
F21: It’s good to live right on the river, on the 
road.  It’s very convenient. 
Q: What kind of water did you use before? 
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chưa có nước máy, chứ giờ có nước máy rồi thì 
xài nước máy, còn giờ không có nước máy, ở 
ngoài Cần Thơ thì có chứ ở đây đâu có, mới có 
chừng 6-7 năm nay à 
 
F21: Before I used the river water because there 
was no tap water at that time. The tap water 
were only in Can Tho City centre, not here.  We 
have just had the tap water for 6 or 7 years 
recently.   
 
M05  
H: Bác sống lâu năm ở đây rồi bác có kinh 
nghiệm gì sống với mùa nước nổi cho thoải mái 
không bác? 
M05: Cái thoải mái trong cuộc đời của bác khác 
với người sống viên chức. Mình sống sông nước 
đây từ thuở thanh niên tới giờ. 
H; vậy bác có kinh nghiệm gì truyền lại cho cái 
người sau không ạ? 
M05: Cái truyền lại cái cách sống này nó không 
có bởi vì đây là sống theo tập thể cái vùng đồng 
bằng theo một thói quen của công nhân, người 
ta sống sao mình sống dị đó, còn cái vấn đề mình 
rút kinh nghiệm thì đâu có cái kinh nghiệm nào 
mà tài hơn được. không có cái nào mà hơn 
được. 
H: Như vậy khi mùa nước nổi tới thì bác thấy có 
ảnh hưởng gì lắm không ạ? 
M05: Quen rồi, không ảnh hưởng lắm. Nhưng 
mà bây giờ mình thấy môi trường là như thế 
nào, là mình thấy như cái dòng sông nước nè nó 
đổi màu sắc. Người ta gọi là nước bẩn, tháng này 
người ta gọi là mùa nước đổ, hay là mùa nước 
nổi nó đổ từ Cam pu chia nó đổ về nhưng mà nó 
về đây nó lở đất thành đỏ ngầu màu nâu,  nâu 
nhạt nhạt đó, còn tháng kia là nó trong. 
 
Q: You have been living here for many years, do 
you have any experience for comfortably dealing 
with floating-water season? 
M05: Different people have different feelings 
and experiences. I have been living there since I 
was young. 
Q: So can you share your experience with the 
next generation? 
M05: This is quite difficult because my way of 
living is to adapt to the community. It is all about 
worker’s habits; not experience, each person 
ends up with their own experience.  
 
 
 
Q: so in the floating-water season, to what 
extent are you affected?  
M05: I am used to it, it doesn’t have an effect 
on me. But I could guess the environment and 
weather based on the colour of the river. During 
thoses months which are called falling-water 
season or floating-water season from Cambodia, 
soil dissolves into water and turns the water 
colour to light brown; and these other months, 
the water is pure. 
 
 
M06  
H: Khi mùa nước nổi đến thì hoạt động của bác 
có thay đổi gì không hay là bác, khi mùa nước nổi 
đến thì việc kinh doanh của mình này, rồi cuộc 
sống của mình ảnh hưởng như thế nào ạ? 
M06: Hồi trước thì cái mùa nước nổi kinh doanh 
bán chạy lắm, ở trong vườn mùa nước nổi người 
ta đi ghe nhiều. Mấy đứa nhỏ nhỏ nó từ nhà này 
qua nhà kia coi vườn. Giờ không có bán được, lỗ 
hết trơn  
H: Thế tức là ngày xưa mình thấy mùa nước nổi 
tới là...? 
M06: Bán nhiều.Ừ, bán nhiều, đến nỗi người ta 
đi không được người ta mua, bắt buộc phải mua. 
H: Thế bây giờ thì sao hả bác? 
M06: Giờ thì không có mua. Giờ nước nổi hay 
hổng có nước thì cũng vậy hà, bán ít lắm. Người 
ta nghỉ hết rồi chứ mà còn thì thôi khỏi bán luôn, 
bán không được một chiếc một tháng nữa. 
H: Bác đã sống rất nhiều năm ở đây, chứng kiến 
nhiều mùa lũ, cảm nghĩ của bác về mùa lũ như 
thế nào ạ? 
M06: Mùa lũ thấy cũng bình thường thôi, hồi 
Q: When the flooding-water season comes, do 
your daily activities change? How about your 
business and your life? 
 
M06: In the past, during that season, my 
business run very well, there were many people 
using boats in the rural areas, even kids played 
around by boats.  Now, we suffer losses, 
everything is unmarketable.  
Q: So in the old days, when the floating-water 
season arrives…? 
M06: we sold a lot. Customers had to buy 
because they could not go by foot. 
Q: How about now? 
M06: They no longer buy it. Floating-water 
season or not are just the same, such a dull 
trade. Most of seller quit their jobs; only few left 
but they cannot even sell one boat per month.  
Q: You have witnessed many floating-water 
seasons, how do you feel about them? 
 
M06: It’s ok, they were normal; there was no 
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nào tới giờ, ở đây nó không có tai hại nhiều vì lũ. 
Bão cũng vậy nữa. Cái bão hồi năm 1956 đó là 
bão nó có đi ngang qua đây nè là cây cối đổ ngả 
chứ nhà cũng ít có sập. 
 
 
serious harm so far. Both flood and storm are 
usual. For example, the 1956 storm swept 
through this area but only trees fell down; and 
few houses collapsed. 
M12  
H: Bác ở đây bác có bị ảnh hưởng của nước nổi 
không?  
M12: Không, không sợ 
H: Bác có sợ nước vaò nhà không? 
 
M12: Không, không sợ, bão lũ lụt một năm có hai 
tháng chứ bao nhiêu, một năm nước cao cỡ nữa 
tháng à, đâu có nhiều. 
H: Mà năm nào cũng có phải không bác? 
M12: có năm thì nước ít có năm thì nước nhiều. 
....H: Thế để chuẩn bị cho mùa nước nổi bác 
thường làm gì hả bác? 
M12: Thì cũng bình thường vậy thôi, hổng có 
chuẩn bị gì hết trơn đó tại vì mình ở đây mình 
gần ở Thành phố vớ cái sinh hoạt của mình cũng 
theo không có bị lệ thuộc còn mấy người mà làm 
về nông nghiệp là một, hai nữa là vấn đề bắt cá 
này kia là họ chuẩn bị, nước nào mình cũng sống 
bình dị thôi, nên hổng có ảnh hưởng còn mấy 
người người ta chuyên về nông nghiệp người ta 
sợ người ta đắp bờ ở gần sông, rồi còn mấy 
người mà chài lưới, bắt cá sông đồ này kia thì 
người ta lo lưới ghe, còn mình sống cái nghề này 
thì hổng có bị lệ thuộc, nhưng mình làm thì nó 
hơi ế, mùa nước thì đâu có ai đi làm đẹp đâu, 
mùa mưa gió nữa.  
H: Thế còn nhà cửabị ảnh hưởng như thế nào hả 
bác? 
M12: Hông, hồi nào tới giờ sinh hoạt sao giờ như 
vậy. 
 
 
Q: Are you affected by the floating-water 
season? 
M12: No, I’m not scared. 
Q: Do you afraid of water coming into your 
house? 
M12: No, I do not. Floods happened for 2 
months per year and the water level is high only 
for half of a month, not too long.  
Q: Does it occur every year? 
M12: Yes, but the water level varies across years. 
... Q: What do you often do to prepare for the 
floating-water season? 
M12: It is just normal, there is nothing much to 
do because I live near the city, and my daily life 
is not subjective to the weather, but the farmers 
and agricultural-workers are afraid of and they 
build imbankment near the river. The fisherman 
also prepare for packing up fishing nets and 
boats. My business is not really impacted but a 
bit down, because during the rainy season, 
nobody cares about beauty. 
 
 
 
 
 
Q: What about your house, how is it affected? 
 
M12: Does not matter. My activities have been 
kept on track so far. 
M17  
H:Theo anh mấy năm gần đây nước có xu hướng 
lên cao thêm hay là xuống thấp? 
 
TL: Năm nay có thể là cao hơn. Năm nay mới 
tháng tám là nó muốn nhảy rồi, năm rồi tháng 
chín nó mới cao, năm nay có mấy đám mưa lớn 
quá. Mưa lớn đầu mùa, mưa lớn quá nước nó 
dâng mau  
H: Mình có cách nào mà mình nhìn thấy con 
nước năm nào nó lớn năm nào nó thấp không? 
TL: Nhìn theo con nước rằm mười hai mười ba 
nó nhảy là con nước rằm mình biết à lớn hơn 
hay không lớn. Năm nay ngập hơn rồi  
 
H: Ngoài ra có cách nào nhìn mây nhìn trời nhìn 
nước gì không? 
TL: Không mình đâu phải dự báo thời tiết đâu mà 
Q: What do you think of the water level’s trends 
these recent years, it tends to be higher or 
lower? 
M17: This year it might be higher.  Although it is 
only August, the water is already high while last 
year, it’s not rise until the beginning of 
September.  There are a lot of heavy rains this 
year that make the level of water rise.   
Q: Is there any way to know if the floodwater 
will be high or low? 
M17:  I often see the level of water on the 12th 
and 13th day of the lunar month to expect the 
level of the water.  For example, this year it will 
be higher. 
Q: Is there any other way for example looking at 
the cloud, the sky or the water? 
M17: No, we are not the weather forecaster.  I 
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mình đoán, kinh nghiệm dân gian thì mình nhớ 
mại mại (khoảng) ngày mười hai mười ba hoài 
vậy đó cứ tháng nào mười hai mười ba nước cái 
mé mé mình dòm theo con nước năm nào bao 
cao nhà mình bao cao mình biết, con rằm tới nó 
cao mình chuẩn bị đồ đạc trong nhà kê cao lên 
như tủ này kia mình kê lên  
H: mùa nước nổi đến anh có cảm nghĩ gì? 
 
TL: nói chung sợ thì không sợ, ở quen rồi. Cái 
chuyện làm ăn nó khó chút nó không có thuận 
tiện như bình thường. Ở từ đó giờ đâu có sợ 
nước gì. 
 
 
just use traditional experiences.  As you see, the 
real level of water on the 15th of the month will 
be forecasted on the rising level of water on the 
12th and 13th of the month.  We see that and 
we prepare to move stuffs up higher. 
 
 
Q: What is your feeling about the floating-water 
season? 
M17: Well, in general, I am not scared of it. I get 
so used to that.  May be it will effect the 
business a little bit, but it’s okay.  I’ve been living 
here long enough to not worry about it. 
 
M20  
H: Mà ở mé sông như thế có ảnh hưởng gì không 
ạ ? 
TL:Sông hồi đó nước thì nước nhưng không đến 
nổi như bây giờ, thời điểm đó làm như cái khí 
hậu chưa biến đổi dữ, thành ra nước lớn lên 
ròng xuống chứ không đến nỗi như bây giờ, xong 
rồi thời tiết kì nha, cái khí hậu bây giờ phải nói là 
biến đổi khác thường, chứ gió quá à, mưa lớn cái 
tốc nóc mình lên, phải làm lại, lợp xong cái mình 
phải đóng cái vỉ, đè lên cho rồi, khỏe, chứ giờ 
đâu có dám, giờ chết à, gió thời điểm bây giờ, 
thời tiết bây giờ ghê quá à, chứ như hồi xưa chết 
hết trơn, ớn lắm, bây giờ thời tiết nó khác. 
H: Mực nước lũ so với ngày xưa thay đổi có 
nhiều không bác?  
TL:Thay đổi nhiều lắm, tại vì như thế này nè, cái 
lộ đi dưới đây nha, hồi 10 năm trước nó nằm 
thấp dưới cả thước, mà bây giờ lên tới 1 thước 
rồi đó, mà nhu con nước lớn dưới sông đó, cái 
mùa này nè, năm nay dám ngập nè, cô thấy ở 
qua tháng sau dám thấy nước chảy qua lộ luôn, 
như cái hẻm cặp bên nhà ông Tư đó ha, nhà cái 
bác đó đó, nước trên lộ có thể chảy ngang qua 
đây luôn, năm nay nước cao lắm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q: Is it a problem living right on the edge of the 
river? 
M20: The river is used to be okay to live with.  At 
that point, the weather was not crazily changed 
like it is today, thus as much as the water raised 
up, it would then go away.  The weather 
nowadays is very weird.  The wind is extremely 
strong and the rain is so very heavy that it would 
blow the roof away.  We are used to fix the roof 
every 35 to 40 minutes, but it is so strong now 
that we would be scared not to do it.  The 
weather is very different now, I am tired of it 
Q: How about the change of the flood level of 
today compare with that in the past? 
M20: It’s changed a lot.  For example, 10 years 
ago, the level of this road is used to be more 
than a meter lower than the water.  But this 
season, if you stay here after next month, you 
will see the water will be high enough to get the 
water over the road.  You will see it clearly in Mr. 
Tu’s house.  The water would be very high this 
year. 
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Appendix B: Participant’s photos before and during flooding. 
Before flooding During flooding 
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Appendix C: Participant’s indoor spaces before and during flooding. 
 
Table C-1: M05’s indoor spaces before flooding. 
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Table C-2: M05’s indoor spaces during flooding. 
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Table C-3:M13’s indoor spaces before flooding. 
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Table C-4:M13’s indoor spaces during flooding. 
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Table C-5:F16’s indoor spaces before flooding. 
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Table C-6:F16’s indoor spaces during flooding. 
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